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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis the techniques used for determining the shear strength 

of rockfill, both in. the field and in the laboratory, are 	. 

Very little research has been carried out to date to predict the 

shear strength of rockfill from laboratory investigations. 

It was thought that if geometrically similar gradings of a material 

'were tested under similar conditions a similar behaviour might be expected. 

A large scale triaxial apparatus was designed and constructed and a 

series of experiments were then carried out on geometrically similar 

gradings of silurian cleaved mudstone, granitic gneiss and chert. 

From this investigation a number of conclusions have been reached 

on the behaviour of rockfill materials. 
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1 
CHAPTER  

Introduction 

Civilisations have always been dependant on adequate supplies of fresh 

water. Water is essential for human life and regions of the world without 

it are devoid of habitation. Climatic changes were responsible for the 

migration of the centres of early civilisations. 

Man slowly learned to control some of the gifts of nature and stored 

water in reservoirs many thousands of years ago. There is evidence that 

earth dams were built in China, Pakistan and the Middle East as many as 

5000 years ago. 

One of the earliest known dams, Sadd el Kafara Dam, was built in 

Egypt about 2500 years B.C. It comprised two rubble masonry walls 

enclosing an earth core and the dam failed soon after construction by 

overtopping because it was not provided with a spillway. A later dam 

though, of the rockfill type, built at Homs in Syria about 1300 years B.C. 

is still in use today. (Schnitter 1967). However, most of the early 

structures probably failed by internal erosion or overtopping. 

With the development of quarrying techniques, mortars and concrete, 

subsequent structures were of masonry construction which was less easily 

eroded. 

Within the last hundred years a number of minor dams have been 

constructed using wood or steel and, more recently, structures with a 

variable crest elevation have been constructed in the form of an inflatable 

PVC bag. They have not always met with complete success and, on one 

project, a rockfill bund was substituted. 

In general, dams may be built for four functions, water storage, 

irrigation, flood control and the generation of power. Liquids other 

than water may be impounded and some major structures have been built 

for the storage of crude oil. 

Positioning a dam across a river does not always have wholly benefi-

cial results. Farmers in some parts of the world have relied, for thous-

ands of years, on the annual flood depositing a thick coat of fertile mud 

on the land with which to grow the new years crops. A dam which impounds 

an enormous reservoir puts an end to this. Serious doubts about the 

economic viability of some projects maybe raised because the substitution 

of electrical energy may not be w rth the; 	.powcir of the silt. 

There has always been a tendancy to solve problems along the lines 

of well established practice, with little added originality. A rock 

foundation was, for many years, regarded as the ideal upon which any 
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structure might safely be constructed. Masonry, concrete gravity and 

cupola arch dams were built in valleys where rock formations were stable 

and where there was little alluvium to be excavated before bed rock was 

reached. Arch dams have also been built for political prestige at sites 

where an earth or rockfill structure would have provided the better engineer-

ing solution, simply because a slender arch structure commands more admira-

tion from the layman than a seemingly enormous pile of earth. 

The reservoir sites where foundation problems existed were abandoned 

in favour of easier locations, even though they may have been further from 

the market for water or power. 

We are now rapidly reaching the stage where all the easy foundation 

sites have been developed and future dams will have to be built in the more 

difficult regions previously abandoned. 

The world is becoming progressively more cost conscious too so there 

is added incentive for originality in economic and safe dam design. 

There are now more large dams being constructed of earth and rockfill 

than all other types put together. The reason for this is that they are 

as safe as concrete dams, they are much more durable, and they are cheaper. 

The main reasons for the reduced cost are seae:mlfold. 

A minimum of foundation excavation is required and earth and rockfill 

structures may be built on hundreds of feet of alluvium as Serre Poncon, 

High Aswan and Mattmark Dams (Fig.l:l). 

The material for construction is near at hand and needs a minimum of 

specialised processing and control. Specialised products, such as steel 

and cement, do not have to be shipped or hauled over great distances. 

Perhaps the most significant factor is the change in relative costs 

of concrete and earth or rockfill. This has been achieved mainly by the 

efforts of American engineers in their development of enormous and very 

reliable and economic earth moving plant. The number of operatives is 

low and the unit cost of excavation and placing of fill has continually 

reduced as the unit cost of concrete has risen. 

The excavated material from spillways, power house foundations and 

tunnel spoil may be used in its entirety insteni of going to waste or to 

special processing for concrete aggregates. 

One of the earliest rockfill dams in North America was English Dam, 

built on the Mid Fork Yuba River in 1856. It was essentially a planked 

timber crib 100' high with an upstream slope of I vertical on 0.87 

horizontal and a downstream slope of I vertical on 0.60 horizontal. This 

is a smaller cross-section than many concrete gravity structures. This dam 

disappeared in 1883, supposedly after being blown up. 

The more usual type of rockfill dam though was constructed as a dry-

stone wall battered at a slope upstream of I vertically to 0.5 to 0.75 
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horizontally (Fig.1:2b). 	This was faced with wood, mortar, steel, bitumen 

or concrete and supported on the other side by loose rock placed at its 

angle of repose. This form of construction was followed for several dams 

around 200' hi7h, built 5.n Algeria in the late 1920's and early 1930's. 

When railways using steam traction were the main medium of transport 

for constructing rockfill dams it was necessary to have almost level haul 

roads. As a result if a 300' high dam was to be constructed of rockfill a 

trestle, 100' high, was built across the valley and a quarry opened up with 

its floor at that level. All transport was then carried out at one eleva-

tion and the dam constructed by side tipping rock blocks up to a maximum of 

25 tons in weight from the trestle. Compaction was by the kinetic energy 

of falling.  blocks. Further trestles were constructed and quarries opened 

up at the required elevations until the dam was complete. 

An upstream facing "cushion" of derrick placed rock was constructed 

against the upstream face of the dumped rockfill. Finally, a facing of 

wood, gunite, concrete or asphalt was added. 

Dams of this type were prone to excessive settlements which led to 

cracking of the upstream face. 

Meanwhile, in Europe, similx dams were being constructed by placing 

the fill material in thin lifts and subjecting it to heavy compaction and 

sluicing to minimise deformations, 

The problem of constructing earth dams throughout the year in Northern 

lattitudes was partially overcome by building the downstream shoulder of 

rockfill with the upstream slope at the angle of repose. This work, comp-

rising the greater volume of fill, could continue for most of the year and 

then filter and core placing could be carried out at a great pace in more 

clement weather conditions. 	The resulting inclined core necessitates 

flattening the upstream slope. Such a core is probably less likely to 

crack as a result of differential settlements than a central vertical core 

of similar thickness. 

The contact stresses between rockfill particles are very high and 

there is a growing awareness that this is potentially very dangerous in a 

saturated fill if subjected to shear from seismic shock. As a result, 

the highest dams under construction in the western world have well graded 

dense fills with maximum particle sizes of 6" to 8". 

Materials of this size are being used for the 984' high Nurek Dam, in 

Russia, which, it is believed is being constructed by hydraulic fill, a 

process last used in the western world for large dams at Fort Peck, although 

part of the island for the Expo World Fair was constructed by this method. 

Dump trucks now have carrying capacities in excess of 100 tons and 

1000 horse power diesel electric drives but, on the larger projects, 

difficult hauls may be carried out by conveyer, as at Portage Mountain 
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Here, the main conveyor was fed with the glacial moraine material by 

gathering conveyors which were fed by trap loaders loaded by D - 9 Cater-
pillar tractors fitted with extra large blades. At Oroville Dam (735'high) 

borrow pit excavation was oarried out using a 5,700 tons per hour bucket 

wheel excavator. Even larger excavators of this type are at work in open 

cast lignite mines in Germany. 

Many concrete darns have been replaced by earth or rockfill structures. 

The arch - gravity Exchequer Dam in California now forms the upstream toe 

of the new Exchequer Dam, a 480' high rockfill dam with an upstream membrane. 

In Norway, the Tunhovd Dan had to be converted into an earth and rock-

fill structure because of grave deterioration of the concrete due to the 

action of acid water (Sande 1966). 	The rebuilding was effected without 

emptying the reservoir. A boulder clay core and filter and the downstream 

rockfill were constructed in the dry against the downstream face of the old 

dam and the upstream shoulder was added by dumping rockfill into the 

reservoir from the crest of the existing dam (Fig.l:2a) 

A concrete dam begins to weather and deteriorate as soon as it is 

exposed to the elements whereas an earth dam is constructed of material 

which has withstood the ravages of time for thousands of years and is very 

likely to continue doing so for hundreds, if not thousands more. 

The main disadvantage of an earth or rockfill dam lies in its poor 

resistance to erosion if overtopped. Floods of the magnitude that over-

topped Kariba (2) or Aldeadavilla (3) dams during construction would cause 

considerable damage to an earth structure so that conservative and expensive 

diversion schemes are nearly always necessary. 

The foundation conditions for an hydro-electric power station and the 

Djatiluhur Dam (Fig.l:3 on the Tjitarum River in Indonesia were so bad that 

a unique design was developed (Coyne 1958). The power station and over-

flow spillway were combined in a circular structure 315' in diameter and 

rather like a cooling tower. By keeping the elevation of the dam well 

ahead of the spillway large floods could be passed during construction with 

minimal diversion works. Several similar structures have since been 

constructed in Yugoslavia (1). 

There are, however, several rockfill dams which have been over-topped 

during construction and with the impervious zones in place. The Brownlee 

Dam, on the Snake River in the U.S.A., was overtopped by a flood of 70,000 

cusecs with little damage. 	In 1963 a flood of 457,000 cusecs was passed 

over part of the crest of the Akosombo .Dom_ in Ghana and the core material 

was scoured out right down to bedrock. 

Although a well designed and constructed earth dam is capable of 

absorbing energy from seismic activity it is very vulnerable to erosion 



from overtopping by subsequent tidal waves and liberal freeboard should be 

allowed. 

It has been suggested that rockfill underwater bunds across tidal 

estuaries would form an ideal foundation for hosts of tidal power turbines 

housad in individual caissons and sunk onto the rockfill foundation. 

Construction would be particularly che, p by comparison with conventional 

methods. 

Meanwhile rockfill dams on dry land are rising to ever increasing 

heights and design parameters are becoming wider extrapolations of previoUs 

experience. Deformations are probably the more serious problem at present 

and most design is aimed at reducing differential settlements between rock-

fill and core to a minimum. At least in this field design parameters can 

be checked by the appropriate instrumentation. 

hs yet, no rockfill dam has failed catastrophically by a deep seated 

shear failure but cases have occurred where rigid concrete cores have been 

sheared off at the first reservoir filling because of excessive deformation 

of the downstream rockfill shoulder. At the same time, no one knows what 

the shear strength of a rockfill is under high stresses. The time is 

therefore ripe to attempt to find out. 

In this thesis determinations of the shear strength of rockfill in the 

laboratory and in the field have been reviewed and investigations concerning 

one dimensional consolidation will be reported by Pigeon (1969). 

Investigations reported elsewhere have, in the main, either tested materials 

at non representative stresses or else non representative materials. 

Investigations with geometrically scaled gradings hove been inconclusive 

because of other variables. 

Many other investigations, however, have been carried out with a 

reduced number or variables but the results have not been made generally 

available. 

This thesis also describes the design and construction of triaxial 

apparatus capable of applying to a sample of rockfill, one foot in diameter 

by two feet high, major and minor principal stresses of 2000 p.s,i. and 

500 p.s.i. respectively. 	The results of a series of experiments on 

geometrically similar gradings are then reported and discussed in the 

light of our present knowledge on the behaviour of rockfill dams. 
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CHdPTEh 2 

Field determinations of the shear strength of rockfill and associated 

materials  

(2:1) 	Intreductim 

Rules of thumb techniques for the design of earth and rockfill struct-

ures have slowly given way to more sophisticated theory and the scientific 

experimental approach as gross extrapolations of previous experience have 

been proved to be dangerous. 

The volume, and hence the cost, of a rockfill dam is very dependant on 

the angle of internal friction of the rockfill. 	Although the cost of shear 

tests on rockfill is very high it is surprising that a more concerted effort 

has not been made to determine this parameter for the conditions actually 

experienced in the heart of very high rockfill structures. Without the 

relevant shear strength parameter not only is the safety of the structure 

always in doubt but, more important, the lives of all those persons living 

downstream are threatened. 

(2:2) 	The determination of the angle of friction between bedrock and a 

rockfill. 

To obtain design parameters for the angle of friction between bedrock 

and rockfill for the T.V.I0s South Holston Dam large scale shear box tests 

were carried out with.rockfill compacted against bedrock (Leonard 1958). 

It was stated that the rockfill must be made of sound rock having good 

compressive strength and durability against weathering. Quartzites, 

limestones and dolomites of the region were generally acceptable, whereas 

shales were not. At South Holston Dam a high grade sandstone was used 

and the characteristics of this material were uncertain. When the quarry 

was opened up appreciable quantities of shale and sandstone were found in 

which the cementing agent had disappeared. Large scale shear box tests 

were carried out on these materials. The shear box was supported just 

clear of the bedrock area .nd rock particles between 6" and 12" diameter 

were compacted in the box by vibration. A surcharge of six feet of 

concrete was added to produce the normal load. This though hardly seems 

to represent the stress condition prevailing at the foundation of a 285' 

high dam and the particle size used was probably excessive too for that 

size of shear box. 

The shearing force was applied by hydraulic jacks (Fig.2:2:1) and 

it was observed that a certain amount of particle breakdown took place 

during shear. 
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The tests indicated an angle of friction of 45°  between bedrock and 

the sound sandstone and 30°  for the uncemented sandstone and shale. 

It was concluded, therefore, that the tests effectively verified the 

use of the generally assumed value of 45°  for the angle of friction of a 

good dumped rockfill. 

A similar test to determine the angle of friction between rockfill 

and bedrock at the site of the Djatiluhur Dam was reported by Coyne (1958). 

In Norway it is generally assumed that the angle of friction between 

a rockfill and bedrock polished by glaciation is 40°  (Kjaernsli 1968). 

(2:3) 	The determination of the angle of  internal friction of rockfill  

by means of shear box tests  

(2:3:1) 	Sowers 1961  

For the design of the 300' high Lewis Smith Dam a series of shear 

tests was carried out on carboniferous sandstone. A shear box, with a 

cross-section measuring 6' by 6' and with a total depth of 3', was used 

for the tests. The box was placed on the fill of a trial embankment and 

further material was compacted in and around it using the normal compact-

ion equipment. When compaction was completed the material around the box 

was excavated. The normal and shear loads were applied by hydraulic 

jacks. The reactions were taken in a similar manner to those in the 

sheer box in Fig.2:3:2. 

ed to the lower box and 

and the hydraulic jack. 

box over the lower box. 

shown in Table 2:3:1. 

The normal stresses applied varied between 14.5 p.s.i. and 27.8 p.s.i. 

Once again, this hardly simulated the worst stress conditions in a 300' 
4/ high dam. The value of 
Of obtained, when testing a grading with partic- 

les up to 12" diameter was 45°. The unconfined compressive strengths of 

intact and weathered sandstone were 7,800 p.s.i. and 2,000 p.s.i. 

respectively. 

In this case, however, the tie bars were anchor-

a set of rollers was inserted between the top cap 

Shearing was carried out by pushing the upper 

The grading analysis of the material tested is 
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Sieve size (mm) % passing 

300 100 

150 93 
100 88 

30 52 

10 31 

3 22 

1 17 

0.3 14 

0.2 13 

0.1 8 

0.03 2 

0.01 1 

Table 2:3:1 The grading analysis of carboniferous sandstone rockfill 

tested by Sowers  

A complementary series of tests was carried out on the same material 

but with a maximum particle size of Sam, in small scale triaxial apparatus. 
The angle of internal friction was found to be 42°  but the grading, applied 

stresses and sample size were not stated. 

(2:3:2) 	Nichiporovitch 1967  

Shear box tests were carried out on sandstone ?./ad gravel to obtain 

shear strength parameters for the design of Nurek Dam in the U.S.S.R. 

Tne shear box is shown diagrLmatically in Fig.2:3:2. The normal and 

shear stresses were applied by hydraulic jacks and the displacements 

ware measured with dial gauges. Shearing was carried out by pulling the 

lower box under the upper box. Each half of the shear box was 41 ems. 

deep and the sample cross section measured 150 cms by 150 cms. The 

maximum size of material tested was 20 cms. which seems somewhat on the 

large size for a shear box of those dimensions. 

Although the proposed height of Nurek Dam is 984', the maximum 

normal stresses applied to samples in the shear box were about 150 p.s.i. 

Both the shingle and the sandstone showed a straight lino relation-

ship at any given porosity between the normal pressure and the angle of 

internal friction for normal stresses up to 7 kg/cm2. At higher stresses 

a reduction of 0f was noticed. 

For the shingle, Of3  varied from 40° to 47CD 
 for porosities from 29% 

to 21% respectively and for the sandstone 38o to 47o for porosities from 
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40% to 33% respectively. 

With the field shear box a reduction of the cohesion intercept was 

noticed when the clearance between the upper and lower boxes was increased 

from 35mm to 160mm (Fig.2:3:2) 

(2:3:3) Krsmanovic 1967  

A very large shear apparatus, for testing rockfill to be used for 

three large dams in Yugoslavie, was described by Krsmanovic. 

The cross-section of the shear box measured 290 cms. by 190 ems. and 

the total depth of the box was 150 ems. 

In order to obtain the necessary reactions to apply normal stresses 

of up to 360 p.s.i. the apparatus was installed in an adit. 

The lower box was made of steel and shearing was accomplished by 

pushing it over the lower one by means of eight 300 tons capacity jacks. 

The normal reaction, which was provided by eight 150 tons capacity jacks, 

was taken by the roof and floor of the adit (Fig.2:3:3) 

Samples were compacted using a Vibromax plate compactor. The maxi- 

mum particle size in the smiples tested was 70 cms. 	There appeared to be 

no provision for reducing to a minimum the apparatus friction in the hori- 

zontal direction. 	These last two points mey. well be responsible for the 

shape of the 1.15hr failure envelopes shown in Fig.2:3:3. 

(2:3:4) Bwlch-y-Gle shear test  

Insitu shear box tests were carried out on the compacted fill of the 

Bwlch-y-Gle Dem. 

The material was a weathered shale and the particles were flet and 

elongated. 	The fill was placed in layers 18" thick and compacted with a 

5 tons vibrating roller operating at a frequency of 30 cycles per second. 

A test pit was excavated in the fill, to a depth of about 5' and a 

stump of fill left which was then carefully trimmed to fit a 2' square 

shear box. 	Four shear tests were carried out on saturated samples. 

The samples were loaded by hydraulic jacks and the loads were measured 

by eleot4i.o..loadcals. Displacements were determined using long travel dial 
gauges. 	The reaction for the normal load was provided by a bridge of 

rolled steel joists weighted with concrete blocks. 	The grading of the 

material end the results of four tests at various normal loads are given 

in Fig.2:3:4. 

(2:4) 	Passive cone shear test.  

A few passive wedge tests have been carried out by the Institute of 

Foundation Engineering of the Bayerishe Landesgewerbeanstatt, Nuremburg, 

to determine the shear strength of compacted rockfill. 
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One such test which relies on a passive oone theory developed by 

Steinfeld (1952) was reported by Kany (1967). The general arrangement 

of this test is shown in Fig.2:4:1. 

An area, about 35 metres in diameter, was stripped of overburden and 

a circular pod, 5 metres in diameter, was constructed of concrete in the 

centre. 	On this area teflon sliding.  bearings were constructed for four,  

concrete segments which were going to be used to push outwards on the fill 

to induce a passive failure cone. The four segments were cast on the 

bearings and then tests were carried out to determine the friction between 

the concrete and teflon. 

A circular embankment, 3 metres high, was then constructed around the 

segments, using normal construction equipment. The main compactor was an 

ABG SA 180 vibrating roller and fill adjacent to the segments was compact- 

ed with a Loser}: ._sen :IT 2000 plate vibrator 	The normal grading is 

shown in Fig. 2:4:1 but the surface was levelled with fines and a skip of 

lean gypsum sand mortar was added to detect the failure surface. 

The fill material was described as trap sandstone and had a bulk 
a 

density, when placed, of 1.98 tons/metre. 

The shearing force was applied to the concrete segments by hydraulic 

jacks with a total potential force of 2400 tons. Power was supplied by 

a mobile test vehicle fitted with equipment to monitor the readings of 

displacement transducers so that equal displacements could be given to 

each segment. 

The load-displacement curves are shown in Fig.2:4:2 along with the 
/ 4 

failure diagram and the formula derived by Steinfeld for calculating p 

is the force applied to each segment and the angle of internal friction 

determined from this test was 48.5°. 

The normal stresses in the test were about one tenth of those in the 

actual construction so one might expect a reduction of e to something 

less than 48.50 . 
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OEAPT  

Some laboratory investigations of the shear strength of rockfill and 

associated materials.  

(3:1) 	Introduction 

"Rockfill" was the term used by the Americans to describe a material 

consisting of very hard, durable rocks varying in size from about 40 pounds 

to 20 tons in weight. This material was used for harbour breakwaters and 

dams built in very high lifts dumped at the angle of repose. 

It was impossible to determine the angle of internal friction of such 

a grading experimentally without inducing failure in a trial bank 100 or 

more feet high. 	This would have been a very costly experiment and, as 

numerous dams had been built to 3001  high without any failures, there 

seemed little need to do other than copy previous experience. 

The term "rockfill" is now more loosely used and, in general, incorp-

orates all coarse grained aggregates, including quarried rock and tunnel 

spoil. 

With the increasing height of rockfill dams and especially in the 

case of those in seismic areas a new appraisal of the significant design 

and construction procedures was called for. 

(3:2) 	The drained shear strength of rockfill under triaxial conditions. 

In 1948 the U.S.Army, South Pacific Division, carried out a series of 

triaxial tests using a vacuum apparatus. The sample size was 18" diameter 

by 37" high and a quarried granite, with a straight line grading from 4" 
to 28mm. was tested at confining pressures of 4.4, 8.8 and 13,8 p.s.i, 
The respective angles of internal friction were 47.2o, 43,8o and 44,8

o 

However, it is not clear whether the samples were tested dry or saturated 

or how the sample volume changes were measured. 

ilvacuum triaxial apparatus for testing samples 50 ems. diameter by 

125 CM* high was used by Schultze (1957) to obtain shear parameters for 

a slatey greywacke which was to be used for heightening Schwammenauel Dam, 

The confining pressure was applied using a water ejector to evacuate the 

specimen and diameter changes were calculated from the extension of a 

circumferential belt at the sample mid height. 

Six tests were carried out on dense samples at confining pressures of 

0.25, 0.50 and 0,75 kg/cms using material less than 10 ems, in diameter. 

A tangent drawn to the 118hr circles at the two lower pressures gave an 

angle of internal friction of 43°  and a cohesion intercept of 0.45 Kg/cm 
The third M1Shr circle suggested a higher angle of internal friction. 
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(Fig.3:2:1) 

Nine further tests on loose samples indicated an angle of internal 

friction of 42,2°  and a cohesion intercept of 0.095 Kg/c124  . The dense 

samples reached a distinct peak but the loose ones did not and failure in 

the latter case was defined as the point at which the stress strain curve 

became a straight line (Fig.3:2:2). 	The points of failure for the three 

tests fell on a common straight line. 

It was stated that field shear tests were carried out which confirmed 

the above results. 

In a series of tests on a gravel, at a porosity of 25%, from a lignite 

waste tip, an angle of internal friction of 35°  was obtained in the vacuum 

triaxial apparatus. Small tests, with the porosity of 29%, gave an angle 

of internal friction of 41°  which was deemed an excessive result. Further 

tests in a Casagrande 10 cm. x 10 cm. shear box, with the porosity 20, 
gave a value of 0' of 42°. 	In a 6 cm.ax 6 cm.00nstant rate of strain shear 

box and with n equal to 29% the value of 01  was 45°. In the small tests 

particles retained on a 5mm sieve were discarded. 	It was stated "this 

could only reduce the angle of friction". 
i Vacuum tests on a further material gave a p value of 32o  , whereas 

in the small triaxial, with n = 44.3%, 0" was 28°. With the Casagrande 
, 4 shear box, n = 45 	/70, p = 34°  and with the constant rate of strain shear box 

n = 44%, 01  = 31°. 

Schultze drew the following conclusions from his series of tests: 

1. Direct, as well as triaxial, large shear tests make it possible to 

investigate filling material with coarse particles for earth dams. 

2. If the apparatus is to be simple to manufacture and handle, the 

maximum normal pressures are limited to 1.5 Kg/cm. 

3. Whether the shear envelope up to 1.5 Kg/cm is also accurate enough 

for higher normal stresses depends on the material tested. 	In 

general, the shear envelope is not so curved at the beginning, so 

that large errors do not appear. This question has to be cleared up 

by comparison tests with large and small apparatus. For this, only 

fine grained soil can be used in the small apparatus. 

4. With slightly cohesive soils it is recommended that the actual lateral 

pressure be determined in the sample with pressure cells. 

-5. 	The coarse fraction of the soils tested produced a higher shear  

strength. Consequently, sieving out the remainder and testing it in 

small apparatus is unrealistic. 

6. The density of the soils does not affect the internal angle of friction 

but it does affect the cohesion and compressibility. 

7. Exact details of the relationship between the largest grain diameter 



and the instrument diameter have not yet been determined. Up to now, 

when using a flaky, broken slate, the ratio of the gain size to 

apparatus diameter has not exceeded 1:5 . However, only a small 

proportion of the whole was made up of coarse particles. 

A certain doubt exists as to the validity of some of the above 

statements. 

Direct comparison between the results obtained for various sizes 

of sample is complicated by the use of different types of apparatus as 

well as various ratios of maximum particle size to sample size. 	This 

ratio may well vary for triaxial and shear box samples. 

The initial design work for El Infiernillo Dam was carried out in 1960. 

However, no design parameters could be obtained for the rockfill with 

existing soils equipment. 	Casagrande, therefore, recommended a compre-

hensive investigation requiring the design of large scale and sophistica- 

ted rockfill testing.  apparatus. 	The design of the apparatus and the 

initial testing programme were reported by Marsal in 1965. 

The main item of equipment was a triaxial cell capable of testing 

samples of rockfill 113 cms diameter by 250 cms high at confining pressures 

up to 25 Kg/cm This apparatus had a dual function as a plane strain 

attachment to test samples 75 cm x 75 cm x 180 cms could be fitted into 

the cell in place of the normal triaxial sample (Figs.3:2:3, 3:2:4). 

To initiate a testing programme as soon as possible and to train 

operatives a vacuum triaxial apparatus with the same sample size was built 

whilst the more sophisticated apparatus was under design and construction. 

In addition, a further triaxial apparatus was designed to test sam-

ples of 20 cm diameter by 50 cm high at confining pressures up to 50Kg/cm
2 

(Fig. 3:2:5) 

Two oedometers were also designed, one to test samples 50 cms diameter 

x 50 cms high at normal stresses to 32Kg/cm-  and another, samples 114 cms 

diameter x 60 cms high at normal stresses of 320 Kg/cm
2 

A direct shear apparatus was designed to obtain the coefficients of 

friction of various materials so that a suitable material might be chosen 

to line the walls of the above mentioned plane strain apparatus. 

The main apparatus, contained in a spherical pressure vessel 4.2 

metres in diameter, required a laboratory building 33' high and a 22 tons 

capacity overhead travelling crane. 

The deviator load was applied by numerous hydraulic retracting rams 

and the confining pressure was held constant at various set values by a 

standpipe from overflow tanks situated at various elevations on a hill 

adjacent to the laboratory. 

Two membranes with a 5 cms thick sand or clay filling between them 
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were used for tests on samples containing material up to 20 cms. 	These 

membranes were made on site. 

All the initial samples were tested dry and volume changes were cal-

culated from deformation belts placed around the sample. The deviator 

was determined from the pressure acting in the hydraulic rams. 

Preliminary conclusions suggest that for the five materials tested 

the Mtjhr failure envelope curves considerably . 	Values of the angle of 

internal friction varying from about 50°  to 35°  at confining pressures of 

0.5 Kg/cm and 25Kg/cm2 respectively. Samples of a natural mixture of 

sand, gravel and boulders showed the greatest shear strength. 

The axial deformation required before the peak shear strength was 

mobilised increased with increasing confining pressure especially with the 

more uniformly graded materials. 

Most samples consolidated initially under shear loading and then dila-

ted, the dilatancy being less noticeable at high confining pressures. 

Repetitive tests on Malpaso conglomerate showed that each successive 

test displayed a higher shear strength, a smaller axial strain to failure 

and a greater dilatancy. 

Oedometer tests showed that particle breakdown was a function of 

particle strength and of intergranular stress which was dependant on the 

applied stresses, the grading and void ratio of the sample. 

There were important secondary effects, such as the appreciable addi-

tional settlement on saturation of an initially dry sample which had already 

achieved a state of equilibrium under a given stress condition. 

Measurements carried out in the fill of El Infiernillo Dam suggested 

that deformations were considerably smaller than those predicted in 

triaxial compression tests. It was, therefore, recommended that plane 

strain apparatus be used to test rockfill samples. 

The Nair failure circles for four materials tested in the dry state 

are shown in Figs. 3:2:6, 	3:2:7, 3:2:8, 3:2:9. 

Marsal (1965) reported a. reduction in shear strength with increase 

in sample size when testing silicified conglomerat from El Infiernillo Dam 

and a, granitic gneiss in samples 113 cms. diameter and 20 ems 

	

The results and gradings are given in Fig. 3:2:10. 	The densities were 

about the same for all samples of such material. 	The relative densities 

for the large and small samples were, therefore, probably quite different, 

especially as the gradings varied. However, the gradings tested were not 

geometrically similar and the ratio of sample diameter to maximum particle 

size was not the same for each case. 

distinction was drawn between the structural void ratio et  and 

the sample void ratio e for samples containing mixtures of two sizes of 

particle Fig. 3:2:11a. 
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Leussink (1965) found that the flatter the grading curve the smaller 

the angle of internal friction and suggested that as long as geometrically 

the same material was tested in various sizes of apparatus the result was 

similar (Fig.3:2:llb,c). The explanation for Marsal obtaining lower angles 

of internal friction in the large apparatus was that the gradings in that 

apparatus comprised 50% coarse material which performed a different funct- 

ion during shear. 	In the largo specimen the load is mainly transmitted 

by the large grains because of their much higher modulus of deformability 

compared with that of the total assembly of grains. Particle breakage in 

the large tests was 46% to 130% greater than in the small tests. Very 

often one observed large particles with well developed shear planes through 

their mass after the completion of a shear test. 

The results of further investigations on basalt and granitic gneiss 

were reported by Marsal in 1967. Material passing the 200 min sieve was 

used for the tests and the membrane sand jacket was made up of that fract- 

ion of the material being tested which passed the No.4 sieve. 	These 

materi as were tested in a saturated condition and the volume changes were 

measured both by burettes and circumferential extensometers. There was a 

large discrepancy between these two methods which was due to an error in 

determining the volume change with the circumferential extensometers 

(Marsal 1968), 	.Ls usual, the materials showed a decrease in the angle of 

internal friction with increasing confining pressure. The actual values 

obtained though are suspect because it is not known which method of volume 

change measurement was used in determining the mean cross-section of the 

sample. 

In 1967 a short report was published (4) of the investigations on 

the shear strength of rockfill carried out by the Snowy Mountains Authority 

for the design of their rockfill dams. 

triaxial apparatus was designed to test 224" diameter by 45" high 

samples at confining pressures up to 200 p.s.i. 	The deviator load was 

applied and measured in a Mnir and Federhoff 180 tons universal testing 

machine. 	The cell was fitted with a rotating bush and the sample was 

loaded via a spheric,1 seating designed to rotate under load. 	Cell 

pressure was maintained by an air water system. 

Tests were carried out on geometrically similar gradings on several 

smaller sizes of sample. 	Scaling the particle shape was the difficulty 

and small samples comprised particles which were hand picked and sorted. 

This sorting operation made the cost of a test on a 6" diameter sample 

about the same as that on a 224" diameter sample. As yet no data has 

been published. 

Unfortunately, this also applies to a vast amount of data accumulated 
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in the last ten years by the U.S.Army Corps of Engineers and many other 

bodies. 	However, a table of results of a recent study (5) on the shear 

strength of rockfill is given in Fig.3:2:12. 	Two materials were tested, 

crushed basalt and metavoicenic. 	Tests were carried out on samples of 

either 12" or 6" diameter, depending on the maximum grain size. 	The foll-

owing straight line gradings were used 

Grading Cu 

iT" to No, 

i'm to No. 

30 

30 

3.3 

4.7 

1" to No. 30 6.7 

2" to No. 30 9.4 

3" to No. 30 11.6 

Table 3:2:1 Gradings used in the U.S.Army Enedneers' Tests. 

The dense samples were at a relative density of about 95% to 100% and the 

medium dense at about 70% to 75% relative density. 

i certain number of conclusions were reached as a result of the study: 

a) The metavolcanic rock and the basalt had equal shear strengths. 

b) The shear strength increased with sample density. 

c) The shear strength increased with increasing coefficient of 

uniformity. 

d) The angle of internal friction decreased with increasing 

confining pressure. 

e) There is a considerable increase in strength between the 

gradings with ifl and 3" maximum particle sizes. 

certain number of tests were carried out at the Comision Federal De 

Electricidad Rockfill Labor,tery at El Infiernillo on gradings from 3.5" 

to No.30 and 7" to No.30 and no difference in shear strength was detected 

between these gradings. 

However, it is rather difficult to know just how c) and e) above are 

related in their contribution to the shear strength of a rockfill. 

Particle strength and shape are involved and the sample dilatancy chracter-

istics vary with the geometry of the grading. The dilatancy is a function 

of confining pressure beoause it is a measure of volume change characteris- 

tics which themselves are affected by stress. 	The critical stress being 

a function of particle contact forces to the strength of the particle 

contacts. 	The contact forces are dependant not only on the grading but 

the principal stress ratio as well. 
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(3:3) 

 

The drained shear strength of associated materials under triaxial 

conditions  

  

    

For the design of the Goeschenenalp Dam an attempt was made to predict 

the shear strength of the shell materials (Zeller and Wullimann 1957). 

Triaxiul sheer tests were carried out using four different sizes of appara-

tus and various gradings, such that the maximum particle size was always 

loss than 1/5 the diameter of the sample. 	The gradings used were not 

geometrically similar but they all had a common minimum size particle. 

The four sets of triaxial apparatus were capable of testing samples 505 x 

900 mm., 252.5 x 500 m., 160 x 250 mm. and 80 x 150 mm. 

The Beni was to be 155 metres high and, therefore, it was really 

necessary to test samples at lateral pressures up to about 250 p.s.i. The 

largest triaxial appar,Aus mentioned above was a vacuum type designed by 

Bjerrum in 1957 for the design of the Marmorera Dam. The pparatus was 

modified by adding an external cell. 	The maximum confining pressure was 

then 78 p.s.i. with a full vacuum also applied. 	The axial load was 

measured by three: hydraulic loadcells at the base and the deviator was 

applied by pumping up an hydraulic jack by hand. The sample volume 

changes were not always measured and the deviator stress was assumed equal 

to: 
61 
	= p ( 1 - 	) 

0 

where p was the applied devitor load, 	the initial sample area and 

the axial strain. For all the tests carried out one half of the maximum 

deviator stress wes plotted against the logarithm of the maximum particle 

size for each porosity at e, given confining pressure. 

From this plot it was concluded that the maximum shear strength for 

any given porosity was fchieved with the grading containing the minimum 

particle size. (Fig. 3:5:1) 

The reason for this is probably twofold. 	Firstly, the unit particle 

strength is probably gyre ter with small particles because of the smaller 

incidence of flaws. and hence a greater dilatancy takes place rather than 

breakdown. Secondly, the grading is more uniform and hence the rate of 

dilatuncy is greater at failure. 	The contot stresses are much higher 

with uniform material but the mean applied stresses were quite low so that 

particle breakdown, in this case would not have had a predominant influence 

on the results. 

Huder and Fetz (1967) reported a series of tests which were used to 

predict the shear strength of the talus material used for the shoulders of 

the Goeschenenalp Dam, 	They found that it was possible to extrapolate 
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from tests on material finer than lOmm when the gr,ding curve had smaller 

exponents than the Fuller's curve ( t 0.5), that is, a larger coefficient 

of uniformity and a coefficient of curvature less than 3. Moraine and 

talus material satisfy this requirement and for Alpine conditions, where 

these soil types are frequently used in the construction of embankments, 

it is possible to perform representative tests on small scale samples. 

Materials such as boulder rubble and boulder slope material exhibit a 

smaller coefficient of uniformity, that is an exponent greater than 0.5, 

and it is necessary to test as coarse a sample as possible. 	If the coarse 

grains are completely surrounded by finer material they are not in a posi-

tion to contribute to the shear strength of the mass. Grqdings with 

different maximum particle sizes were compared on the assumption that the 

same shear strength existed at the corresponding dry density. 	1111 the 

large triaxial shear tests were performed by Zeller and Wullimann (1957) 

in the vacuum triaxial apparatus. The gradings tested are shown in Fig. 

3: :2a and the initial results and corrected results in Fig. 3:3:2 b and c. 

One half of the deviator stress is plotted against initial porosity 
/ 2 for tests run at a minor principal stress of 0.9 Kg/cm. Each grading 

displays a different shear strength for any given porosity. 

For converting the porosity (n) of a sample of Maximum particle 

diameter (d) to that of a larger maximum particle diameter (D) the follow- 

ing equations are used: 

nD =nd (I-P) + P ( I - Py) 

or
D = b'dd  ( I - P ) +Py  G.P. 

where 	di.)  denotes the corrected dry density in tP 

dd denotes the dry density of the sample with the smaller 

maximum particle diameter 

P denotes the percentage of oversize grains. 

G denotes the specific gr:_vity of the grains. 

P is the conversion factor in Fig.3:2:d. 

As long as the grading curve fulfills the previous conditions a 

value of 0.9 for P is satisfactory. 

Leslie (1963) reported a series of tests on alluvial soils with 

subrounded and. subangular particles in which he used various gradings 

and sample sizes to determine the effect of large particles on the shear 

strength of a fill. 

Two series of tests were performed and in all cases the confining 

pressure was 60 p.s.i. 	The gradings tested are set out overleaf: 



Straight Line Grading Coefficient of Uniformity 

First Test Series 2" 	No. 30 9.4 
1" No. 30 6.7.  
_1,, 	No. 	30 4.7 
.1,-tt 	 No. 	30 4 3.3 

Second Test Series 2" 4.5 mm 3.3 
1" 	2.3 mm 3.3 
",, 	1.1 mm 2 3.3 
1.-
4  n 
	0.6 mm 3.3 

No.10 	0.18mm 3.3 

Table 3:3:1 Gradings tested by Leslie.  

The tests were carried out in apparatus using samples 5.9" diameter 

by 13 8" high, 6" x 12" and 12" x 24". 	This latter was later altered to 

12" di_meter by 27.6" high. 

It was the usual practice to express the density of cohesionless 

material in terms of its relative density. When the limits for the differ—

ent gradings were determined in the various sizes of apparatus various 

maximum and minimum values were obtained which were inconsistent. Density 

was therefore expressed in terms of porosity. 

In the first test series the results for all the triaxial tests showed 

that the angle of internal friction, for a particular grading, increased 

with increasing initial dry density. The maximum density of the gradings 

increased as the maximum particle size increased. Hence, the maximum 

value of the angle of internal friction was obtained from the densest sample 

with the largest maximum size. However, extrapolating the plots in Fig. 

3:3:3b it can be seen that for any given porosity the more uniform gradings 

of smaller maximum size have higher values of internal friction. 

In the second test series there was again, an increase in the angle of 

internal friction with increasing density for each grading. All the 

gradings in this series were parallel lines .end hence, if the particle 

shapes were exactly the same, the pickings were geometrically similar at a 

given porosity. 

Again, for any given porosity the finer gradings displayed higher 

angles of internal friction (Fig.-5:3:3a). It was noticed that the maximum 

density obtainable from any grading increased with the sample size. 

It was concluded that: (1) The angle of internal friction for gravelly 

soils would lie between 350  and 400. 
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(2) Oversize particles did not have as great an effect on shear strength 

as initially thought. 

(3) Particle breakdown was substantial and a thorough investigation was 

required for very large structures. 

In 1963 Hall an:, Gordon reported a series of tests to obtain shear 

strength parameters for the design of Orovillu Dam. 	Some of the materials 

were naturally occurring and others were gold dredging tailings from the 

late 1800's gold rash. 	Materisl up to 3" maximum size was tested at 

confining pressures up to 125 p.s.i in a sample 12" in i.meter and 27.6" 

high and 1)2-17  material up to 650 e.s.i. in a 6" diameter by 13.8" high 

specimen. 	Two membranes were used on the samples with 2i" wide strips of 

polythene placed vertically in between them. 

Pervious materials were compacted to 100% relative density using 

vibration aid a 1 to 3 p.s.i. surcharge. 

For the pervious sandy and gravelly materials the reduction in slope 

of the M?.:41r envelope was 6°  to 11°  for major principal stresses from 90 

p.s.i. to 1200 p.s.i. 

This decrease in slope was assumed to be due to particle breakdown, 

most of which occurred during shear. The particle depredation was a 

function of the grading and was less for well graded soils which showed 

little segretation. 

Within the range of presiure used no similar decrease in the slope of 

the M8hr envelope with increasing pressure was noticed for the clayey and 

silty materils. 

Insley and Hillis (1963) carried out a series of triaxial tests on a 

compacted glacial till at about optimum moisture content to determine shear 

strens:th parameters for the core material of the 650' high Mica Creek Dam 

on the Columbia River. 	They used confining pressures of up to 450 p.s.i. 

on 6" diameter specimens containing particles up to 1? diameter. The 

reduction in slope of the M.Eihr envelope over this range was only 2 or 3 

degrees. 

For the design of the 360' high Shikmen D-m in Taiwan a series of 

scaled tests were carried out by Lowe (1964). 	The shoulder fill was to 

be well rounded gravel and cobble material passing a 12" sieve. A 

geometrically similar grading was made up with a maximum particle size of 

1" and drained triaxial tests were carried out on samples 6" diameter. 

At dry densities of 130 and 137 lbs/ft3  the respective angles of internal 

friction were 41 and 43°  , the M6hr envelope being a straight line for 

confining pressures up to 200 p.s.i. 

Nichiporovitch (1967) described the field and laboratory investigations 

for the design of several large dams in Russia, Aurek (300 meters high), 
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Charvok, Sarsang and V.Tobol. The field apparatus has been briefly 

described in Chapter 2. 

Laboratory shear tests were carried out on uniform gradings of 
/ 

crushed limestone and Nurek gravel at normal stresses up to 6Kg/cm
a  in a 

shear box 20 cms x 20 ems x 10 ems. The results for various initial 

porosities of the samples are shown in Fig.3:3:4. 	In general, en increase 

in shear strength was noted with increase in density and maximum particle 

size. 

Scaled gradings, which were geometrically similar to the field grad-

ings, were tested in triaxial apparatus. The maximum confining pressures 

used were 6Kg/ci? which were hardly equivalent to the maximum stresses in 

Nurek Dem. 

The results of tests in the shear box and the triaxial apparatus were 

compered at the normal stresses acting on the shear planes. Large differ-

ences were noted in the shear strengths obteined in the two types of 

apparatus. The Mohr failure circles for a series of triaxial tests on 

1000 ram diameter sampls of Nurek sandstone are shown with the field shear 

box test results on an identical grading and porosity of the same material 

(Fig.2:3:2) 

(3:4) The drained shear strength of rockfill under plane strain conditions  

Marsal (1967) further augmented his rockfill testing facilities by 

constructing a plane strain apparatus which applied all stresses through 

rigid boundaries. The maximum values of 6
1' 

and 6
3 

were140, 50 and 

22Kgicm2  respectively. The sample was a prism 70 x 75 x 180 cms and the 

major principal stress was applied by a 600 tons capacity hydraulic jack. 

The apparatus was basically very similar to that installed in the 

spherical pressure vessel at the El Infiernillo laboratory. The inter-

mediate principal stress was measured vie instrumented tie bars holding 

the platens together. The minor principal stress was measured via the 

hydraulic fluid preseure in the jacks controlling the platens. The major 

principal stress was measured via Freyssinet flat jacks, both in the base 

of the sample and under the top loading platen. In this way wall friction 

could be estimated. The displacements were measured by linear displace- 

ment transducers. 	The apparatus is shown ciagramatically in Fig.3:4:1. 

The faces of the platens were lined with layers of various materials to 

reduce friction to a minimum. This treatment consisted of 3 layers of 

grease and polythene squares glued to paper. Friction losses were estima-

ted at about 4 of the applied load. 

Two materials were tested, an angular basalt from El Pedregal and a 

semi-rounded sand and gravel from Pinzandaran. 
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1 
The samples were consolidated by applying equal increments of 

and 61 until the desired value of 6-, vas reached. 	Considerable creep 

occurred at each stress increment. 	6 was then held constant and 64  

increased in steps until failure. 	Deformations were nearly as great as 

in the triaxial apparatus and with the tests at the higher stresses 6 

and 6., had to be reduced to 2:-JX.0 to reset the jack when its limit of 

travel wren reached. 	The ratio of th, major to the intermediate principal 

stress was :-imost constant in the range of stresses applied for both 

materials. 

Material 	Porosity (n) 
/ 	2. 

6 	kg/cm / ,6 CoiggRyI of 

Pinzandaran 
semi rounded 
sand & gravel 

25.9 

25.4 

5.1 

10.1 

0.260 

0.262 12.5 

25.4 15.3 0.249 

El Pedregal 33.8  5.1 0.329 

basalt 32.4 10.3 0.321 7.3 
35.1 14.4 0.325 

Table 3:4:1. Plane strain test results (after Marsal)  

The stress strain curves for the two materials are shown in Figs.3:4:2 and 

3:4:3. 	It will be noted that the failure strains are very large compared 

with those obtained by Cornforth on Brasted sand. 

A certain amount of yield must occur because of particle points 

bedding into the polythene plates and grease and hence a true plane strain 

condition is not achieved. 	The total thickness of the polythene sheets 

is 12 mm which may easily amount to 15 mm or more when the paper and 

grease layers are added. 	This would suggest that the intermediate princi-

pal stress should be higher than that recorded. n. certain amlint of the 

creep observed may :also be due to these boundary conditions and the squeez-

ing out of grease from under a particle point. 

(3:5) Other drined she ".r tests on rockfill and associated materials  

For thodesign of several rolled gravel fill dens for new reservoirs 

in the Thames Valley , range of shear tests was carried out on sands and 

gr:wels, using a shear box lf square and 6" deep (Bishop 1948).. 	Five 

materials were tested at various porosities so that q correlation could be 

obtained between field density and shear strength. Loose samples were 
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produced by rapid pouring. Dense samples were produced by hand tamping 

in a number of layers. 	The grading.  curves of the materials, together 

with a table of some of the results, is given in Fig.3:5:1. Also shown 

is the relationship between the initial porosity and the angle of internal 

friction for the various gradings. 	The uniform and graded materi:is seem 

to split into two different zones which converge at high porosities. 	It 

must be noted, however, that gradings 1 to 4 were tested at a normal stress 

of 2.0 tons/ftc  and grading 5 at 0.5 tens/ft:
9 

 

The lower porosities of the well graded, sandy gr:vel resulted in an 

angle of internal friction of about 50P. Dense graded sand gave a consi-

derably lower value. 

It is interesting to note that the two uniform materials (i.e. those 

having geometrically similar gradings) Chesil Bank pebbles and Ham River 

sand (rounded), had similar angles of internal friction for a given 

initial porosity within the stress range applied. 

In 1955 Kjellan and Jakobson reported a comprehensive series of 

tests, which wore carried out in an apparatus designed to take a sample 

cf 50 cms. diameter and. 100 cats in height. 	This apparatus could be used 

as an oedometer or a direct shear machine. The investigation covered 

uniform, fine and coarse gravel and macadam , in both the dense and loose 

states. 	The gravels were rounded, whereas the macadams were angular 

materials. 	The maximum particle size tested was 5 cms. 

As the sample was high, compared with its diameter, the confining ring 

was split horizontally to minimise silo effects. 	This confining ring was 

made up of 20 mild steel rings, each 5 cm. deep and 0.7 cm. thick, spaced 

apart by 2 mm. Unless the rings touched during deformation all the 

norma load had to be transmitted thoughout the sample without any loss 

through the confining rings. 	However, a small variation, about 2%, in 

the normal stress occurred between particles at an elevation of mid-height 

of the rings and those at the gap between rings. 

Axial deformation was measured by dial gauges, which were attached to 

rings in the central portion of the sample so that effects due to rigid 

end boundaries and bedding would be by-passed. Lateral stresses were 

calculated from the circumferential deformations of the rings, which were 

measured by three methods, mechanically, optically and electrically. The 

first method was insensitive and the second was very diffidult because of 

all the other strains which were taking place, leaving the electrical 

method the most satisfactory 

When shear tests were to be carried out the sample supporting rings 

were considerably stiffened, being 2 cm. deep by 6.5 cm. thick. 	Loads 

were applied to the sample by hydraulic jacks and the general arrangement 
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is shown schematically in Fig.3:5:2 together with the material composition 

and the shear test results. 

In the oedcmetor tests it was noticed th!A the angular material com-

pressed about 5 to 6 times as much as the rounded mn.terial at similar 

porosity and stresses. 	Considerable particle breakdown occurred and 

sample compaction induced a state of overconsolidation because Young's 

Modulus decreased during the first load increments and then increased. 

Very little rebound occurred on removal of the normal load from a sample 

of macadam but a more noticeable mount occurred with the pebbles. 

Because of creep the load increments 	to be applied at about 2 hourly 

intervals. 

It was concluded that Poisson's ratio for laterally confined coarse 

grained materials was constant during the first loading, irrespective of 

pressure, grain size or shape and sample density and corresponded to a 

value of K
o of 0.44 

During shear the loose samples tended to consolidate, whereas dense 

samples consolidated and than dilated. 	The rounded material dilated more 

than the angular. 

The grain size seemed to have little effect on volume changes in the 

applied stress range although grain shape was an important factor, angu-

lar grains deforming more than rounded ones. This though is to be 

expected even when the grains are made of the same mineral because the 

actual contact deformations are very different for the transmission of a 

given load from one particle to another. When two spherical surfaces are 

in contact the contact area is supported by the restraint of the surround- 

ing material. 	In the case of an angular material the contact is probably 

conical or linear and the restraint from the body of the particle is thus 

ineffective. The point breaks down until sufficient contact area and 

restraint exist to transmit the load. 	This is probably why the creep 

rates of various materials are very similar at a given time after the 

initial deformation. 

The range of particle sizes used in the testing programme was insuffi-

cient to detect effects due to grain size because the number of contacts 

and hence the contact forces were comparable and the stress range was also 

very limited. 

However, the maximum size of article which can be tested in any 

particular apparatus is net simply a function of size ratios but of parti-

cle shape and strength and also of the grading of the material of which it 

forms a part. 

A series of drained slicer tests on uniform gradings of granite, in 

6 cm. x 6 cm. and 12" x 12" shear boxes, was reported by Lewis (1956). 
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,a1 the gratings tested were geometric ally similar and the particle shapes 

were also similar. 	The tests were run wet and 	the initial densities 

were the same, 	The maximum normal load of these tests are shown in 

Fig.3:53a. 

It was found that if the maximum particle size was less than 1/40 of 

the shear box width the angles of internal friction had a linear relation 

with the particle size, when plotted to a logarithmic scale. 	From the 

small scale tests extrapolations wore made to predict the behaviour of 

much larger particles. 	The explanation was that there was more inter- 

ference and interlocking with the larger particles. 	This was indicfAad 

by continuous dilation, despite the fact that the stone was loose tipped. 

The dilation was greeter for the larger stone. 	Dilation has been 

discussed in several papers 11.d an energy correction derived which must 

be subtracted to give a more fundamental value of inter p-rticla friction 

In practice, however, this extra strength is available. and should not be 

ignored. 

cer-Ldn number of triaxial tests were also carried out and these 

gave values of 0 about 3 higher than the shear box. This w s attributed 

to the more uniform distribution of stress in a triaxial test. 	also, the 

actual state of stress is unknown in the shear box. 	The principal stress- 

es ,  are inclined and the usual planes of failure at 45°  - 	/2 to the 

maximum principal stress do not coincide with the forced failure plane 

between the two halves of the shear box. During the test the outside 

edges of the sample fail before the centre end these two effects oppose 

each other. 	The actual area being sheared is constantly diminishing 

during the test and sheared material bears on the end of the shear box. 

Dvorak (1961) found that, when using shear boxes to determine the 

peak shear strength of a disintegrated shale, the angle of internal 

friction increased as the area of the cross-section of the shear box was 

increased (Fig.3:5:3b). 

In 1967 Bcrnaix briefly reported a series of tests using a circular 

shear box 55 cms internal diameter and 40 ems deep. 	The insitu grading 

of the material tested is given in the table overleaf. 	The materials 

actually tested comprised that fraction passing 63 mm, 5 mm and 3.5 mm 

and the resulting values of the; angle of internal friction are also 

recorded in the table. 



Sieve size 

150 

63 

20 

5 
2 

0.2 

0.1 

mm 

Table. 3:5:1 

% 
passing 

100 

92 

70 
40 

31 

20 

18 

! Grading 

I 
I 
f: 
II less than 63 mm 

'I II 
:Iless than 5 mm 
" '! 

less than 3.5 mm 

35 

Angle of internal 
friction 

41.5
0 

34.0 
o 

Results of tests by J3ernaix on an ulterGd schist f0r the 

design of a 200m. high dam. 

Undrain8d shear tests on associated materi,:::;,ls. 

In a dry, or partly st1turated ? material the volumo decrease may not 

be particularly import~.,nt as long as adequate: shear strength is available. 

Differontial 98ttlement though? particularly between the core :md shoulders 

of an earth Jam cuuld be dnng0rcus. However? if the material is Se .turated 

and subject to shear? St.Ly from seismic shock? a potentially dangerous 

si tuation arises as the resul ting stross pr1th becomes very similar to that 

of a quick clay. The stress paths fur two undrained tests 9 by Skinners> 

i 
I 

on Ham River sand 9 one consolida.ted isotropically 9 the other anisotropically 

were reported by Bishop (1965) and ,_,xe shown in Fig. 3:6:1. 

The situation is likGly to bo particularly severe with a rockfill 

having high intergranular contact strosseso 

Consolidated undr,dned tests by Lowe (1964) on material fin2r thnn the 

No.4 sievo indicated an :Jngle of internal friction of 370
• This value 

reduced to 28
0 

when full saturation was achieved using n back pressure of 

100 p.s.i. There is, howGver 9 another factor which effGcts resultant 

pore pressure. This is a function of the membrane stiffness and its 

thickness relative to the sample p!Lrticle size. If the application of 

the cell pressure causes considerable membrane pGnetration then subsoquent 

sample consolidation during sh0ar will build up the pore pressure in 

opposition to the cell prGssure and the membrane penetr2tion will be 

reduced. The flexibility of tho boundary will? therefore 9 be equivalent 

to partial drainage with resulting error in the pore pressure determina

tion. 

Sh8ar strength dilatancy and .. interparticle friction. 

In 1962 Rowe proposed that th0 dilatancy Dnd strength of an assembly 



of individual particles in contact and subjected to a deviatoric stress 

system were dependant on the angle of friction, O between the particle 

surfaces, on the geometry of the packing and on the degree of energy 

loss during remoulding. 

Hirschfeld and Paulus (1963) reported a series of tests on undis-

turbed C;:monsvillo silt and on a compacted sand obtained by sieving out 

the material passing a Ne.10 sieve from a sandy gravel. Confining 

pressures up to about 600 p.s.i. were applied to samples 3.58 cms. diam- 

eter and 8.5 cms. high. 	The sand samples were compacted by vibrations 

to a dens state. 

At a confining pressure of 60 p.s.i. the angles of internal friction 

for the silt and sand were both 360. When the minor principal stress 

was increased to 600 p.s.i. the angle of internal friction dropped to 33 

for the sand and to 26.7°  for the silt. 	It was noticed that at the high 

stresses there was a tendency for the samples to consolidate throughout 

the test and at low stresses an initial consolidation was followed by 

dilation. 	Because of this a correction was applied to the peak deviator 

stresses using the modified deviator stress obtained by Rowe (1962), i.e. 
)1  

modified deviator stress = I L't 	___ C5-q 
L 	de / 

where 	= measured effective major principal stress. 

= measured effective minor principal stress. 

= volumetric strain (increase + V E) 

dE = axial strain (compression + V E ) 

The Mdhr envelopes were recalculated, the sand giving a straight line 

through the origin and the silt a slight curvature. The curvature of the 

modified envelope for the silt was attributed to it behaving as an over-

consolidated soil below a confining pressure of 300 p.s.i. and normally 

consolidated above. 

It was assumed that the initial curvature of the IT6hr envelope was, 

therefore, caused by the volume changes during shear. 

This is not exactly the same as saying that particle degradation is 

the cause. 

Rowe (1963) suggested that the modified Mnr envelope for the silt 

was satisfactory as it yielded, according to the theory, an acceptable 

angle of interparticle friction of 30.2`. 

The modified envelope for sand though suggested an unacceptably high 

value of interparticle friction of 57°. This was explained by membrane 

penetration and the affect of rigid end platens on the mean rate of dila-

tancy at failure. 

Rigid end platens were also used though when testing the silt and the 

membrane penetration with a constant cell pressure is unlikely to affect 

the rate of volume change at failure. 
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The variation in the rate of dilatancy for various parts of a sample 

was shown by Blight (1963) Fig.3:7:1. 	Also data presented by Shockley 

and Anlvin (1960) indicate that end restraint can cause an objectionable 

error in the measured rates of dilatancy. 

Yesic and Barksdale (1963) tentatively concluded from very high 

pressure tests on Chatahoochee River sand that dilatancy was a low pressure 

phenomenon only and at high pressures the M3hr envelope for dense rejoined 

that for loose sand. 

Granular material, whether placed loose or dense, seems to behave at 

high pressures rather like a loose sand. 	Cornforth (1961 and 1964) found 

that there was little difference in strength between loose samples tested 

in triaxial and plane strain apparatus. 

Leussink and Wittke (1963) carried out a theoretical study of the 

shear strength of a regular packing of spheres in triaxial and plane strain 

conditions. 	This was followed by a laboratory investigation using simi-

lar packings of steel balls and glass balls. For an hexagonal packing 

angles of internal friction of 40.70 and 51.4 respectively were obtained 

for triaxial and plane strain conditions. The coefficient of inter-

particle friction of the "grains" seemed to have little effect on the shear 

strength of the pack (Wittke 1963) as the same ultimate shear strength was 

obtained for steel and glass balls having very different coefficients of 

interparticle friction. 

Borowicka (1963) was also of the opinion that the shear strength of 

a soil was a function of interlocking of the packing rather than inter-

particle friction. 

Further evidence that the shear strength does not correlate with Siu 

is provided by Skinner (1969). 

(3:8) 	Contact stresses in rockfill and other materials.  

To understand the large deformations of rockfill structures it is 

useful to compare the contact forces between particles in different 

materials for a given mean applied effective stress. 

Mersal (1963) approached this problem and determined the ordeJ7 of 

magnitude of contact stresses in various materials. He determined the 

number of contacts per particle and the number of particles cutting a plane. 

If the force normal to the plane was known then the force per contact 

could be established. 	This, of course, is assuming that the contacts are 

reacting normal to the plane which is unlikely to be true. 	If all the 

contacts are not reacting normal to the plane then the mean contact load 

is increased. 



He suggested that 

8,11 
size, except for a sphere. 

For gravels the 	parameters were easily determined, though the 

process was very tedious. 	The number of particles in a given plane was 

determined by counting after photographing the plane. Similarly, for the 

number per unit length and these per unit volume simply by counting the 

particles in a given volume container. Particle lengths, widths and 

breadths were obtained by measuring and tho sur2ace areas by coating each 

in wax and determining the thickness weight and density of the wax film. 

The number of contacts per particle was found by flooding a sample 

with paint, draining it and ::,flowing the paint to go herd on the particles. 

The number of unpainted spots on each particle then determined the number 

of its contacts. 	In general, there were 6 contacts per particle for 

loose 'nd 7 or 8 for dense samples. 

From equation (1) above 	
F 	

2/ 

2/3  6 	
3 I,  

Ct 	Aj- 
-4- e.)1 

From the analysis the following average contact forces were determined for 

a mean off .active stress cf 1 Kg/cm 

Material e Dia Shape grains No.of cont- No.of Average 	1 
cms. factor per m3  acts per 

grain 
contacts 
per m 

contact 
force.Kg 

,.• 
Mexico City 
volcanic clay lx10-9  

Sand 0.5 .02 0.5 3.19x10" 6 97)(10 1.79x10-4  

Rockfill 0.7 20 0.7 2x10 7 39.7 400 

Table 5:8;1 grain contact forces after Marsal)  

For the simple case of spheres in a cubical pack Bishop (1965) used 

Timoshenkols (1951) solution for the contJ,ct stresses between two equal 

spheres to predict the tensile failure of a quartz grain. 

If P is the contact force between particles of diameter d and the 

mean effective stress is 6 

Then: P = 6 d2  

The contact pressure is: 

6 =0.6 	T 4PE 

= 
-Pr 

30 

- 

Where f1 	= number of particles in a given volume 
z73  

n 	n 	number of particles in a given plane. 

rIL= 	= number of particles in a given unit length. 

= shape factor. 

= mean particle dimension which is not equal to the nominal 

-- /3 
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where E = Youngs Modulus and Poisson's ratio is assumed equal to 0.3. 
, For quartz E-f,I x 104 Kg/cm. and the aiJproximate tonsile and shear 

strengths are 630 Kg/mn` and 11,000 Kg/cMrespectively. 

Substituting in the above oquations Itensile failure and shear failure 

will occur at 6 = 4 p.s.i and 600 p.s.i, respectively. 

In practic,  , however, d in Timoshenko's equation refers to the 

diamet-r of the surface contact which for ang-alar soil grains will be very 

much less than the mean diameter of the particle and hence, the contact 

stresses will be higher still and local tensile failure will occur at 

very low values of mean effective stress. 

Later, in 1967, Marsal developed a statistical method of analysing 

inters ranular stresses in certain ideal gradings and taking into account 

grain shape and void ratio. He then compared the results with a series 

of experiments by Weber (1966). Weber used a p.hotoolastic method to 

determine contact stresses between persuex particles. 	The two analyses 

wore not in agreement and differences in orders of magnitude were apparent. 

:In acoustic method is being developed for detecting the onset of 

fracture in metals (Drown 1965) but difficulties are immense, especially 

in relating acoustic output to local stress and in the elimination of 

extraneous sounds. 	This method, for the time being anyway, is, probably 

an unsuitable approach to determining contact stresses in rockfill. 

(3:9) 	Particle breakdown and co prossibility 

Marsal suggested that particle breakdown (B) would be related to the 

ratio of the particle contact force (P) to the strength of the particle 

points Pa such thst B = 

In brittle particles of spherical form tensile failure occurs as a 

result of normal tangential contact forces. 	From elastic theory one: can 

show that the tangential force causes considerably higher tensile stresses 

than the normal component. 

Brauns and Leussink (1967) assumed that the tensile strength of glass 
, 2 was 100 Kg/cm 	From this tney calculated that a cubic pack of spheres 

could withstand an all round applied stress of 1,200 Kg/cm:- prior to 

fracture. 	If coefficient of interparticle friction of 0.3 was assumed 

and a stress ratio of 1.85 applied particle fractures would occur at a 

miner principal stress of only 9T(g/cm--. This is in agreement with obser-

vations on particle breakdown by Vesic and Barksdale (1963) and Bishop 

(1965 and 1966). 

Marcel (1967) also correlates the principal stress ratio at failure 

with particle breakdown (Fib .5:9:1). 	The shear strength of a sample 

decreases as the particle breakage increases and he suggests that this plot 
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defines a lower limit of principal stress ratio in terms of particle 

breakdown. 	However, it is not a simple plot of principal stress ratio 

against particle breakdown because the mean stress level is varying enor-

mously. 

The averm e contact force P for a given stress level was re-defined 

by Marsal (1968) such that 

P = 4.5 p / n N 
s c 

where No is the average number of contacts per particle. 

n
s is the average number of particles per unit area. 

p is the resultant external stress. 

For a uniform granular material this becomes 

P - 4.5 d 2 P/Nc 	r
v ( 1 + 0)-1 	where 

V 

is a particle shape factor 

e 	is the void ratio of the sample. 

When the graain is not uniform the mean value of contact forces for 

particles of fraction j is 

P j = P dj / d where 

is the average grain diameter of the whole sample. 

Kjaernsli (1963) reported on a series of compressibility tests on 

some coarse grained agE=cgatec. Uniaxiel compression tests were carried 

out on square samples of 3T:flit°, granite and limestone. Various strengths 

were obtained depending on the moisture content of the samples. For the 

syenite the ratio of the compressive strengths of oven dried, saturated 

and saturated submerged samples was 100, 94 and 85 respectively. More 
dramatic variations wore found by Queiroz (1963) when testing sound 

quartzite in the dry and saturated states. This material was used in the 

shoulders of Fnrnas Dam and displayed a dry strength of 1720 Kg/cm -̀  and 

901 Kg/ora' after soaking in water for 48 hours. This strength reduction 

is a function of surface activity and is discussed later. 	In practice it 

can lead to sudden and substantial deformatiens of previously unwetted 

rockfills (Baumann 1941). 

Kjaernsli designed - ;pedometer in which loads of up to 500 tons/m2  

were applied to samples with a maximum grain size of 128 mm. During the 

tests the wall friction was also measured and was found to very between 

12% and 40% of the total applied load. 

This friction probably depends on the relative hardness of the 

oedometer ring and the rock material being tested. Mild steel is quite 

soft and granite will bud into it. 

It was found that the compressibility of a rockfill varied with 

initial density and grading. A dense, broad grading being much less 

compressible than r loose, narrow grading. The compressibility is 
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decreased by an increase in hardness of the: rock and is greater for 

angular, rough surface aggregates than for smooth, rounded aggregates. 

Some results of tests on crushed. syenite, gneiss and limestone, together 

with meraine and gravel, arc shown in Figs. 5:9:2 and 3:9:3 

The result of one oudometer test carried out by K.jaornsli is shown 

in Fig.3:9:3. 	It will be soon that the. sy onite continue' to creep for 

the duration of the test (330 days) and sudden collapse of the sample 

was recorded when it was saturated without chanize in effective stress. 

The extra deformation was not as dramatic as that recorded by Howkins 

(1966) in a similar test on siluriun cleaved mud tone (Fdg.3:9:3). 

However, for there to be no increase in deformation on saturation the 

initial moisture content of the Buis Lone had to be about5°/,;. 	It may, 

therefore, be that the syenite sample tested by Kjaornsli was not in fact 

oven dry prior to saturation and hence a mach smaller increase in deforma-

tion was recorded. However, a 100% increase should not be expected for 

all rock types as this will be partly dependant on the mineralogy of the 
sample,. 

To obtain a fill of minimum compressibility it was suggested that a 

broadly graded gravel, with smooth surface rounded particles, be placed 

and compacted wet and in thin layers. 

At the Goeschenenalp Darn the moraine shoulders were compacted solely 

by the construction traffic and settled three times as much as the core 

which was compacted using pneumatic rollers Odic 1963). 

Janbu (1963) has shown that for principal stress ratios of 0.35 to 

0.45 the deviator stress is responsible for 75% to 90% of the total comp-

ression. 

One problem which has always existed with earth dons is the design 

of suitable filters to prevent internal erosion. 	Filter materials are 

often of a different rock tspe to the materials on either side of the:: and, 

to prevent segregation during construction, they may well be made up of a 

series of uniform gradings. 

As dams have increased in height so filters have been subjected to 

increasing stresses with the attendant particle breakdown. 	The problem 

is to ensure that filter and drainage requirements are still met after 

breakdown has occurred in the filter and in the materials on either side 

of it. 

This problem was investigated by Leo and Farhoomand (1967) by subject-

ing a grnite aggregate to various stress ratios at different stress levels. 

The basic soil used for the investigation was a very angular crushed 

granite. Subrounded material was produced by tumbling the angular granite 

for several weeks in a b =oll mill, 



Tests on material passing the No.4 sieve were carried out in 1.4" 

diameter by 3.5" high samples and larger material in 2.8" by 6" samples. 

2111 samples were saturated by back pressure and then volume changes were 

measured by burette at atmospheric pressure. 	Stress ratios of 1.0 and 

2.0 and 2.8 were use and all samples were vibrated to 100% relative 

density. 	The grading analyses of the materials arc shown in Fig.3:9:4a. 

A comparison between the compressibilitios of the angular and sub-

rounded. msterials is shown in Fig.3:9:4b. It should be noted that princi-

pal str ss ratios of 1.0, 2.0, and 2.8 were used and the volume changes 

formed unique curve when plotted against the major principal stress. 

In contrast to Marsal's "B value" particle breakdown was measured by 

the change in the D
15 size before and after test. 	This size was chosen 

because it is the commonly accepted size upon which filter designs are 

based. 

The relative crushing of angular and subrsunded material B when 

subjected to a principal stress ratio of 2.8 and at a minor principal stress 

of 80 Kg/cm-  is shown in Fig,3:9:40 

The relative crushing of soils 2i and B under various stress ratios is 

shown in Fig.3:'S):5 and a comparison of the crushing of various gradings of 

angular material at various stresses with the principal stress ratio equal 

to one is shown in Fig.-5:9:6. 

The following general conclusions were drawn: 

a) Granular soil is quite compressible under an applied stress. 

b) Compression is usually accompanied by a certain amount of parti-

cle breakage and the two phenomena seem to be somewhat related 

to uach other. 

c) Course soils compress more and show more particle crushing than 

fine soils. 

d) Soils with angular particles compress more and show more particle 

crushing than soils with rounded particles. 

o) Uniform soils compress and crush more than graded soils of the 

same maximum particle size, 

f) Under any particular stress the compression and particle crush-

ing continue to increase at an ever decreasing rate for an 

indefinite period of time. 

g) For the soils tested there appeared to be a unique relationship 

between the volume change and the major principal stress which 

was completely independent of the principal stress ratio. No 

such relation was observed with respect to crushing. In the 

case of crushing the greater the principal stress ratio the greater 

greater the crushing. 



h) Since all soils crushed and became finer under load the data 

indicated that for a soil which mot the filter requirements for 

a certain foundation material before compression appeared also 

to meet the now filter requirements for the same foundation 

material after crushing. 

Conclusion (h) may not be valid though whore the particle strengths 

of the filter and adjoining material vary widely. 

Ladanyi (1967) suggests that conclusion (g) should be limited to the 

stress paths used in the tests as no proof has yet been given that this 

statement is valid for all possible stress paths and particularly those 

involving anisotro-pic consolidation at the beginning of loading. 

Broscoe (1967) stated that some of the greater compressibility of 

angular material may have been duo to a difference in strength between the 

rounded and angular particles. This was simply because the rounded 

material was produced from the angular material by rolling in a ball mill 

and one would expect an affect on the mineralogical composition of the 

finer material. 	The uniformly graded material B could be substantially 

affected by the rounding process in the ball mill. The finer particles 

of such a soil would consist of quartz and feldspar particles. The 

quartz would withstand the weathering action of the ball mill but feldspar 

and mica would probably be eliminated from the material. 

The suggestion that the volume change in a granular soil is a unique 

function of the major principal stress implies that the granular soil 

behaves elastically (Insley 1967). However, tests by Terzaghi and Peck 

(1948) and Vienzenbach (1958) illustrated that granular soil exhibits a 

stress history which indicates that the change in principal stress ratio 

and, therefore9  the minor principal stress affects the behaviour. 

The unique relationship between volume change and major principal 

stress was also questioned by Holubec (1967) who suggested it may have 

been due to sample shape and the boundary conditions. It would be inter-

esting to separate out the volume changes, reversible due to elastic 

compression and irreversible duo to particle breakdown. 

The Istituto Sperimentale Modelli e Strutture has very considerable 

experience of the physical properties of many hundreds of materials used 

in model tests on structures. 	Oberti (1968) suggested that this know-

ledge would be invaluable in testing large scsle models of rockfill dams 

to minimise the number of unknown factors as these structures steadily 

increased in height. 

At the above laboratory a unique oedometer has been developed for 

testing rockfill at high stresses (Fumagalli 1968). 	Instead of the 

usual solid °odometer confining ring alternate rings of steel and a highly 
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deformable material are glued together. This produces a test chamber 

which may be considered as a highly anisotropic materialthaving a radial 

stiffness 10 times that of its vertical stiffness. A recent modification 

was the replacement of the steel rings with plexiglas rings so that 

particle crushing and orientation could be observed during the test. 

A number,of_gradings have been tested in oedometers 100 sex diameter 

by 200 mm high, 500 mm by 1000 mm and 1300 mm by 2600 mix in an investiga-

tion to predict rockfill behaviour in the field from small scale laboratory 

testP. 

It is zulticipated that the results• will } Tublishee in the 'Adele of 

1969. 

The effect of membranes onthe Lie 	 od shearazure 	strength of rockfil 

The effect of the rubber membrane on the measured shear strength of a 

soil sample. has always been subject to doubt. 	In Marsal's case there is 

also a sand jacket with a cross-section equal to 17% of the entire sample. 

The characteristics of the sand, even if it is the fines of the rockfill 

being tested, are likely to vary from those of the rockfill. At any 

particular axial strain prior to failure the sand may be nearer to its peak 

strength and demonstrating far different dilatancy characteristics. Exter-

nal measurements of volume change are, therefore, probably deceiving. 

The action of the sand jacket was discussed by Hillis and Skermer in 

1968. It was assumed that the confining pressure was fully transmitted 

across the sand jacket -to the rockfill. 	If the sand was stiff it could 

conceivably form a stiff ring around the rockfill thus reducing the affect- 

ive stresses on it. 	In this c6sc the shear strength of the rockfill would 

be underestimated. 

If the sand and rockfill reached peak strength at the same axial 

strain and the measured ,4/  for the whole was 30
o and the sand was at such 

a density that its 0/value was 35°  then the rockfill angle of internal 

friction w ould be 29%. If the sand 0 
/
value was 450  then the true rock- 

fill p value would be 25 for a measured value of 50°. 

Triaxial tests were carried out on the sand jacket material used by 

Marsal and the stress strain curves, the initial grading of the rockfill 

and the M7Shr envelopes for anaxial strain of 12% are plotted in Fig.3:l0:1 

It was concluded that errors in measuring  the peak shear strength of 

the rockfill were probably only 1°  or 20 but at low axial strains the errors 

may be somewhat greater. 
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Materials 
'Test 
No. 

Grain 
Size. 

D mm 

Uniformity 
co efr;c;ero- 

U 	----- Dc,, . 	ET:,  

Crush- 
ing ye  , 

Porosity 
 rosty  

Rel. 
den s- 
ity 

Dr  0/0  

(.111-; mate 10 csd  

V9/cm' 

• • Specific 
graviiy 

no  n i  

1 32 < d < 64 1.4- 44 50.5 30.5 17 52.5 2.58 
2 	32 < d < 64 1.4- 22 51.2 39.3 7 27.0 - 

Crushed angular 3 	32 < d <..64 1.4. 17 44.3 36.4 94 27.0 ....._ 
partfcles of sye.nite. 4- 4. <d <32 2.8 8 47.5 37.5 18 2.7.0 - 

5 4 < d < 32 2.8 7 39.6 34.4- 100 27.0 	- 
6 d <64, 26 Small 38.2 30.0 21 27.0 - 
7 d <64 	25 small 2.8.8 24.2 100 27.0 - 

Crushed angular 	2 	32. <d <.64 	1.4 42 46.7 30.4 35 31.2 2.64 
par-tides of gneiss 	9 	d < 12.3 	56 small 39.7 30.8' 1 24.1 - 

(tunnel spoil) 	(0 	i 	d < 122 	56 small 34,0 25.0 41 25.1 

Crushed an3 Lilar 	II 	32 <d c6.41 (.4. 40 44.7 33.3 - 27.0 2.72 
particles of limestone 	12. 	d < in 

(flaky shaped) 
30 Small 33.3 20.7 - 27.0 - 

13 32 < d < 64 1.4 ID 42.8 39 .7 4- 27.0 2.67 
Gravel from a 14 32 <d <6 1.4 5 35.0 33.8 95 270 - 
glacio-Fluvial 15 4 < ci < 3 2.8 3 34.0 31.3 40 27.0 - 

deposit. 16 4 < d < 2.8 3 2.9.1 27.0 Q6 27.0 - 
(rounded 17 d < 6 50 Small 27.1 1 9.0 38 V.0 - 
par-fides) 18 d < 6 50 small 1?.0 16.0 100 27.0 - 

19 d < 6 • 57 s mai! 2.8.0 24,5 33 27.0 - 

Morainic materials 20 
(sub ro 0 ndeciparficles)  

d <-'100 small 26.7 23.5 87 270 2.70 

COMPRESSIBILITY OF CRUSHED SyENITE, GNEISS AND LIMESTONE. 

See also Fiy. 3 : 9 2_ arid 3 9 : 3. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The Triaxial Equipment for Testing Samples 12" in Diameter and 24" High  

(4:;) 	The Design Specification  

For many years now dams have been built both in this country and abroad 

using dumped or rolled reckull for shoulder material. 

Dams of this type have now surpassed the highest concrete constructions 

and yet our knowledge of the behaviour of these materials under stress is 

sadly lacking. 

The problem is simply the size and cost of suitable equipment and the 

time necessary to carry out the relevant investigations. 

Many eminent engineers are worried bout this problem and in recent 

years several investigators abroad have approached the problem but our 

information is still very sparse. 

With the proposal to build a 300' high dam, using a cleaved mudstone 

for shoulder materiel, impetus was added to the drive for large scale 

research equipment in this country. 

The size of this equipment was governed by the existing laboratory 

facilities, bearing in mind the weight of the equipment and the disruption 

of other research by the volume of materials to be processed and handled. 

in these bases it was decided that the largest practical sample size 

was 12" in diameter by 24" high. It was assumed that one could test 

particles up to those passing a. 3" square sieve. 

In accordance with previous practice, tests were to be run at a 

constant rate of strain applied by a mechanical jack; the largest commer-

cially available being 100 tons capacity. This limited the deviator load 

and set the maximum confining pressure at 500 p.s.i. 

Load, volume, deformation and pressure measuring devices were to have 

an accuracy commensurate with the size of the samples and a system of elec-

trical and mechanical interlocks was installed in the apparatus to prevent 

accidental damage. 

It was intended that the apparatus should be able to perform all types 

of tests except tension. 

(4:2) The Loading Frame  

Mr.G.E.Green designed the 100 tons capacity load f-----uvve. around a Duff 

Norton screw jack and two existing tie bars of 4" diameter and i" square 

thread. (Plate 4:2) 
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(4:2:1) 	The Foundation 

The foundation comprised a 1" thick mild steel plate bedded on Ply-

colay on a hardwood block floor and anchored tc,  the concrete slab with 

four internal expanding Hawlbelts. Levelling was accomplished with a set 

screw in uach corner of the plate prior to the Plycolay setting. 

(4:2:2) 	The Base  

• The loadframe base, a 6" thick mild steel slab, was then positioned 

above the foundation plate by four hollow mild steel cylindrical spacers 

to allow the jack rain to retract. 	Four 1" di .meter belts, passing through 

the spacers, hold the base and foundation plates together. 

The jack was bolted down to the base by six bolts. l? diameter 

clearance holes were provided in the jack body for this purpose because 

it is a push-pull type but, as we were only using it to push ie diameter 

bolts with Zi" diameter washers were used and fixed into the top of 

diameter locating studs. 

The tie bars were lowered through clearance holes in the base and 

retained by largo diameter nuts tightened by a tommy bar. As the loadframe 

was to be fitted with a motorised crosshead, the tie bars could not be 

positioned until the crosshead drive was connected and the crosshead 

itself horizontal. The tie bars were then locked against rotation by two 

grub screws. 

(4:2:3) 	The Crosshead. 

The crosshead was a solid pied of mild stool 12" wide and 9" thick. 

A suitable hole was bored in each end and bronze busheqwere machined to 

fit the crosshead and tiebars (Fig.4:2:3). 	Pressure greasing nipples 

were provided on the face of the crosshead. 

The crosshead is powered by ai" H.P. 3P.H. geared motor with an 

output speed of 30 r.p.m., which is further reduced by a 3:1 roller chain 

drive to the bushes giving a travel speed of 5" per minute. The position 

of the motor can be adjusted to tighten the drive chains and although the 

chain operates in a horizontal plane without support rollers, no trouble 

has been experienced because the drive chains are tight and the unsupported 

span between sprockets is small. 

A solid type of chain guard should have been fitted as experience 

showed that chains from the chain blocks used for lifting the cell into 

and out of the frame tended to get entangled with this drive. 

In the centre of the underside of the crosshead a platen was fixed 

and connected by a rod through.the crosshead to two limit switches which 

were set such that a small movement halted the crosshead down drive and a 

further movement locked the crosshead against upward or downward movement. 
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This latter device was installed to prevent the crosshe•::d being moved 

during a test, though it was impossible to move,  the crosshead when the load 

exceeded 3 tons, due to friction exceeding motor power. 

However, by loading elsewhere than on this platen, the crosshead could 

be used 	very efficient clay sample extruder. 

If necessary, these limit switches could be overridden. 

Two further limit switches were fitted at the upper and lower extremes 

of travel. 

(4:2:4) 	The Stiffening Column 

A 9" x 9" square box column was bolted to the foundation plate,  and 

connected to the tops of the tie bars )+y a tri_ngular steel plate with a 

section cut away to allow a hoist to be positioned above the machine centre 

line. 	This column should have been fixed to the base plate for greater 

stiffness because the second moment of area of the 1" thick plate was not 

compatible with that of itself. 

The limit switches were mounted on this column and surrounded by a 

small box section for protection. 	They were operated by 1" square steel 

liars projecting from the jack ram and the crosshead. 

Several operations concerned with setting the apparatus up for tests 

were aggravated by its size and non-slip rungs should have been fitted to 

this column to facilitate access to the top of the cell. 

(4:2:5) 	The Jacuator 

The load is applied via a Duff Norton 100 tons capacity Worm Gear 

Jacuator (Model F 75323 - 12 - 1B). 	The body is a very substantial steel 

casting and the jack is designed to push or pull. 	The worm wheel is 

bronze and is located top and bottom by very largo (1,.-)p groove ball thrust 

races. 	The steel ram is six inches in di=eter and has a i" squ.re thread 

and is keyed against rotation. Bronze bushes are provided to take any 

eccentric loads which may be applied. 

after one year of operation, this jack had to be dismantled completely 

to investigate a knock at high loads. An F.Q.G. thrust bearing on the 

worm shaft had a ball missing. Since replacement no further trouble has 

occurred. 

The 14" diameter ram head is covered with an aluminium disc for locat-

ing the base of the cell and minimising damage to the machined faces when 

the cell is lowered onto the jack. 

The ram thread was lubricated with Molycote and the worm wheel and 

bearings with Mobilgrease No.234. 
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(4:2:6) 	The Drive Mechanism  

Mounted on a s,parate foundation plate, which was levelled and fixed 

in the same way as the first, were the main drive motor, Kopp Variator, 

reduction gearbox and worm gear reduction. 

Between the worm gear reduction box and the jacuator is an Olahams 

coupling, which can tke up any small mis-alignment of the shafts and can 

be readily disconnected prior to operating the rapid return motor. 

The worm gearbox is a Crofts 60 to 1 ratio, size 72. 	It is fitted 

with a bronze worm wheel and ball bearings are fitted throughout. Lubrica- 

tion is with S.2..E. 150 oil. 

Power is provided by a I.H.P. 3PH. motor driving a size 16 Kopp Variator 

followed by a spur gear reduction box giving an output speed infinitely 

variable between 5 r.p.m. and 54 r.p.m. 	This gear box drives the worm 

reduction via a duplex roller chain. Sprockets are fitted to give gear 

ratios of 2:1 up or down. Final jack travel can be varied between 2 and 

0.06" per hour. 

(4:2:6:1) 	Th., Kopp VariJtor  

The Kopp varitor is a friction drive mechanism and hence is placed 

in the position of minimum torque adjoingingthe motor. One friction plate 

drives another through 3 balls at their circumference. 	The axes of the 

balls can be orientated to alter the effective driving and driven radii 

and, hence, the output speed is variable. 	On the output shaft several 

steel balls, which transmit the torque, are sandwiched between inclined 

steel plates, as the torque increases, so the plates are forced harder 

apLat; in turn forcing the friction plates harder against the three drive 

balls. 	Hence, the drive is completely positive t.nci thoroughly rolLIblo. 

Lubrication is by Mobilfluid 62. 

(4:2:6:2) 	The Rapid Return Motor 

, 4- H.P. geared motor is fitted to the opposite end of the jack worm 

shaft and connected by a small Oldhams coupling for winding the jack back 

to the starting position in 4 or 5 minutes, instead of up to 6 hours 

required by the main drive. 	Before this can be accomplished, the drive 

pin must be removed from the main drive Oldhams coupling. The main drive 

and rapid return motors are electrically interlocked 

Protection of the loadframc steelwork was provided by one coat of red 

oxide paint, followed by-  acoat of light grey to visually minimise the bulk 

of the apparatus. 
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(4:3) 
	

The Triaxi%1 Cell (Fig.4:3) 

Thor wa a  particular wish to commence lar6 scale tosting at the 

earliest possible date and, as :1 result, the triaxial call was design ,d 

to fit into an existing 50 tans capacity loodframe manufcturoi by Clock-

house Enginaoring. 

(4:3:1) 	The Cull Barrel 

The cell barrel is an 18" o.d. mild steel tube, e thick It already 

existed in the college but was particularly corroded and had to be shot 

blasted prior to machining. 	Two rings were rough machined and welded to 

either end of the tube, inside and out, both for strength and to prevent 

corrosion (Fig.4:3:1). 	Final machining of the rings was then carried out 

to true them to the axis of the tube. 	The top ring was machined to take 

an 0-ring seal and both rings were then drilled and tapped, the base to take 

20 No.-?Im B.S.F studs and the top to take a similar number of bolts. 	The 

end rings were coated with a hard stainless steel paint; the remainder 

with polyurethane paint. 

(4:3:2) 	The Cell Base. (Fii.4:3:2)  

The base is a mild stool disc 3" thick and 20.5" in diameter.. The 

underside has a 6" diameter bye deep recess for locating on the aluminium 

plate on the jack ram. Two O-ring grooves are machined in the top, one to 

seal the base to the cell, the other to seal the pedestal to the base. 

20 No. 13/16" diameter clearance holes are drilled around the circumference 

to mate with the studs in the lower ring of the cell. 	To locate the cell 

on the base a 2m deep recess is machined with a diametral clearance, before 

painting, of 50 thou. 

(4:3:3) 	The Pedestal  

The pedestal is a mild stool disc 12" in di meter and 3" thick 	It 

is located on the base by a e diameter spigot and fixed by 6 No.1" B.S.F. 

cap screws (Fig.4:3:3) 

Two fine bore connections were originally provided to the half round 

circumferential groove on the pedestal using copper tube. 	This was connec- 

ted to Erme to fittings on the underside uf the pedestal and compressed by 

a rubber seal between an AB 10 Klinger valve and the base at the other end. 

This system was adopted to prevent air being trapped. On lead of e bore 

was to provide a flow and the other, of 1/16" bore, was to be a null line 

for determining head less or pore pressure. 	This system was subsequently 

found to be unsuitable and both connections were bored out to 	the copper 
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pipe and fittings being abandoned. 	Having disposed of the copper tube 

and fittings, an 0-ring seal had to be fitted around the water passages at 

the interface of the base and pedestal. 	The null line was fitted with a 

Klinger AB 10 valve on the outside of the base, the other with a L? bore 

Klinger valve. 	The 	bore flew line was led to the centre of the pedes- 

tal, from where water was distributed radially under a perforated plate 

designed to withstand a load of 120 tons (Fig.4:3:3:1) 

Two 	bore connections were provided for filling and emptying the cell. 

A further -? bore connection was provided to the top c:1p and also a 3/16" 

diameter connection. 

A 1.2" diameter gland was fitted in the base for passing electrical 

leads into the cell for future instrumentation or an internal loadcell. 

(4:3:4) 	Lifting and Handlin  

Fittings were provided for lifting and handling all ports of the 

triaxinl apparatus. 

(4:3:5) 	The Top Cover and Piston Bushing. (Fig'.4:3:5)  

The top cover plate and bushing were made to take a 5" diameter ram. 

The cover plat is 2" thick and 18" in diameter. 	It is bored to take, and 

welded to,a very substantial mild steel tube lined with a press fit 12" 

long bronze bush, retained at both ends by a circlip. 	The bushing is not 

symmetrical about the cover plate because the cell was designed to be 

used with either an internal or external loadcell. 

The bore of the bronze liner was honed to a fine finish and the 

stLiniess steel ram was also honed to produce a close tolerance sliding 

fit. 	0-ring grooves were provided at the top and bottom ends of the 

liner. Only one 0-ring was in fact used and that was placed on the out-

side to keep dirt out of the bore. 

The cover plate was fitted with a Klinger ,AB 10 valve for letting 

air out and three other connections were provided for future use. A 

larger air release vent should have been provided because the head loss 

of air rushing out when filling the cell caused a pressure rise in the 

cell, thus consolidating the sample. 	This also meant that a closed stand- 

pipe had to be provided for indicating the water level during filling. 

18 No.1" B.S.F. stainless steel bolts and 2 	B.S.F. studs, which 

are used for lifting the completed cell and sample, are used for fixing 

the cover plate to the,  cell. 

(1:3:6) 	The Piston  

The stainless steel piston is about 5" in diameter, being about 3 thou. 
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under the bore of the bronze liner; and is 21" long: 	To the lower end 

is fitted a 5" thiCk by 8" diameter loading head. The load face of the 

head is fitted with a hardened and ground i" thick plate, glued on with 

Twin-Bond epoxy resin adhesive. 	This plate fell off after a load of 85 

tons had been applied to a. sample, but subsequently, in excess of 100 tons 

has bean applied without ill effect, which suggests that the adhesive was 

not epplied properly in the first instance. 

The top end of the piston is turned down to occoass 	the cantilever 

clamp, which holds the dial gauge recording axial deform tion. 	The dial 

gauge will measure 2" and reads in 1/4,000", whereas sample deformation may 

exceed 6". 	To overcome this difficulty, a rod (adjustable in length) has 

its lower end slotted at 1.900" centres and supported by a forked plate on 

a bracket on the cell base 

At the top end of the biston is a groove for a circlip to ;)revent the 

piston falling through the bushing. 

At thne lower end, a further circlip bears :against a large diameter 

washer (1.0ig.4:3). 	This enables the entire cell to be lifted vertically 

from an eye bolt, which can be fixed into the top of the piston. 

(4:5:7) 	The Top COO (Fig.4:3:3)  

The sample top cp is 4" thick and fitted with 	bore and 3/16" bore 

Connections, as is Lae pedestal. 	Pore water is collected by a perforated 

plate backed by radiLl channels, in the same way as distribution t•kes place 

at the base. 

The top of the top cap is recessed 1" ano a hardened and ground plate 

i" thick and 10" in di-meter, is inlaid. 	On this plate sits a ring, 9" 

confiui.ng 600 -2" diameter ball bearings, which transmit the deviator load 

to the sample from the piston loading head. 	This system allows an almost 

frictionless lateral movement of the sample top. The plates are hardened 

to 65 Rockwell and have been slightly indented by the balls with loads in 

excess of 100 tons. The confining ring is required because the lateral 

displacement of the top cap is twice that of the balls and, under load, the 

loading head would push balls away, instead of climbing over them. 

When the pedestal and top cap were fitted with tl." bore connections; 

the problem arose of finding a hose of this bore which would withstand 

500 p.s.i. externally and still be very flexible. 	The hose eventually 

found was Bardex, a thick walled polythene, reinforced with spirally wound 

steel wire and designed for vacuum applications by Griflex ProductsrLtd. 

Leakproof seals were produced at fittings using Jubilee Clips. 

(4::8) 	Anti-Corrosive Protection 

Anti-corrosive protection for the cell, base, pedestal and top cap was 



by stainless steel paint. 	It was not very satisfactory and future 

apparatus will probably be cadmium plated.. 

It is probably impossible to protect the faces actually in contfc:ct 

with rock, as, under high stresses, the rock gouges out the steel. 	Also 

it is difficult to protect the insides of the connecting passages. 

(4:3:9) 	Porous Stones 

Before the special end platens (2i6'.4:5:3:1) were produced for distri- 

buting water to the sample, porous stones from Aerox Ltd. were used. 

These were of Pyrolith, a vitreous bonded refractory ceramic a&regto. 

Three grades were obtained: G 16, G 27 and G 28, with pore sizes of 180, 

95 and 55 microns respectively. 	The could be turned with a tipped tool 

to provide one flat face and drilled with w durium drill for fixing to the 

pedestal and top cap. Several grades and permeabilities were available 

but under high stresses they tended to crack. 

(4:4) 	Electric Resistnce Strain Gauge Loadcells  

The deviator load was measured with an electric loadcell inserted 

between the crosshead loud platen and the piston. 	Two capacities were 

used: 0 to 25 tons and 0 to 100 tons. 	The cells were commercially avail- 

able and manufctured by W.H.Mayes & Son to a National Coal Board design. 

Their normal function was to measure pit prop loads and hence they were 

constructed very substantially and sealed against in;_;ress of dirt,moisture 

and condensation. 

The load element is a thin walled steel ring, sandwiched between end 

plates (Fi0.4.:4).16 paper backed strain gauges were spaced equally around 

the ring to form a full bridge circuit and they were protected against 

moisture with an epoxy rosin cover. Further protection was provided by 

packing the completed cell with grease. 

The input signal to the loadcell was provided by a Boulton Paul Air-

craft Ltd C 61 Transducermeter, modified for use with resistive or induct- 

ive circuits. 	The instrument measures the ratio of input to output volt- 

age and is brought to a null balance by introducing resistances. The 

sensitivity was such that one division on the meter was equivalent to 10-lbs 

in the case of the 25 tons capacity cell and 50 lbs in that of the 100-tons 

cell. 

(4:4:1) Calibration 

Prior to use, a calibration was carried out by loading the cells bet- 

ween parallel flat platens with an Am_aer hydraulic loading machine. 	In 
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the case of the 25tons capacity cell a 35 tons capacity machine was used 

and a 500 tons capacity machine was used for the 100 tons capacity cell. 

An initial calibration over the full range was carried out and then 

the cell was subjected to several hundred full load cycles and a further 

calibration carried out. 

In the case of one cell, the zero shifted and the total range of out- 

put also varied, indicating that the gauges ware slipping. 	The cell was 

re-strain gauged. 

In general, the range of output remained constant within one or two 

parts in 4000 and the zero shift over two years hovered about the original 

output by a similar amount. 

If the leads connecting the load cell to the transducermeter were 

altered in any way recalibration was necessary. 

The cells were reliable and very convenient to use because of their 

light weight and small bulk and also their output was almost linear over 

the full working range. 

The 25tons capacity loadcell had the same calibration curve for load-

ing and unloading but the 100-tons capacity loadcell displayed histeresis. 

For 95% of the total load range of the latter loadcell the unloading cali-

bration curve was parallel to the loading calibration curve and, on average, 

the equivalent of one 'ton away from it. 

(4:5) Rubber Membranes  

Providing membranes for rockfill samples proyed to be a problem and 

for coarse grained, uniform material the problem has not been satisfactorily 

solved for high confining pressures. 	Fortunately, the usual cases in 

practice are gr_ded, quarried materials or sand and gravel mixtures and 

the membranes designed have proved man enough for these materials at 

confining pressures up to 500 p.s.i. 

Neoprene mouldings were considered but samples proved to be too stiff 

and the cost was also rather excessive. 

The cost of setting up plant to make latex membranes was also excess-

ive and experience with the 4" diameter by 12" long version, with thick 

walls, showed that the quality left much to be desired. 

Eventually, a firm supplying gaskets to the motor industry produced a 

membrane of industrial quality rubber, having a kaolin filler and of Shore 

hardness 50-55. 	The rubber tube was formed by splicing a sheet. Two 

thicknesses were originally supplied, 1/16" and *". 

Membranes 3/16" and in thick were subsequently purchased for the tests 

at higher confining pressures. 

Membranes 1/16" and*" thick and Shore hardness 30-35, almost natural 
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rubber, were also purchased. 	They were twice 

type and offered no advantages, except on clay 

Membranes were only used once on rockfill 

(4:6) 	The Compaction Mould  

as expensive as the former 

samples. 

samples. 

   

The mould was manufactured from a 	thick mild steel tube of 13" 

internal diameter, which was fitted with three external steel bands of 

square section and three lugs, spaced at approximately 120 degrees. 

The tube was finish bored and cut into three 120 degrees 

segments. 	Each segment was lined with 	thick carpet underlay felt. 

This lining was attached with Bostik 5 Adhesive. 

Small lips were bolted to the top of the tube segments to prevent 

relative movement and the butting edges were covered with rubber, using 

Bostik 5 as adhesive. 	The thickness of the rubber made up for the loss 

of circumference due to the milling cutter width. 

The mould was held together by 3 chain tighteners made of roller chain. 

The rollers ran on the three external steel brads and reduced friction to 

a minimum so that the tightening force would be almost evenly distributed 

around the mould. 	Holding down was accomplished by three t" diameter 

bolts passing through the holes already existing in the cell base. 

(4:7) 	The Compaction Tool  

Samples were compacted with a medium size Kango Electric Hammer, Type 

F, fitted with 2" diameter Swivel Head Vibrating Tool, Part No. 624. 

(4:8) 	The Permeability Apparatus 

It was considered important to be able to measure the permeability of 

rockfill under various stress conditions. 

Permeability tests were usually carried out using mains tap water. 

Hydraulic gradients, varying from zero to 80, could be applied. High 

gradients were supplied by direct connection of the base of the sample 

to the water main. 	The input pressure was varied by altering the setting 

of the mains tap. 	The head loss across the sample was determined by 

pressure tappings at each end and the quantity of water passing in a given 

time was determined by weighing (Fig.4:8:1). 	The head loss, when using 

large hydraulic gradients, was measured by determining the water pressure 

at each end of the sample on the same Bourdon gauge. 

Low hydraulic gradients were supplied by a constant head tank fed by 

tap water, the excess flow overflowing to waste. 	The pressure tapping 

points at the ends of the sample were connected to two l43 1  bore polythene 

tubes clamped to the steadying column (Fig.4:T:2). The head loss across 
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the sample was then determined simply by measuring the difference in 

height between the two meniscae. Water leaving the top of the sample had 

to be led to an overflow tank placed at a higher elevation; otherwise 

anomolous conditions were occasionally set up producing a negative head 

loss for a wide range of flows. 

(4:9) 	The Cell Pressure Control Systems  

(4:9:1) 	Thy: Pneumatic System 

Maintaining a constant cell pressure, with the volume changes and 

pressures involved, ruled out the possibility of using the standard mercury 

pot system. 

An all hydraulic system would have bean ideal from a safety standpoint 

but, as a temporary measure, an air control system to give cell pressures 

up to 135 p.s.i. was designed to function until an hydraulic system could 

be installed. 

Subsequent to the installation of the hydraulic system, the air system 

fulfils the,  back pressure function when the need arises. 

The design of the air system ?-entred around the Whittaker Hall hydro-

vane compressor already existing and feeding the ring main in the laborat- 

ory. 	This was a 7 c.f.m. pump, driven by a 2 H.P. electric motor and 

capable of producing a pressure of 200 p.s.i. 

The pump was set to cut in and out at given pressure limits but as the 

mean pressure setting increased, so the limits diverged and, when allow-

ance had been made for line losses, the maximum pressure, which could be 

accurately sustained was 135 p.s.i. 

Air, at varying pressures, was fed to an Associated Electrical 

Industries Ltd. air control valve, Model 40-200. 	This was a diaphragm 

valVe arranged such that the controlled air pressure, plus a spring pressure, 

was balanced by the greater and varying input pressure, all excess air being 

bled off. 

This valve was fairly stable and would hold a set pressure within a 

p.s.i. for several days. 	The relationship between spring pressure and 

controlled air pressure was constant. 

To increase the cell pressure at a constant rate for carrying out Ko-

tests, a servo motor was set up to drive a sprocket connected to the valve 

spring spindle via an extendable coupling. 

The controlled air was led into the top of an air water interface 

vessel (Fig.4:9:1). 	This vessel was a mild steel tube 5' long, 6" bore 
s and 11' wall thickness. Onto the ends were welded -a-1' thick rings to which 

1" thick end plates were bolted. 	The ends of the tube and undersides of 
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the rings were machined square with the axis after welding. Both ends 

were sealed with 0-rings. 

At the base wore connections for pressurising the triaxial cell, a 

pressure g,..uge, a filling 1 	a water level indicator and a drain tap. 

All the tubes, Jx.cupt the dr:Lin, wer terminated about 2" above the base 

of the vessel to prevent rust and other dap :sits entering them. Fittings 

throughout were either Ermeto Corporation or Simplifix type. 

The interior of the vessel was coated with ,n hydraulic paint. 

(4:9:2) 	The hydraulic Pressure Control System 

Several specialist firms in hydraulic engineering.  were approached to 

produce an hydraulic system in which the pressure would remain constant, 

irrespective of volume changes. 	Nc satisfactory solution was received. 
TAG system eventuelly adopted relied on a pressure maintaining unit 

from an Amslor Loading Mchin. 	This unit was very simple. 	Oil entered 

a cylinder and pressed ag:inst a spring loaded piston. When the force, 

due to oil pressure, exceeded the spring force the excess oil was bled off 

(Fig.4:9). To minimise friction the,  piston was oscillated at 60 times 

minute by Parvalux 1/100 H.P. capacitor start motor. 	Complete rotation 

would have been on easy modification but the wave performed so well that 

it was not altered. The piston had several concentric grooves along its 

length and three longitudinal flats et 1200  to each other. 

The valve would maint:in any set pressure, irrespective of volume 

changes, in the range in which it was used, 0 to 500 p.s.i. to better than 

1/10 p.s.i. indefinitely. 

For the,  valve to oper a to properly it had to be fed with oil of constant 

viscosity. This, in effect, meant providing hydraulic oil at constnt 

temperature and without air in the system. 

An Oswalds and Ridgeway Ltd. positive displacement swashplote SW0/0 
pump was chosen for this application. This pump could deliver 0.15 

gallons par minute at 10,000 p.s.i. when operated at 1450 r.p.m. 	This 

was far in excess of our requirements but was adopted so that the pressure 

system could be used for jacking and other high pressure apparatus, if 

required. For this reason, the pumping unit was mounted on a mobile 

trolley. 

As the pressure system was to be used for m=y purposes, it was thought 

advisable to build in a certain amount of flexibility in the drive speed 

as it was unnecessary to run this pump at high speed when pumping against 

a dead end. 

A 1 H.P. 3P.H. motor was flange mounted on a size 16 Kopp Variator, 

which was also flange mounted on a spur gearbox giving an overall output 
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pump was by a Uniroyal Power Grip Belt size L 100. Thos type of drive 

was chosen rather than V-belt to eliminate slippage if any oil was 

spilt on the drive. 	Normally, a 40 tooth sprocket drove a. b0 tooth 

sprocket but it was desirable, under certain conditions, to reverse these. 

The pump shaft was -8-" diameter and that of the gearbox 1e diameter. 

Taper grip bushes were used to secure the sprockets on the shafts and, as 

result, either sprocket could ersily be fitted to either shaft. 

When properly alLmed, this drive was perfectly silent at all speeds 

but it was the cause of considerable trouble. Although the pump was 

being used far below its rated output, two new shafts were fitted in two 

years. 	The reason appeared to be a circlip groove which reduced the 

shaft diameter and caused stress concentrations at the root of the canti- 

lever. 	The Power Grip drive was replaced by a V - belt drive after the 

second shaft failure. 

The pump itself was flange mounted in the forward compartment of a 

2 cubic feet capacity oil tank. 	This tank was partitioned off so that 

all the oil which bled past the Amsler v•lve was pasSed through an oil 

filter and ruturn.id to the rear compartment and cooled. 	The pump compart- 

ment was also fitted with a cooling element. 	The cooling elements were e 

bore copper tube formed into coils and connected to form a continuous hyd- 

raulic circuit. 	This was fed by tap water and only very small flow was 

required to maintain the oil at ambient temperature. 

The pump was fitted with a suction filter and also a full flow 

porous bronze high pressure delivery filter. 

Very great care was token to smooth off all pipe ends and remove all 

swarf and scale from the oil circuit pipes by blowing out each one with 

compressed air prior to final fitting end also after assembly. 

The tank was fitted with a drain valve and an oil level indicator. 

Although the cooling water system was tested for leaks before filling 

the tank with oil, it was found thY,t a considerable volume of water 

accumulated under the oil in time and an observation window was fitted 

near the base of the trnk to indic:te the oil water interface, so that 

the water could be drained off before it reached the pump suction elevation. 

When the oil left the high pressure delivery filter it was fed into 

the top of an oil water interchange vessel with a T connection to the 

Amsler load maintaining valve. Nylon 11-3/16" o.d. tubing was used from 

the pump to the T but 	bore copper tube had to be used between the valve 

and the oil water interchange and between this vessel and the triaxial 

cells if pressure variations throughout the system were to be avoided. 

The oil water interface vessel was identical to the air water one, 

except that it was fitted with a Sectru spring operated valve set to lift 
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at 530 p.s.i. and close about 2 p.s.i. below this figure. Oil passing 

this valve was also returned to the main tank via, a filter. 

The bore of the nylon oil level indicator tube was increased to" 

because meniscus effects and the small density difference between oil and 

water made the reaction time too long if small bore nylon tube was used. 

There was always a considerable build up of static electricity on 

the nylon tubing leaving the high pressure filter. 

Excess oil bleeding from the Amsler valve and olso the oil lost by 

seepage past the piston was returned to the main tiak, after passing 

through filters. 

The cross-sectional area of the tank was such that only a small 

variation took place in oil level during a test and the pump remained 

fully submerged at owl times. 

Bourdon type pressure gauges were connected to the water side of 

each of the interchange vessels which could be conveniently filled directly 

from the de-aired water ring mJin in the lbortory (Fig-4:9). 

A :1i" bore, high pressure flexible hose was used to connect the shut 

off valves on the triaxiel cell and the oil water intcrchsnge vessel. 

(4:9:3) 	Reson.:nce 

The hydraulic system was not particularly stiff because of the large 

volumes of fluid involved but, at certain pressures and pump speeds, 

unstable conditions did develop and these were easily overcome by altering 

the pump speed with the Kopp Variutor. 

(4:10) 	The Electrical Control Circuits 

A system of interlocks and limits was devised to minimise the risk 

of accidental damage to the equipment. (Fig.4 10 1 ) 
The design and installation of the electrical control circuits to 

perform those functions and the choice of electrical control gear was the 

responsibility of the Civil Engineering Dept. Electrician, Mr.P.Clifford. 

All functions, except the control of the pressure pump motor, were 

controlled from a console which could be isol:Ated from the mains. 

All the circuits were. protected by fuses. 

Five outlet sockets were provided on the console, one 3 PH. for the 

pressure pump motor, two 1 PH. for the transducermoters, one 1111 for the 

oscillator motor for the Amsler pressure maintaining valve and one 1 PH 

for the servo motor for controlling the cell pressure during Ko  tests. 

The jack main drive, crosshead nd rapid return motors could be stopped 

by an emergency stop button, located conveniently near the loadframo. 

The jack main drive and rpid return motors were interlocked and 
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stopped by switches set at the limits of the jack travel. 

Switches were: et to control the limits of the crosshead travel and 

two further switch° were set to prevent further downward travel after a 

small upward displcement (rei tive to the crosshead) of the loading 

platen and lock the crosshead altogether after further upward displacement. 

The crosshead motor was controlled by m:Jmal push buttone. 

The jack main drive motor could either be controlled manually by push 

buttons or autonntically, vie an interlock, by a sensing transducer on a 

K
o 

belt. 	In this case though the operation was upwards or stop only to 

prevent hunting taking place. 

Control of the rapid return motor was by push buttons, down and stop 

only. 

The laboratory was wired on a dual system basis, in such a way that 

if a failure occurred a standby supply was automatically switched in. 

This changeover took a few seconds end, as a result, delay relays had 

to be fitted to the jack main drive and pressure pump motor starters to 

prevent them switching off. Therefore, to stop these motors permanently 

the stop buttons must be depressed for Lt least four seconds. 

Nearly all the switchgear used was manuf,:cturod by Allen West 

(Switchgear) Ltd. 

(4:11) 	The Special Lifting Arm 

A special lifting arm was designed to enable the cell to be placed 

under the crosshead. 	This arm was not counterbalanced and, as a result, 

the cell hung slightly out plumb from the crane. 	This was an advantage 

when locating the cell on the jack because the recess in the cell base was 

able to just ong:.,ge with the aluminium plate on one side and then slovay 

hinge down as the cell was lowered into its final position. 	As a result 

the cell could be positioned without subjecting the sample tc any 

excessive shock. 

(4:12) 	The Sieving Machine 

The machine, which was used for the sieve analysis of the material 

tested in 12" diameter samples, hod a rectangular screen frame 2' wide 

and 4' long. 	The inclination of this screen frame was variable to obtain 

the optimum sieving condition for any given particle size. 

Various mesh sizes were mounted in sub frames and hold against the 

main fame by spring clips. Vibration was produced at the upper end of 

the main frame by a 1 PH. ti  HP., 1450 r.p.m. motor.fitted with eccentric 

weights. 

This machine was very suitable for bulk sieving where the aim was 
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merely to obtain segr gates. 	It was not so suitable, however, for the 

sieve analysis of individual small samples because, being an open system 

nether 	tcly enclosed, 	certain proportion_ f fine material was 

1-st t,) the dust extraction pinnt. 

(4:13) 	Modifictions to the Small Scale Triaxial Apparatus  

In order to test samples of 12-", 4", and 12" diameter under similar 

conditions of loading and end restraint minor modifications were made to 

the standard small scale triaxial equipment. 

(4:13:1) Modifictiohs to the Standard Triaxial Apparatus for Testing 

4" diameter S!amplos  

A mild steel pedestal was machined so that pore water could be 

distributed to the sample via radial channels and 	stainless steel 

perforated plate in a similar manner to that in the large scale apparatus 

(Figs.4:13:1:1, 4:13:1:2). 

The top cap was machined, from mild steel, in a similar manner and 

its upper face was hardened to 65 Rockwell. 	Ball bearings -1" diameter, 

were held in position on this face by a retaining ring and the load was 

transferred from the piston to the br11 bearings by a hardened steel 

loading head (Fig.4:13:1:3) 

When testing very fine giadings a copper 1.i _u4e had to be placed over 

the perforated plate to prevent fine material from blocking the perfora- 

tions. 	The edges of the copper gau4e had to be floated in solder to form 

smooth edge, otherwise the ends of the wire wore pushed through the 

membranes, causing punctures. 

Nylon 11 leads were used and fixed into the 3/16" diameter holes in 

the pedestl and top cap using Loctite Retining Compound. 

Confining pressures in this apparatus were limited to 120 p.s.i. 

(4:13:2) Modifications to the Standard Triaxil Auvratus for Testing 

17 -" diameter Samples  

A 	diameter hard brass lo::Lding cop was fitted to the end of the ram. 

The top cap was a plain perspex disc, fitted with two 3.5 sin saran 

drainage leads, retained by Loctite -Retaining Compound. 

Toe upper face of the top cap was covered with 3/32" diameter ball 

bearings, held in place by Vaseline. 

For the tests at cull pressures in excess of 80 p.s.i. steel discs 

were inserted, one above the perspex top cap and one below the brass 

loading cap with the b-11 bearings between them, to minimise bedding. 
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Coil prc-ssurc)s Pbova 80 1).s.i. wcro g..mcratod by th, hydraulic 

syst.2m dk,signd fur thu large triaxiol apparatus. 

Porous stuns, 	thick and cored from a c..2b3rundum whocl, wore 

used to distribute pore wc.tor to the sampi.J. 	Tho pormu bility of 

thL,so stories was about 1 x 10 	ems per s,Jcond. 

For pressures above 80 	a tuul cull was usc.d. 
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THE LARGE SCALE TR IAXIAL APPAR ATUS. 
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CHAPTER 5  

THE ML ThRIAL 

(5:1) 	The Materials Tested (Plate 5:1)  

Five materials have been tested in the large scale triaxial apparatus. 

Various triaxial tests have been performed on Silurian cleaved mud-

stone from Llyn Brianne Dam, granitic basic gneiss from Venomo Dam and 

two uniform gradings of chert gravel, which were used for an aircraft 

arresting investigation by The Royal fdrcrft Establishment at Farnborough. 

Undrained tests were carried out on 12" diameter by 24" high undis- 

turbed samples of stiff, fissured, blue London clay. 	The results are 

reported by Agarwal (1967). 

A dissipation test was performed on an isotropically consolidated 12" 

diameter by 12" high sample of Maesglas boulder clay for the core of Llyn 

Brianne Dam. The result is reported in an internal report of Binnie and 

Partners in 1967. 

(5:2) 	The Silurian Cleaved hudstone. 	(Plate 5:1) 

The material is highly cleaved and jointed. 

The bedding planes are t about 700  to the cleavage along which the 

material splits. 

(5:2:1) 	Mineral Composition 

The predominant mineral is chlorite, a complex, hydrated, alumina 

silicate, with variable amounts of iron, magnesium and other elements. 

The chlorite is both fine and coarse. 	The coarse crystals appear 

orientated parallel to the bedding and the fine crystals are randomly 

orientated. 

Sericite appears orientated parallel to the cleavage and as it has a 

similar chemical composition to chlorite may be duo, in part, to low grade 

metamorphism. 

(5:2:2) 	Average Composition in Thin Section 

Sericite 20.0% 

Fine Chlorite 63.2% 

Coarse Chlorite 13.2% 

Quartz 3.0% 

Calcite 0.1% 

Pyrite 0.5% 

Table 5:2:2. Average composition of silurian cleaved mudstone. 
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The Calcite was originally detrital material which has, subsequently, 

been recrystallised. When very abundant, calcite can be leached out by 

acid waters, which may also lead to oxidation and expansion of pyrite. 

However, the mudston is very similar to the material used for the 

embankment dams of the Vianden pump storage scheme and whose durability 

is displayed inthe railway embankments in Luxembourg. 

(5:2:3) 	Unconfined Compressive Strength  

Difficulty was experienced in preparing cores for unconfined compress-

ion tests especially normal to the cleavage as the shear strength on the 

cleavage planes was exceeded by the torque of the coring tool. 

Sample Direction of sample 
w.r.t. cleavage 

Dimensions 
height x dia. 

Compression 	fRemarks 
strength p.s.d. 

1 j 	parallel 3" x 1.5" 4,118 All 

2 parallel 3" x 1,5" 3,590 samples 

3 normal 2.2" x 2" 15,650 	kept 

4 normal 1.9" x 2" 21,150 under 

5 parallel 3" x 1.5" 	3,390 water 

6 	45°  3" x 1.5" 	12,750 until 
tested. 

Table 5:2:3 Unconfined compressive strength of silurion cleaved mudstone, 

(5:2:4) 	Particle Shape. 

random sample of particles r tined on each size of sieve,  used in 

the grading analysis was photographed and the prints wore then either red-

uced or enlarged so that all particles appeared about the same size. 

The ratio of length to breadth was then measured for each particle 

and the mean ratio for material retained on various sieves is given below. 

B.S.Sievos Ratio 
Length/ Width Passing 	Retained 

3" 

il 

, _,rltt 4 
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No 
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table continued: 

B.S.SievJs 	 . Ratio 

Table 5:2:4 Particle shape ef Silurian cleaved mudstone. 

In general, the particles were flat and oblong, with coarse, jagged 

edges. There was a tondancy for the very fine material to adhere tightly 

to the surface of larger particles and, as a result, particles passing the 

No.14 B.S.sieve appeared to become more rounded with reduction in size. 

The ratio of particle thickness to width was approximately four. 

The fine material formed a cohesive paste on the addition of water. 

(5:2:5) 	Material Treatment Prior to Testing.  

All the material used for the testing programme was obtained from a 

quarry which was opened up near to the proposed site of Llyn Brianne Dam. 

Excavation was by blasting, using polar ammon gelignite, and all the 

material obtained came from within 30' of the original ground surface. 

The majority of the material for the actual dam will be quarried at a 

greater depth. 

After quarrying, the material was loaded into dump trucks by a front 

end loader, whence it was hauled to a trial embankment, dumped, levelled 

and tracked by bulldozer and compacted in layers varying from 18" to 6' by 

an 8i tons AEG vibrating roller. 

Insitu density measurements were made in the trial embankment and the 

excavated material passing a 3" square mesh was sent to the laboratory for 

testing under triaxial stress conditions. 

On arrival at the laboratory, the material was oven dried and a sieve 

analysis was carried out by hand. This proved to be excessively tedious 

and dusty. A few samples were treated in this manner and subsequently a 

bulk sample of about 5 tons was sieved by Soil Mechanics Ltd. at the Cement 

and Concrete Association's laboratory and the material was then delivered 

to the laboratory in individual sizes and in polythene bags. 

Considerable breakdown of the larger particles was noticed, simply 

due to handling of the bags when loading and unloading the lorry on which 

they wore transported. Further breakdown occurred every time a bag of 

material was moved. 

Storage space presented a problem and the material was kept in poly-

thene bugs, inside dustbins, on the roof of the building, 
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(5:3) 	The  Granite Gneiss. 	(plate. 5:1) 

The rock is uniformly coarse grained and of mottled, white and black 

appearance and with a gnoissose structure. 

Mica, hornblende, quartz, and felspar are clearly visible. 

1.5:3:1) 	AveraAe Composition in Thin Section 

Orthoclase 	27% 

Albite 	15% 

Microclino & Microperthito 15% 

Quartz 	25% 

Biotite 	127 

Hornblende 	4% 

Felspar 	57% 

  

Table 5:3:1 average composition of granitic gneiss 

The orthoclase is intimately interlocked with the quartz  and occurs 

as anhedral crystals which all show slight decomposition to Kaolinito. 

Quartz occurs entirely as anhedral crystals, forming on irregular 

mosaic with the felspathic minerals. Gas and liquid inclusions are common. 

The plagioclase felspar is present as albite, which occurs in lath 

shaped crystals exhibiting typical polysynthetic twinning. This mineral 

has also undergone very slight kaolinisation. 

Anhedral microcline and microperthite comprise the remaining felspar 

components and are found in intimate association with the other folspars. 

Green and brown biotite are found as lath shaped crystals, occasion- 

ally containing zircons and the associated pleochroic haloes. 	It is 

found in well defined linear zones, separated by zones containing quartz 

and the above felspathic minerals. Within each zone the long axes of 

the biotite laths are orientated within a range,  of 45°. 

Green hornblende, almost an accessary mineral, rarely exhibits good 

crystal form and is also confined to well defined linear zones, and 

always with biotite in association. 

Traces of sphene, ilmenite and its alteration product, leucoscene, 

apatite and zircon occur in the granite. 

The felspathic minerals are interlocked with qua-rtz in a tight mosaic 

of typical grain size, approximately 1 mm. 	Clearly defined zones of 

orientated biotite and biotito and hornblende, alternating with more fels-

pathic regions, give rise to the pronounced gneissose structure. 

The zones of mica also give rise to planes of weakness. 
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(5:3:2) 	Unconfined Compression Strength  

Several larive lumps were cored to produce samples approximately li" 

diameter by 3" high. 

The load axis was approximtely 450  to schistosity. Some samples 

failed by vertical splitting and others along the schistosity. 

Thu average uniaxial strength for dry samples was 23,900 p.s.i. and 

the shear wave velocity along the loading axis was 14,900 ft/sec. 

The average uniaxial strength of samples tested in air after soaking 

in water for 4 days was 23,420 lbs. per square inch, This average value 

does not include one samrlo which failed along a joint at only 3,717 p.s.i. 

(52 3:3) 	Particle Shape 

The particles are highly angular and the proportions appear to remain 

fairly constant for all fractions. 

Unlike the mudstone, the fine material does not adhere to the surface 

of the larger particles and does not form a cohesive paste. 

Table 5:3:3. 	Particle shape of granitic gneiss. 

A certain percentage of particles retained on the 1? B.S.sieve had a 

length to width ratio of 4 or more and had to be discarded as they were far 

too largo to be used in the testing apparatus. 

(5:324) Material Treatment Prior to Testing  

The Venerno Dam (Holestol, 1965) forms part of the Tokke Hydro-Electric 

Development in Norway (6)* The rockfill for the dam conic from the Hylje-

lihyl - Venomo and Venmo - Totak tunnels, the surolus tunnel spoil being 

tipped to waste. 	Six tons of this surplus material (passing the 3" square 

sieve) was shipped in oil drums to the Cement and Concrete ..ssociation. 
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The total length of the tunnels was about 15 kilrs. LLs 

result, varied rock types were encountered and several particles in our 

a 

consignment were just quartz. 	However, the above mineral composition is 

considered to be a fair average for the material received. 

A bulk sieve analysis of the material was carried out at the Cement 

and Concrete Association. 	The sample was slightly moist and the fines 

had to be dried by spreading them into thin layers on the floor and 

leaving them overnight prior to sieving. The floor was very clean and 

there was no visible c-nt:mination, 

The segregates were transported to the laboratory where they wore 

weighed to obtain the bulk grading. As the moisture content of the 

segregates varied there was a slight error in this grading, though probably 

no more than 1%. 

They were then stored in polythene bags in dustbins u2til required. 

Although a dust extraction plant was functioning during the sieving 

operations, it was essential to wear w breathing mask as well. 

(5:4) 	The Chert Gravel 	(Plate 5:1)  

The formation of chert is still a controversial subject. Some 

authorities believe it was formed by replacement of limestone by percolat-

ing solutions and, therefore, of post depositional origin, whilst others 

believe it was formed by direct precipitation of masses of silica gel in 

sea water. 

The various theories are set out in the cycle below: 

Silica from  	Se water 
	

Volcanic 
weathering 	 Silica 

Silicification 	Biochemical 	Chemical 
of limestones 	precipitation 	precipitation 

Diatomite 
radiolarite 

V 
Replacement 

charts 
(Metasomatite) 

Tripoli  

Siliceous 
Limestone 

Chart 
Nodules  

Siliceous 
muds 

V 	1 
V 

Rhythmically 
bedded cherts  

Silicification 
of tuffs 

Halleflinta 

(Pettijohn, 1957) 



The number of particles in any 
cross-section is proportioned to: 

Force transmitted across the cross-
section for any given pressure is 
proportioned to: 

Small sample I D, r  = constant 
t-7175 

Large sample 

(
D2)2= const-nt 
(1,2/ 

D 
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Chart is a dense, crystalline rock composed of chalcedony 

(microcrystallins fibrous silica and micro fibrous amorphous silica or 

opal and cryptocrystalline quartz). 

In general the particles were cream, yellow, brown and black in 

colour and sometimes yellow or brown outside and black inside. 

Some particles were smooth and rounded, like pebbles on a shingle-

whilst others were highly irregular, tuberous and rounded bodies. 

A 

 

very few particles had a scariacuous texture and were cream in 

colour, with s, porous, dry, earthy feel and appearance. 	A considerably 

higher value of /LJ was recorded for these psrticles than for the dense 

rounded ones for the sank: normal load. 

(5:5) 	Scaling of Gradin,4s 

The aim of the research progzmne was to comp 	the behaviour of 

various sizes of samples of reckfill under triaxial stress conditions, the 

ultimate goal being the prediction of field behaviour from small scale 

laboratory testing.  procedures. 

In order to compare the various sizes of the samples tested the 

gradings used in each case hod to be scaled. 

However, for geometrically similsr pickings, in two different sample 

sizes with the same applied principal stresses, the contact forces between 

the grains are not equal. 

If D is the Sample diameter and d is the nominal particle size: 

Where DI  is the small sample diameter .and D, is the large sample diameter. 

Hence the average intergranular forces in the larger sample are —2 \  

times as grest as in the smaller sample. 	 11),) 

The stresses, though, are probably very similar as the material 

surface will yield until the product of contact area and compressive 

strength is equal to the applied load. 

Furthermore the larger particles have a larger proportion of flaws, 

and fissures than the smaller particles which, consequently, have a greater 

unit strength. 

The distribution of the fissures is probably a function of the initial 

stress history and stress release and shattering due to blasting. 
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The compressive strength will not only vary according to the type of 

materials in contact but also with the shape of the surfaces in contact. 

pyramid point contact will have a lower compressive strength than rounded 

or almost flat contacts because of the very different degrees of support 

afforded by the bulk of the surrounding material. 

This will lead, in general, to greater deformation of angular material 

than of rounded material, for similar loading conditions. 

In large and small samples with geometrically similar particle distri-

bution and the same moan applied principal stresses, the greater inter-

particle loading in the larger sample will lead to greater deformation. 

If, however, the unit shear strength of all the grains is similar the 

behaviour of the samples should also be very similar as the shear strength 

of the particles will be dependent on the squ_re of their nominal size and, 

hence, proportional to the square of -Lilo sample diameter. 

The effect of the increase in fines, in a large sample due to the 

increased breakdown because of the higher contact loading, will depend on 

the initial grading. 	In a grading particularly short of fines the 

additional particles may have little or no effect as they may just rest 

in the voids, leaving the larger particles to carry and transmit the 

applied leads. 

Alternatively, if a largo proportion of fines already exists, the 

dilatancy of the sample will be affected. 

The effect en the sample dilatancy however, will be offset to a 

certain extent by the increased number of particles transmitting the load 

because there will be a threshold of load below which little contact 

point breakdown will occur. 

A certain amount of breakdown was noticed during the bulk sieving as 

particles split when subjected to vibration. 

(5:5:1) 	Chert Scaling  

It was not possible to scale the chert particles because breakdown 

did not yield particles representative of the initial material. 

In general, failure was explosive, giving a conchoidal and splintery 

fracture. 

The resulting material lacerated membranes and could not be h=dled 

without protective gloves. 

As a result no smell scale tests were performed on chart. 

(5:6) 	Gradings Used in the Tests  

All the basic gradings are plotted in Figs.5:6:1, 5:6:2 end 5:6:3. 

Grading 11 is the mean of all the gradings used for the drained shear 
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tests on the first nine 12" diam7ter samples of Silurian cleaved mudstone. 

The testing programme on the Silurian cleaved mudstono was inconvenien-

ced by numerous membrane punctures at the higher confining pressures and 

the particle breakdown reduced the permeability of the samples very 

considerably. 

hany special grndings were therefore used and they are set out in 

Table 5:6:1. 

(5:7) 	Interparticl,. Friction 

It has been appreciated for many years that the angle of friction 

between the surfaces of particles is less than the angle of internal 

friction _ Oaf a dense mixture of particles when measured in the drained 

triaxial test at normal stresses. 

Caquot (1954) produced a theoretical expression for the relationship 

between 	and the angle of internal friction at constant volume 

under plane strain conditions by considering the forces on spherical 

particles. 

tan 11" tan 54?-  c 
Bishop (1954) derived the following expression for triaxial conditions: 

sin 	-  15 tan 0)(A 
10 + 3 tan 20. 

Rowe (1962) expanded the theory further to relate 0f with dilatancy, 

An investigation by Horn and Deere (1962) showed that the coefficient 

of friction between mineral grains varied with the finish of the contact 

surfaces and the fluid present on those surfaces. 

They found that if water was placed between polished surfaces of 

quartz or felspar it acted as an antilubricant and increased the coeffici- 

ent of friction. 	If the surfaces were rough, the effect was considerably 

diminished. The rough surfaces, however, were produced by etching or 

polishing with No.240 carborundum grit and so could not be expected to be 

as rough as the interparticle contacts in a rockfill. 

If a cohesionless materiel is sheared in the saturated drained condi-

tion it displays a lower angle of internal shearing resistance than when 

it is sheared in the dry condition. 	This may be due to several factors, 

one of which is the weakening of the surface of rocks due to the reduction 

in surface energy due to contact with water (Rehbinder and Lichtman,1957) 

(5:7:1) iaasurement of the Coefficient 	Interparticle Friction of 

Silurian Cleaved Mudstone. 

To determine the coefficient of interparticle friction of the Silurian 

cleqved mudstone individual particles were selected and mounted in a 

standard shear box. 
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One particle, with face dimensions about 1" by 2", was mounted in the 

lower half of the shear bex using Pelyfilla and such that the surface was 

in the plane of shearing. 	a second smaller matching particle was similar-

ly positioned in the top box but, in this case, the interior faces of the 

box were lined with silicone grease prior to pouring the Polyfilla. Care 

was taken to seo that no Polyfilla contaminated the shearing surfaces and 

it was also tapered away from the shear plane so that the only contacts 

during the shearing operation would be mudstone to mudstone. 

The lower box was positioned in the shear apparatus and tap water was 

added until the shear plane was submerged. The top box was then care-

fully positioned and a normal load of 170 pounds was applied to the sample. 

Shearing was carried out by pushing one particle over the other at 

64 x 104  inches per minute before allowing for proving ring deformation. 

Dilatancy was measured by a 1/10,000" dial gauge. 

The bedding planes of the mudstone were at an angle of about 60
o 
to 

the cleavage, along which it most easily broke. 	Shearing was, therefore, 

carried cut on the cleavage surfaces and parallel to, normal to and across 

the bedding planes as shown in Fig.5:7:1. 

Dilatancy was almest negligible in most cases but a polygon of forces 

was drawn in order to determine the coeffici_nt of friction. 

No special surface treatment was applied to the samples and they were 

sheared in their original state. 

No stick slip motion was observed. 	This is often a function of the 

stiffness of the testing apparatus (Bowden and Tabor 1956). 

Sample Na. Direction of shearing 
w.r.t. bedding 

Condition 
, —Al 

3 parallel submerged 26.3" 

7 normal dry 29.7°  

S normal submerged 24.9o  

9 parallel submerged 24.1o  

2 across submerged 23.6o  

4 parallel submerged 22.9°  

1 normal submerged 25.9o  

Table. 5:7:1. 	Values of the angle of interparticle friction  for Silurian 

cleaved mudstone. 	(See also Figs5:7:1 and 5:7:2a) 

(5:7:2) Measurement of the Coefficient of Interpertiole Friction of Chart  

To measure the coefficient of interparticle friction of chert a series 

of direct shear tests was carried out 1.11 a similar manner to that for the 



/ /4.  
(2,) 

Smooth, hard, yellow/brown 	114°  

Smooth, hard, grey 	 14.8°  

Rounded, soft porous,yellow/grey 	40,5°  

Smooth,hard,shiny,yellow/brown 	14.5°  

Rounded, shiny black & smooth 	18,10  
hard, flat shiny yellow.  

Sample No° Description 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

12D 

silurii.n cleaved mudstono 

All the samples were tested submerged in tap water and the normal load 

was 100 pounds in each case. 

A stick slip motion was observed after a rapid rise towards peak 

resistance. 

One sample, with a soft, porous surface, displayed a considerably 

higher coefficient of interparticle friction than the remaining very hard 

smooth surfaced particles. (Table 5:7:2, figs.5:7:2b amd 2c). 

Tablo.5:7:2 Values of the angle of interparticle friction for chert 

submerged.  

Results of measurements of the coefficient of interparticle frictiad 

on granitic gneiss are given in Table 5:7:3 and are reported by Pigeon(19(;?) 

Normal load: 	1341 lbs. 

Test Condition 5-2111  

1submerged 35
o 

2 submerged 35.30 

3 submerged 
o 

35 

4 submerged 36.1
o  

5 air dry 36.40  

6 air dry 36.10  

7 air dry 37.7c  

8 air dry 37.5 

Table 5:7:3 Values of the angle of interparticle friction for granitic 

gneiss.  

(5:8) Relative Density Determinations 

In 1948 Kclbuszewski suggested th-:t a reference property should be 

available for cohesionless soils in the same way that Atterberg Limits have 

become a useful guide to the behaviour of plastic soils. 

He proposed an index relating the insitu porosity to the maximum and 

minimum porosities at which any particular insitu grading could exist, 
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This index he termed relative density. 

As the peak shear strength of a sand or rockfill is to some extent, 

dependant on its dry density, it would appear that a suitable basis on 

which to compare various materials would be at a particular relative 

density. 

After experimenting with numerous pouring techniques Kolbuszewski 

eventually obtained a consistent minimum dry density by placing 200 grms. 

of material in a 2,000 ccs corked measuring cylinder, inverting it and then 

righting it and measuring the volume displaced. The maximum dry density 

was achieved by vibration. 

Several problems arise when determining the relative densities of a 

rockfill. 

The wide range of maximum particle sizes demands a similar range of 

measuring container sizes. 	Inverting a measuring cylinder to obtain the 

minimum density limit becomes impractical and careful pouring methods are 

resorted to, using different sizes of pouring utensil, from a miniature 

scoop to a coal shovel, depending on the maximum grain size involved. 

The maximum density limit is more difficult to achieve because of the 

more sophisticated machinery involved and the number of possible variables. 

The maximum density limit may be determined by vibration of the mould 

and sample with or without a surcharge or by impact compaction. The 

amplitude, frequency and time of vibration may be varied to give varying 

results for any particular soil or rockfill. 	In fact, the amplitude, 

frequency surcharge end time must be varied to suit the soil type and its 

grading. 

The attrition due to vibration or compaction causes breakdown which, 

in turn, alters the initial grading :and, hence, the maximum density achiev-

able. 

The U.S.Dept.of t1-1,. Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, has its own 

standards for maximum and minimum density determinations (7)* as do the U.S. 

Corps of Engineers, who use Density Ratio D
r 

- D Dmin  
Dmax - Dmin. 

Many other State Authorities use these methods or adopt their own. 

The exact significance of the maximum density limit is also arguable 

in the case of a grading having few fines which merely rest in the voids 

between large particles and play little part in the shear behaviour of the 

soil at low stresses. 

The maximum density test is further discussed by Pettibone (1964), 

B.B.Gordon (1964), Winnitoy (1964) and Burmister (1948 and 1964), who 

suggest that comprehensive investigations are urgently needed to improve 

compaction testing and establish adequate criteria for field control. 

It was decided to determine the maximum and minimum dry densities of 
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the gradings which were used in the triaxial tests on 4" diameter and li" 

diameter samples 3f silurian cleaved mudstone and granitic gneiss. 

(5:8:1) 	'Minimum Density 

The required gradings were made up by weighing out dry material and 

then the segregates were thoroughly mixed with a scoop. 

A 4" internal diameter by 8" high split mould was fixed to a standard 

Procter base. 	This size of mould was chosen because it had the same pro- 

portions and size as the 4" diameter samples. 	It was also used for the 

gradings used in the 1? diameter samples so that material could be placed 

by scoop at the base. If a 1-P diameter mould had been used pouring 

would have been necessary, leading to segregation of the graded material. 

Material 1/L;,s placed slowly and carefully in layers in the mould. At 

the top an attempt was made to finish with the mould rim so that excess 

material would not have to be removed, thus disturbing the pack. 

The material was weighed and the dry density calculated. The process 

was repeated several times with the same grading and material. 

(5:8:2) Maximum Density 

The required gradings were made up as for the minimum density deter- 

minations and the same mould was used. 	In this case though, new material 

was used for each maximum density determination on the same grading to 

limit the effects of particle breakdown. 

The samples were compacted in 3 equal layers. 	A steel billet, 4" 

thick and a loose fit in the mould, was placed above each layer and the 

top of the billet was vibrated for one minute with a medium size Kango 

Electric Hemmer, Type F, fitted with a 2" diameter Swivel Head Vibrating.  

Tool, Part No. 624. 

The gradings used and the results of the tests are given in Table 5:8a 

Relative density limits for the 12" diameter samples were assumed 

from test results -Lriu field data. 	The assumed values are given in Table 

5:8b. 

Inconsistencies wore noticed between the dry densities obtained in the 

12" diameter by.  24" high triaxial samples and the 24" diameter by 12" thick 

oedometer samples. 

Compaction of the top,  two or three inches was always difficult because 

the material sheared. :)r bounced about with the result that the top four 

inches were always looser urn the rest. 	This, of course, had a larger 

effect on the oedomoter samples because of the adverse sample height to 

diameter ratio. 	The boundary conditions also varied, the boundaries being 

steel, cast iron or bronze in oudorneters and rubber, backed by felt, for 



Max.Density Grading Min. Density- 

91.7 125.3 

94.2 128.2 

95.2 129.8 

9849 142.0 

104.0 143.2 

98.1 138.6 

K 

N 

D 

E 
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triaxial samples. 

(5:9) 	S-tJecific G=ity 

The specific gr'vitius of the prticl:Js of silurian cleaved mudstone 

granitic gneiss and chart were determinea by the standard method. 

Tho results are given in Table 5:9 

Table 5:8a:  Maximum and Minimum Densities Obtained. 

Grading Min. Density Max. Density 

H 91.7 137.1 

J 94.2 137.1 

M 94.2 128.2 

0 95.2 129.8 

F 98.1 138.6 

A 98.9 143.0 

_173 98.9 1430 

T 98.9 142.0 

U 100.0 146.0 

Table 5:8b: Assumed Maximum and. Minimum Densities  

Particle size Silurian cleaved mudstone Granitic gneisn Ohert 

Z- No.7 2.76 	2.66 L 
> 	iii,  2.77 	T 

Table 5:9 	Specific Gravity. 
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TESTING PROCEDURE 

(6:1) Prc;paration of 12" Di::~rnGtor Samples 

( 6: 1: 1) GrewJ.ing Pr<3p.'1rn ti:)n 

The Il1atGri~.ll rGt··~ined on individual sioves "las stored in polythene 

bags, inside dustbins? on the roof of the building. 

Prior to making up a grading about one ton of th0 various segregates 

was oven dried and then stored in the laboratory. 

The grading to be testod "las th2n prepared by weighing out the v::trious 

segreg::Ltes on a 112 pounds crtpnci ty balance. 

lni tial mixing was achieved by placing the lLU'gest material first, 

followed by the finer, into tL large tray placed on the floor, Tho mixing 

was oompleted by shovelling the gr~ding into another tray and vioe-versa 

until a condition of minimlli~ segregation was achieved. Flat topped layers 

produced less segregation than conical piles. Initial gradings of silur

ian cleavod mUdstone and grOllitic gneiss ar·2 shown in Plate 6:1:1 .. 

Handling of the bags of materic~l caus\;xl a certain amount of p9..rticle 

dam3ge by breakage. This was very obvious with the larger material and 

undersize particles were.; romoved. There was breakdown in the smaller 

sizes too bocause the bases of the bags were always covered in fine 

material. 

With a uniform grading tho fines could easily be removed but with a 

wide grading resioving wculd h.clve been n0cessary. 

As a result, 0.11 the gradings prepared probably had. more fines than 

propcsed. 

(6:1:2) Hombrane Sealing 

For an effeotive seal botween th8 stGel pedestol and the rubber mem-

~rane n continuous line contact is r2quired. The standLrrd method with 

O-rings was inGffectivG bcci .. uso the membrcmes were too stiff and had a 

uanvas texture; finisho Several [~l ternati ve methods were tried using 

Jubilee Clips? both on the membr~mG and on two O-rings around the membrane. 

Six 2" diameter Jubilee Clips were usud so that nn equal pull could be 

achieved all rouncl the sample without scuffing. An alternative was to 

place PoT.F.E. tape around the; membrane and under the Jubilee Clip. 

Eventually 9 the most effecti vr; method found "las to coat the pedestal 

with a layer of Revultex R9 a self vulcanising rubber, and then to place 

the membrane over thc~ pod8stal and squeeze the Revul tux into the surf,:.we 
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imperfections by rolling very tight 0-rings down the outside of the membrane 

The Revultex would go off in about half the time required to make up R 

sample grading and produced a perfect seal. 

One dry sample was tested by leaving it sealed for 60 hours under an 

initial partial vacuum of 28" of mercury. No reduction in the vacuum was 

recorded in that time. 

This method of sealing was quite satisfactory as long as sample satur-

ation was to take place after the application of a confining pressure, 

otherwise the pressure of the pure water at the base of a 2' high sample 

was sufficient to expand the membrane and 0-rings and break the seal. 

Jubilee Clips, or the much superior stainless steel JCS Hi-Torque band, 

could be used to replace the 0-rings end prevent the membrane expanding 

but the clearance inside the compaction mould was not really sufficient. 

The problem was solved more satisfactorily by binding the membrane tightly 

with dry string, which was subsequently wetted to shrink it tighter. 

(6:1:3) 	Sample Building 

All samples wore built up in layers, each weighing about 30 pounds. 

The material in each layer was distributed as evenly as possible and then 

vibrated for one minute with . medium sized Kongo Electric Hammer Type F, 

fitted with a Swivel Head Compaction Tool. Vibration was applied to the 

whole surface of the sample with particular care being token adjoining the 

membrane, both to prevent damage and also to make certain there were no 

initial voids which might cause a membrane failure during testing. This 

operation required a dust extractor which probably removed a lot of the 

material passing the No.200 B.S. sieve. 

The last layer was always difficult to compact, as mentioned earlier. 

With some gradings, a certain amount of-3/16" + No.7 material had to 

be added to the circumference of the top cf the sample to make a smoother 

transition between the sample and the top cap. This extra material was 

weighed out and allowed for in the average grading of the after test sieve 

analysis. 

Levelling of the top surface was achieved by vibrating a 1" thick and 

12" diameter plywood disc with the Kango Hammer. 	alternatively, a heavy-

weight was used. 

The same amount of compaction was given to all samples but various 

densities resulted, although this would be expected for the various gradings. 

It was felt that the samples were not always as homogeneous as they 

might have been, especially with the granitic gneiss and this was overcame, 

to a certain extent, by adding the fines after compacting the coarser 

material. 	The voids were sometimes quite lar - and one could hear fine 
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particles working their way down into the sample without the aid of 

vibration. 

Non homogeneity was demonstrated by the after test sieve analyses 

on sample 16V/12 which failed by bulging in the upper half (Plate 6:1:3). 

The testing of uniform and loose gradings was, in general, avoided 

because 'of the difficulties experienced with membranes puncturing. 

One sample of silurian cleaved mudstone was compacted in a wet state 

but this practice was abandoned bec_use of the safety aspect when using 

an electric cmpaction tool and also subsequent saturation proved to be 

excessively tedious. 

The uniform grrldings of chart, however, were compacted under water, 

using a hand tamper. 

(6:1:4) 	Orientated Samples 

The silurian cleaved mudstone comprised flat particles and it was 

therefore desirable to perform shear tests on samples in which the majority 

of the particles were orientated in a given direction. 

It was hoped that the desired orientation would be produced by vibra-

ting a whole sample in a mould inclined at the required angle. Experiments 

with geometrically similar gradings in a polythene beaker showed that the 

material just circulated, like concrete in a concrete mixer. The only 

alternative was to build up the samples by hand. 

The first orientated sample was No.101I/12. 	This was constructed by 

hand with the mould in the vertical position. 	LI wedge of material with 

a face slope of 30°  was first built up on the pedestal. 	Compaction was 

by hand using a small weight. Further layers were built up with the 

larger material placed at 30G  and infilled with fines. This xesulisd in 

quite a loose sample and a peculiar grading. 

Further samples were constructed with the plane of orientation at 60°  

and 640  to the plane of the major principal stress. 	In these cases 

though the mould and pedestal were inclined at the required angle and the 

samples were built up in horizontal layers. 	Building a sample in this 

way required about one day's work. 

(6:1:5) 	Positioning the Sample Tcp Cap 

The top cap weighed 140 pounds and had therefore to be positioned by 

crane. 	The membrane was then sealed to the top cap, using ReTultex R 

in the same manner as at the pedestal. 

(6:1:6) 	Sample Stability 

To afford stability tc the sample whilst removing the mould and during 
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handling, a partial vacuum was applied. 	In samples with air as the pore 

fluid ft vacuum of between 1 p.s.i. and 1 p.s.i. was applied by a water 

ejector connected to the pedestal pore pressure connection. 	The vacuum 

was measured by a mercury monometer connected to the top cap pore pressure 
line. 	In samplus which had been saturated whilst held by the compaction 

mould, the burette used for saturation was merely lowered and drained so 

as to produce a moan negative pressure ofp.s.i. 

(6:1:7) 	Sample Measuremcnt 

The sample diameter was measured, using calipers, at 5 elevations and 

in orthogonal directions. With a small vacuum applied the sample surface 

irregularities were not excessive. With a high vacuum applied, as in the 

first few cases, the irregularities were large and the mean diameter of 

the hollows was measured by calipers and the circumference over the peaks 

by tape measure and the mean sample cross-section was calculated from those 

measurements after allowance for membrane thickness. 

The height of the sample was measured  using a metre scale, which was 

"rocked" to obtain the correct height. 	If the height is measured at 

qu-rter points the mean of orthogonal measurements should coincide. 

(6:1:8) 	Membrane Inspection 

The membrane was now inspected to see if there wore any signs of 

potential puncturing. 	If so, puncture repair patches wore fixed at these 

locations. 

At this stage the cell b=o1 was lowered over the sample and bolted to 

the cell base. 	The piston was then very carefully lowered to rest on the 

sample and the axial deformation apparatus was connected to give the initial 

zero. 

The cell was then filled with mains tap water. 

(6:1:9) 	Sample Consolidation 

Thu applied vacuum ties replaced in stages by an equal cell pressure. 

It was assumed that little or no volume change occurred during this ch_nge- 

over. 	Later, it was shown that the volume changes were between 0 and 10 

ccs in a sample volume of about 44,000 ccs. 

Cell pressure was applied initially by the pneumptic system and later 

by the hydraulic system. Cull pressure increments were applied in 

proportion to the confining pressure. 

Initial volume changes of the sample were instantaneous, accompanied 

by the sound of tincturing particles. A certain amount of creep was 
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observe' mainly with angular material, and the volume change usually 

reached a steady value for practical purposes after about an hour. 

Many samples were consolidated in the dry state when volume changes 

were measured by the volume of air expelled by the apparatus shown to 

the left in Plate 4:2. 	The level of the water surface in the burette was 

adjusted to that in the air water interface vessel so that t:-le water 

manometer recorded 	atmospheric pressure in the snmple. 	It was essen- 

tial to remove all moisture from the inside of the connecting leads by 

blowing compressed air through them prior to carrying out a test. 

It was noticed that samples of silurinn cleved mudstone, though 

extremely permeable to air when dry, were rather impermeJblo to water when 

saturated. 

Many samples ware saturated after a consolidation in the dry state. 

Saturation took place under constant applied effective stress and the 

resultant volume change was measured by the water level chnge in the air 

water interface vessel 3f the pneumatic cell pressure control system. 

It was noted that the volume change which took place on saturation 

was of the sa me order of magnitude as that during the previous dry consoli- 

dation. 	If the moisture content of the sample was above a certain thresh-

old, about 5% for to siluri n cleved mudstone, /1..) further volume change 

took place on saturation. 

(6:1:10) 	Sample Saturation 

Samples were saturated either before or after consolidation. Mains 

tap water was used for saturation and pormeobility determinations on all 

samples, except those used for consolidated undrained tests. 

When saturating samples, which were still supported by the compaction 

mould, care had to be taken to avoid producing a pore pressure in excess 

of the minor principal effective stress. 	To remove air from all the 

connections the sample water was allowed to enter slowly from the base and 

was then circulated through the sample and attendant connections and leads 

until no further air bubbles were removed by the flow. This pricess 

would normally take several hours. 

When saturating very impermeable samples, after consolidation it was 

possible to apply a back pressure 3f 40 p.s.i. by direct connection to the 

mains water tap. 	This though caused a large effective stress gradient 

between the top anl bottom of the sample and could only be used, in -any 

case, if the applied effective stresses on the sample were somewhat above 

40 o.s.i. 	To prevent over consolidation of the sample the consolidation 

pressure can at no time exceed the minor principal effective stress at 

which it is to be tested. 	Further, to avoid sample disturbance and forcing 



the mor:lbrr'..ne off the 0n.1 pl;::,tens thc saturation pressure must be I118.in

tained bolow the consolidntion pressure. 

Per1l1eabili t,y Determinn tion 

The perm0:~bili ty of thc samples could be measured unJer various 

stross conditions. Tap water~ from [!, constant heal t::mk~ was allov18j to 

enter the basi..? of the slunple through :.t k" boro connection [Lnu leave tho 

tup of the sample through n similar conncctiono The wat~r was then led 

to an GverfloH tonk 9 situated justo::;,bove th8 top of the sQJIlple. If the 

outlot ()vorflm{ tank was b()li)W the top of the saI::lple an m1omolous flow 

condi tion existed ,,,here the outlet pressure appe~xolJ to be grea.ter than 

the in18t pressure. When ,=~ stecdy st";,te of flow was roached~ the hand 

loss across tho snmple wa.s Il18CLSUrud by connecting a w,'i,ter manometer to 

each end pl:~ten. Tho volume of wO,ter P::).3sinb' through the sfullple 9 in a 

givc:~n tir:1e~ vr~s detertnlnel by weighing. 

Drcdne.l 'rests 

In gen0ra1 9 drninoc1 shorx tests werv carri\~d out at a strain rate of 

8% per hour. The first six tests Here cr~rried out in ~J, 50 tons ca..paci ty 

loadfrume 9 'i"hero the maxir:lum r .tu i{, ,8 47~ per hour. Test nrunber 11 M/12 

which hn.d :::L {:,Tading with - -k" + f&1l matGri~',l o.s thG maximwn size? was very 

impe:rme,:~ble !:.nJ the L1ethc.] de~3cri bG·l by Gibson anJ_ Henkel (1954) w~~s us(~d 

Volum8 ch£:nges werG mu,~lsure.j by a 29000 ml burette? open t,) c.tmosphGric 

yressureo The burette \"o.s mounted so thnt the liquid surfc.:~cl3 was nt the 

mi,1-118ight of the s,'~ElplG 0 It was rl;calibrated in cubic inches and .--::tlso 

fi ttoll with ;-, b,J,sG outlet t, '.p. Volume changes in excoss of 100 cubic ins 

were accOInriloJ~_~ted. by Gcli.:ling 9 or subtr:'_Lcting :.~ me, :,surcd. volume of vFlter. 

The maximum vc)lume chr!nge rocor 10d W:1S about 600 cubic ins. 

To Ch8Ck tIn:,t tho test was 9 in f'~ct 9 dr"incJ? tho top cap pore press

ure t pping was connect8d to [J, Bour-Jon preSGUl'8 ;.;a.uge (Volwne ch.:.l.nge 1 e 3 ccs 

per 100 p.s.i.) 

Tests with Zero L[~tercNl Strain (K - tests) 
o 

Several K - tests Here crD.Tied out to determine the value of K (the 
o 0 

coefficient of en.rth pressure D.t T'est) and my (the coefficient of '0ne 

dimensi.)nr:.l compressibili ty) • 

Samples were compc.~.ctGd in tho n.Jrl1lal mannGr [.':,nJ we.r8 testod fully 

S:J.turo.. ted r: . .nJ dr,~:,inc:"?d to :ltmosphere. 

The coneli tion of no-l.:."t;;;r('},l strn.in was achieve:::: by raising the minor 

principr:,l effective stress ,"Lt a constn . .nt rt1te ~mc1 n.pplying a str,.J.n in the 
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direction of the major principal effective stress to keep the area of 

cress section of the sample constent. The volume strain for a given 

axial strain w previously calculated and the axial strain rate varied 

to achieve the required volumetric strain. 

This method lied the disadvantage that, if the maximum particle size 

Ides irg'.e by comp. rison with the membrane thickness, an initial penetration 

would take- place with increase in confining pressure. 	If the sample was 

isotropically censelidatel, to ,Ly 20 	then little further penstra- 

tion was likely. 	On the other head, breakdown which occurred on loading 

the sample caused fines, which hal to go somewhere, and evidence from 

samples which were removed from the cell immediately after the IC
o 
stage 

showed little sign of membrane penetretion. 

The alternative was to use a caliper or belt system to detect changes 

in diameter or circumference. 	These hod the disadvntege of taking 

measurements of displacement at a point and if a large particle should 

break at that point, a non-representative picture of the sample behaviour 

as a whole would be given. 	The installetion of several belts or calipers, 

to present :11 average picture of sample behaviour would mean a very 

sophisticated logic system to „)revent the serve,  mechenism losing control of 

the situation. 

The volume change method probably gave a reasonable average as long 

as the maximum particle size was kept below a nominal diameter of 

The determination of 1:1 v  in the triaxiol cell, rather than the 

()odometer, is probably superior for materials such as sand because friction- 

al effects are overcome. 	However, with rockfill the °odometer has distinct 

practical advant des. 	Thy inaccuracies, due to the boundary conditions, 

will be acceptable in engineering practice 	velues of
o 

may be 

determined by strain gauged rings. 

No corrections were made for membrane effects on the K
o 

tests. 

(6:4) Tests Casing Filure by Reduction of hffective Stresses  

Failure of a rockfill embankment moy occur through a reduction of the 

minor principal effective stress rather than an increase in the major 

principal effective stress. 

Several tests were therefore carried out to study the behaviour of. 

the rockfill under conditions of decreasing effective stress. 

The samples were consolidated either under K
o 

conditions or isotro- 

picelly. 	The cell pressure was held constant and the deviator load was 

varied to maintain 	at a constant value, as the area of cross section of 

the sample varied with the increasing pore pressure used to induce failure. 

Failure was defined by the maximum value of the ratio 61  /63 	The pore 
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pressure was increased at a constant rate, using the pneumtic pressure 

control system. 	This was achieved by controlling the air pressure 

control valve with a simple servo system. 

The volume ch,Tig was measured by determining the volume of pore water 

entering the sEILTde: this, in turn, was measured by the change in water 

level in the air water interface vessel. 10 corrections were made duo to 

expansion of the _:.-ir water interface vessel as its volume change, due to 

a pressure change of 100 p.s. . was insignificant. 

(6:5) 	Test to Determine the Pore Pressure Parameter B 

A sample 1,g,s compacted end saturated in the normal manner and a 

standrd null indicator was fitted to the pedestal pore pressure connection. 

The cell pressure was incroasen and the pore pressure measured in the 

normal way (Bishop and Henkel, 1957). 	lit first, the rise in pore pressure 

was considerably less than the applied increment of cell pressure, thus 

indicating incomplete saturation and the presence of eir, though this was 

to be expected as the normal pore fluid was tap water. However, at cell 

pressures above 50 p.s.i. the rise in pore pressure was almost equal to 

the applied increment of cell pressure. Presumably, membrane penetration 

had accounted for the volume of trapped air. 

(6:6) 	Undrained Shear Tests. 

Undrained shear tests were (-tarried out on loose and dense samples of 

Silurian cleaved mudstone and granitic gneiss to determine the stress 

paths to failure under undrained conditions. 
Stress conditions of this type could arise in the saturated upstream 

shoulder of a central cor,: rockfill dam with n full reservoir and subjectr 

ed to. ec!rthquake forces. 	With large contict forces between the particles 

of rockfill and the attendant bre6kdown, the compressibility of the rock-

fill skeleton is high and high pre pressures can, therefore, be developed. 

The strain rate used for those tests was similar to that for drained 

tests and the pore pressure was measured at the base of the sample by 

connecting the pore pressure cnnection directly to a Bourdon gauge. 

The volume change of the gauge was 1.3 ccs per 100 p.s.i. and this was 

considered insignificant by compdrison with the volume changes duo to 

membrane penetration. 

(6:7) 	Strain Rate 

All the tdsts if possible, were carried out at a rate of axial strain 

of EV, per hour. 	This meant that the rate of axial displacement varied 

for each sample size though the rate of increase of stress was approximat- 
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ely constflnt. 

However, one 12" di,j,ffi,.::;ter 8.nJ numerous 4" -iirullcter D.nd 1113" diameter 

sDJDples of siluri'1.11 clcavo:.1 muJstune h,r'..J to be tested [1t slower rntes of 

s tr2.in bocr:.uS2 the:: perm(:~~:bili ti2S were very le)',{. 

(6:8) 

It wrw intGndeJ to take all the sD.IUplos to 20% of axial strain so that 

lXl,rticle breakdown could b,') compn.ro:l at various c:)nfining pressures. 

Unfortun~~,tely, i1l0lilbrnn2 punctures occurre:l in very rnr.my crl.SOS long before 

20% ofaxiil.l str2.in w~ reBched. This applied especi,~,11y in tho C;-;.80 of 

4" ,ji::lmeter spGcimerls, where the qU2tli ty of the menbranes left much tu be 

desired. Confining rockfill though provided G very severe test for the 

membranes. On consolidation tho membranes would penetrate tha voids and, 

as failure only occurro.i Rt l:::.rgc str(~.ins, 8von wi th dl,.~ns8 s[lmplos, there 

w ,s ample opportunity for rock particles c:,dj \Jining the rnembrrm8, to 

reorient';,te themsel vas and l)inch though the lIic:mbr:'l1Gs. 

(6:9) Srurrple DisInc:ntling 

To afford st";:,bili ty for h,:,ndling tho sample at the on'] of the test the 

drainage connection was cloSGU off so that f1 negati vc' pore iJressurQ deve

loped. on :r:enuving the cell prossure. ,In th,_. C~!BOS where membran2s he,d 

been punctured the mumbr~ne stiffnoss was sufficient to confine the 

specimen but gre:.,t CLre wa.s necess'~ry Juring SUbf:iequent handling. 

After r0m:.;ving the te) ,P cnp ~ a sling W:LS fix,,-d to the top of the 

m0111brc.ne with G-clc-:.mps :.mJ the membr~me seal on tho pedestal welS broken. 

It was then I)Ossible tel lift th2 membr,:illG ,nd sDmple just cle2.r of the 

l)u.lest_,.l ":nd th0n rn,pidly posi tion tho l()wGr end of the membrane above 0. 

tray, vlhich \"O,s cQ.pab10 of holding the entir8 s~m1pl(;. By hitting the 

ou tside of the membrane the s:~:.mple could usually be dislodged, after which 

the fines, still adhering t,) the membran8? were w{'~,shed into the tray \Vi th 

tap water. Any TIluteri,:,l on the pedestal \V8..S {:tls'J wnshed into the tr·y. 

The sample wc.S then oven dried and stored in the If1h:Jratory until 

the sieve analysis? which was c':1rried uu t on the same sieves as the 

ini tinl bulk sronple. 

Somo samplos were very coh,9si ve after testing nncl could not be 

softened by adding w.':'..ter to the surface. Samplo No. IlM/12 (PIEtte 6: 9) 

had to be brokdn up using :'1 h(~lIffi18r ~"lnd coIl chisel. 

(6:10) Sm2.11 Scc:dG Smnples 

The mc,terial required fi)r bc.1tching the ini tinl small scale gradings 

was resieved from tlle ini tin,l bulk s~1Jnpl'3. Naterial for 4" diameter 



samples was sieved on 12" diameter sieves and that for 12" di. meter samples 

on 8" diameter sieves. 	This had to be done so tht before and after test 

sieve analyses could be carried out en exactly the same sieves. It also 

enabled the production of a more accurate grading because the segregat6s 

were considerably cleaner than in the bulk analysis and stayed so because 

the forces involved in handling the very smell bags were so much less. 

To prevent overloading of the sieves siluri%n cleaved mudstone samples 

with nominal maximum pnrticle sizes below 	had to be sieved in two 

halves. 

Compaction of the 1" diameter samples was carried out using a Te 
diameter steel rod, rounded off at the end and dipped in latex to form a 

thin rubber coating. The 4" diameter samples were compacted either with 

a larger steel rod or with the wooden shank of a 1 pound hammer. 

Except for the 	modifications, alredy described, the small 

scale apparatus used was standard and as described in The Measurement of 

Soil Properties in the Triaxial Test (Bishop and Henke1,1962). 

The permeability determinations before and after she :ring the small 

scale samples were carried out using the falling head test. The results 

were somewhat affected by the head loss in the connecting tubes and, as a 

result the higher permenbilities recorded in Tables SF and SC only served 

as a general guide and a check that the tests were carried out fully 

drained. 

(6:11) 	Calculation of Stresses and Corrections  

In the large scale triaxial apparatus various corrections had to be 

applied to the measured stresses to obtain the mean stresses !,cting upon 

the sample. 

All the pressure gauges which were used were calibrated using a 

Budenberg Dead Weight Tester. 

All the stresses have been calculated referred to a datum at the mid-

height of the sample. 

The average cross-sectional area of the sample was calculated from 

the axial and volumetric strains. 	In general, feilure was by bulging, 

followed by the formation of R shear plane or zone. 

The confining pressure at the sample mid-height was calculated by 

allowing for the difference in elevation of the pressure gauge. 	During 

a shear test the cell could move vertically as much as 10", thus reducing 

the cell pressure by that head of water. The top of the sample always 

stayed at the same elevation though during the shear stge so the displace-

ment of the mid point was never more than 5" and this pressure change was 

only taken into account with tests at very low confining pressures. 
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The pressure gradient between the base an the top of the sample was 

balanced by 	gr..-..di-nt cue to pore eater pressure so the sample 

was subj-ctltoaund.form f6-throughout its height. 

There woo .J.S,) half the submerge- sample weight -.lid the submerged top 

cap weiL;ht to be ,allowed for. 

(6:12) 	Membrane Corrections 

A membrane correction far samples foiling by symmetrical bulging and 

not on a single pine was determined directly-  (Henkel and Gilbert 1952) by 

comparing the undrHined strengths of re:moulded Ie diometer, clay samples 

when tested with Fuld without membranes. 

The analysis ws extended to single plane failure by (Fraser 1958) 

and fur the czse of large strains to dutermine the residual strenght by 

(Petley 1966). 

A comprehensive investi&tion .)f the effects of membranes and side 

drains en the me .sured strength of clay samples failing on a single plane 

was reported by (La Rochelle 1967). 

Several assumptions were made on the behaviour of the membranes 

confining - sample of reckfill, based on visual evidence of samples after 

compaction and after failure. 	Al2o the confining effect of the membrane 

was apparent in Test Ne.50M/12 (Fig, 7:3:7a) 

Assumed membrane behaviour 

a) During and after compaction the membrane is unstressed. 

b) On application of a confining pressure the membrane is folded around 

the particles and stretched. 

c) The actual tension produced will depend on the ratio of the membrane 

thickness to particle diameter and the confining pressure. 

d) The confining pressure produces tension on both x and y axes. (x and 

y axes are on the face of the membrane, y vertical and x horizontal). 

e) Axial strain reduces tension on the y axis and sample barrelling 

increases tension on the x axis. 	This hoop action tends to produce 

a tension on the y axis. 

f) ThePoisson's Ratio affects are sm_A1 compared with the str ins 

induced by folding around the particles. 

With reference to Fig.6:12:1, let: 

r = rock particle radius 

t = membrane thickness 

= the angle between the intersection of the outer face of the 

membrane with -Lie common tragent and the centre of a rock 

particle, 

then sin c4.7. r 	--- (I) 
r + t 
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the initial membrane length between mid points of the particles - 2r --(2) 

the maximum possible length if t = 0 is Tir 	(3) 

the maximum centreline length if the membrane thickness is t is: 

= 2 	2 Tr (r 2 IT 
2 	360 

Tr c 
t) 

 

(4) 

  

90 

Maximum ch-mge in length due to the application of a confining pressure is: 

1.1 	
(r 	▪ t ) 	2r 	(5) 

90 

Maximum percentage elongation is: 

17-  .2( 	(r ▪ t) 	- 2r 90  x 100 
2r 

The approximate relationship betweenthe membrane stress condition and the 

sample axial stain and the r/t ratio is plotted in Fig.6:12:1. 

Membrane distorttms on samples of silurian cleaved ieudstone, granitic 

gneiss and ciiert are shown in Plates 6:1:3 and 6:12. 

Because of the very folded nature of the membrane it was assumed 

that it had negligible strength as p, cylinder in axial compression. The 

main effect of the membrane wan to increase the effective confining 

pressure due to a hoop tension effect as the average cross section of the 

sample increased. 	The hoop tension for any given sample areawas 

determined experimentally for all the membranes used. This was achieved 

by measuring the force required to extend circumferentially a unit height 

hoop of the membrane by an amount equivalent to the increase in the mean 

sample circumference during a sher test. 

However, it will be seen that the addition to 6,, or subtraction from 

6/ of 1 or 2 p.s.i. at the failure stresses involvea has little engineer-

ing significance because, at the low confining pressures where the memb-

rane effects are most insignificant, the value of 0 is very much higher 
if 

than acceptable design values. 	The correction to b:: added to o3 for a 

given membrane at various values of the average ar a of cross section of 

the sample is plotted in Fig.6:12:12. 

(6:13) 	Ram Friction 

If the ram and its bushing aro correctly machined and lubricated 

the main sources of friction are eccentric leads, applied either internally 

by the sample or externally by misaligned loading apparmtus. 

A condition to be satisfied is that there should be a minimum leakage 

between the ran and bushing. 	This can be achieved by a complete seal or 
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by a fine tolerance with a viscous oil between the piston ,nd bushing. 

The seal or viscous oil friction can easily be determined by pushing the 

ram into the cell at the required rate of strain and against the particu- 

lar hydraulic pressure. 	The end force due to hydraulic pressure is 

easily calculated. 

The friction duo 	eccentric loads is more difficult to determine. 

The problem may be avoidsd by internal load measuring devices, which must 

be unaffected by shear loafing, or by rotation of the bushing. Tho latter 

is most expedient with small scale apparatus but a very major piece of 

engineering when testing a 12" diameter sample of dense rockfill at a 

confining pressure of 500 p.s.i. 	A rotating bush has been constructed 

for s somewhat larger piece of apparatus though (8). 

Tests on small scale apparatus have shown that the friction increases 

with axial strain and may reach about 5% of the applied load. (Bishop and 

Henkel 1962). 

As the bearing length in the bushing remains constant, so the forces 

on the side of the bushing increase for a given lateral force on the end 

of the piston as it is displaced from the bushing. 

The frictional force will therefore be dependant on the failure 

characteristics of the rockfill, t.a degree of fixity of the sample loading 

arr•ngement and the relative dimensions of the piston overhang and the 

length of the bushing. 

To minimise the lateral load transmitted from the sample to the 

piston a ball bearing head was used in all the apparatus and in all the 

tests. 

Insley (1965) reported that the frictional force, 

bushing of a triaxial apparatus for testing moraine sum 

and 12" high, was insignificant at confining pressures 
. 

The value of 
/
Is fairly insensitive to errors in 

the deviator stress. It can be seen from Fig.6:13:1 that an 18% error in 

determining the deviator stress causes an error in of about 3.0°  

irrespective of the magnitude of 0. 
If a coefficient of friction of 0.25 is assumed between the piston 

and its bushing and a shear load of 20% of the measured deviator is 

applied to the head of the piston the error in the measurement of the 

deviator load is of the order of 18% at the failure strains involved. As 

ball bearings were placed between the piston head and the sample top cap 

it is unlikely that a shear load as groat as 20% of the deviator could 

dovolop prior to peak. Although the error in /'is still unknown it is 

unlikely to exceed 10  or 20  and no correction was made to the results of 

tests on 12" diameter samples. 

developed in the 

pies of 6" diameter 

up to 450 p.s.i. 

the measurement of 
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CHAPTER 7  

THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS ON SILURIAN CLEMD MUDSTONE  

(7:1) Compaction and Sample Density  

All of the 12" diameter samples which were to be used for drained 

shear tests were subjected to the same compactive effort but various dry 

densities resulted. Several factors may have contributed to this. 

Firstly, all the gradings were not exactly the same and for a given 

maximum particle size one would expect a lower density from a grnx9ing 

with a sparcity of fines. Secondly, it was very difficult to produce a 

perfectly homogeneous sample as segregation occurred during the mixing of 

the segregation and also whilst pouring the mixed material into the sample. 

During compaction there was a tendancy for the larger particles to "float" 

to the surface. This situation was partly overcome by adding. the finer 

material after the coarse particles. 

The samples were compacted by tamping rather than vibration because 

a sufficiently large vibrator was not available. 

A sieve analysis was carried out on one sample of grading A immediat-

ely after compaction to determine the particle breakdown during sample 

building. Although one could see that some large particles were snapped 

in half during compaction the extent of this fracturing was obviously very 

small as it was not apparent from the grading curve. This grading though 

contained a good proportion of fines into which the larger particles could 

bed and one would expect a somewhat gieater amount of particle breakage 

when compacting a uniform sample of large particles. 

No particle breakdown was noticed during the compaction of samples 

having a maximum particle size of 1" or less. 

It was noticed that densities achieved in triaxial samples were 

always higher than those in oedometer samples having the same grading and 

subjected to similar compactive efforts. The boundary conditions are 

different though, there being a rigid metal ring in the oedometer and a 

rubber membrane, backed by felt, in the triaxial apparatus. Also, the 

volume of the oedometer is more precisely known because of the regular 

boundaries. The most likely cause of the discrepancy though is in the 

compaction of the top two or three inches. This top layer was compacted 

to the same extent as lower layers but as the material bounced around it 

never achieved the same density. This layer forms a larger proportion 

of the sample in the oedometer and hence, a lower mean density is recorded. 

Very high densities were achieved with grading A but the highest 

density was obtained with a grading with a maximum particle size of -2"+12". 
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In the latter case the material may have had a small moisture content,0 

would reduce the dry density by about 4.5 lbs/ft . 
As would be expected, much lower densities were achieved with gradings 

having no fines and also in the cases of the orientated samples which were 

subjected to less compaction. (Table 7A and 5:6:1) 

The dry densities of most of the 4" diameter samples were very 

similar. All samples were compacted by hand and subjected to similar 

compactive efforts. 

Although the same densities were achieved the relative densities of 

the samples containing the larger particles were lower. This suggests 

that as the maximum particle size increases so a larger compactive effort 

is required to achieve the same relative density with a given weight of 

material (Table 7B). 

No particle breakdown was noticed with 4" diameter samples during 

compaction except for a small amount of grading C. 

The volume of material to be mixed for one sample was very much more 

convenient than in the case of the 12" diameter samples. As a result a 

more thorough mixing was achieved and a more homogeneous sample resulted. 

The li" diameter samples were compacted by hand and consistent 

densities were obtained. No particle breakdown was noticed during 

compaction. To make up an homogeneous sample with grading E the same 

procedure had to be adopted as with the large samples i.e. to add fine 

material after the coarse particles. 

Similar densities were achieved with similar gradings in the 4" and 

diameter samples. Higher densities were achieved in the 12" diameter 

samples. Presumably, the compactive energy per unit volume applied to 

these samples was higher than that applied to the two smaller sizes of 

sample. It is not known though just how much of the compactive energy 

is used in sample compaction and how much is lost by absorption of the 

mould and bouncing particles. 

As the maximum particle size of a grading was reduced so the percen-

tage of material passing the No.100 B.S. sieve increased. The shape of 

the grading curve beyond this point was not determined but it has been 

assumed that grading G is still similar to grading A. 

There was no evidence of a predominantly horizontal particle 

orientation during compaction. 

(7:2) 	Ieotropio Consolidation. 

All the volume changes measured during isotropic consolidation have 

an inherent error due to the membrane penetration. The extent of this 

penetration is unknown but dependant on confining pressure, membrane thick- 
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ness and the grading of the material. The maximum error will occur in 

samples with a uniform grading and containing the largest particle size. 

No uniform gradings were tested though because of the difficulties 

experienced with membranes puncturing. The mean penetration of the 

membrane must be 1/20" to cause a volume change error of i-% of the sample 
volume and this produces a smaller error in the eventual determination of 

the major principal stress. Such an error in principal stresses is 

acceptable and a comprehensive investigation of the volume change caused 

by membrane penetration is not justified at this stage. It could probOly 

be determined though by a series of tests on samples of different height 

to diameter ratios. The further complication of end effects is involved 

and lubricated end platens are not very suitable for rockfill. Marsal 

developed lubricated platens for his rigid boundary plane strain apparatus 

but rock points must penetrate the layers of PVC squares and the grease. 

Friction may be reduced but further volume change errors are introduced 

because of bedding. 

The relation between volume change and consolidation pressure for 

several 12" diameter samples is shown in Fig: 7:2:1. 

Sample No. 27M/12 (Fig.7:2:1) was initially consolidated anisotropically 

to a major principal stress of 52 p.s.i. and a minor principal stress of 

29.5 p•s.i.  The effective stresses on the sample were then reduced a 

almost to zero and the sample was re consolidated isotropically. The 

effect of over-consolidation is clearly shown in the initial part of the 

curve. Although this sample has a maximum particle size of 2" the volume 

change for unit increase in consolidation pressure is similar to that of 

sample No.11M/12 (Fig.7:2:1) with a maximum particle size of i". The 

gradings are shown in Table 5:6:1: There is no strict comparison though 

because the density of sample No.27M/12 was 10 lbs/ft? higher than 

sample No.11M/12 and it was also saturated. 

Samples 22M,/12 and 23M/12 were quite loose and the particles were 

orientated, a larger volume change for a given consolidation pressure was 

therefore expected. Sample No.19M112 was at a similar density with the 

particles orientated at 32°. A very much greater volume change was 

recorded. 

Sample 13M/12 had a maximum particle size of 3" and no material 

passing in. It was subjected to the usual compaction but, because all 

material below ill was missing, the density was only 115.1 lbs/ft. 

A certain amount of membrane penetration would be expected with such a 

grading and the extent of penetration is evident with sample 9M/12 because 

of the marked initial curvature of the consolidation curve. 

Further considerable volume changes took place during saturation with 
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the samples subjected to constant effective stresses. 	This extra volume 

change varied between 49% and 211% of the volume change which had already 

occurred. The smaller change occurred with sample No.13 12, which hn3 a 

grading between 3" and 	whereas the largest was with sample No.1 12, 

which had a grading with k as the maximum particle size and 10% passing 

the No.100 B.S. sieve. 	The greater volume change in the latter case is 

presumably due to the collapse of a much greater number of contact points. 

The contact forces between grains will vary but the contact stresses will 

probably always be the same for any given material and be equal to its 

yield strength in whatever medium it is surrounded. 

It was noticed in 1928 (Rehbinder and Lichtman 1957) that the resist-

ance of solids to strain and rupture varied according to the surrounding 

medium and temperature. This process was usually reversible and, hence, 

received considerable attention as it had potential uses in the metal form-

ing and machining industries. Experiments were carried out on metals, 

glass and some r7Ncks. Aslandova (1954) studied glass fibre in air, vacuum 

and water, In a vacuum or air ideal elastic behaviour was observed but 

in water the behaviour was non elastic and hysteresis and irreversible 

creep occurred. This was accompanied by a sharp decrease in strength 

especially with long term loading. Thus, because of absorption, (surface 

molecular interaction with the enveloping medium) solids become weakened. 

The most chemically resistant glasses exhibit strong effects of this nature. 

The process is aided by a state of tensile stress which develops micro 

o'rtoks, This is the case with rockfill where the contact stresses are 

high and micro fissures probably abound from blasting and excavatinn 

techniques and the different coefficients of expansion of the various 

minerals will also aid micro fissuring. 

This weakening on wetting is a phenomenon of surface activity and has 

been observed by physical chemists in many materials. 	The weakening is 

not always observed though after treatment with an etching compound. 

Presumably, this is because spherical cavities are eroded at the roots of 

micro fissures thus reducing stress raising conditions. 

The weakening on saturation is clearly demonstrated by the increase 

in the rate of volume change afterwards. It is even more noticeable as 

one would expect the rate of volume change to decrease with stress increase 

beoause of the increasing sample density. 

The angle of internal friction is slightly lower for saturated than 

dry material and may be accounted for by the reduction in strength of the 

contact points and the particle surface asperities. 

Cverconsolidation effects, due to compaction, were not apparent during 

isotropic consolidation. 

All the 4" and 112  diameter samples were consolidated after saturation. 
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With the 4" diameter samples, sample No.1811/4, with grading F, under-

went considerably greater volume change than sample 14M/4 of similar 

initial density but with grading D. The former sample had about 20 times 

as many interparticle contacts as the latter but the load per contact is 

reduced accordingly. 

Comparing samples 3 	and 8M/12 (Fig.7:2:3) with 14M/4 and 18W4 

(Fig.7:2:2) sample 3M/l2 had a larger maximum particle size and a higher 

density than 8 	but a greater volume strain. Sample 14M/4 was slight-

ly denser than 18M/4 and yet had a very much reduced volume strain. 

(7:3) Shear strength  

In the drained shear tests the angle of internal friction was defined 

as the angle at the origin between the principal stress axis and the 

tangent to the M1hr failure envelope and passing through the origin. The 

M3hr failure circle was drawn for the condition of maximum deviator stress. 

(7:3:1) Shear strength of 12" diameter samples (drained shear tests)  

The first seven drained shear tests on 12" diameter samples were 

carried out in a 50 tons capacity lonilframe in which the axial displacement 

and the rate of displacement were somewhat limited. Later tests on small 

diameter samples indicated that the rate of axial strain had no effect on 

the shear strength or deformation characteristics of the sample as long as 

fully drained conditions existed. 

The deviator stress had to be reduced to zero in test 	12 in order 

to reset the jack travel (Fig.7:3:1). 

Several of the initial samples showed a 'premature' peak which was 

followed by a higher peak. This phenomenon may have been a function of 

the restraint of the sample top cap. If the sample failed along a shear 

surface the top of the sample could move horizontally by 1 inch, after 

which the inside rim of the top cap touched against the ram loading head. 

The effect of this was twofold, firstly, it set up extra shear stresses 

in the sample and it also forced the piston against the bushing thus 

increasing the friction. The maximum recorded deviator stress was used 

to calculate the angle of internal friction. 

Although the initial sample densities and gradings varied there seemed 

to be only minor variations in the angle of internal friction for any 

given confining pressure. The smaller samples though seemed more sensi-

tive to variations in initial density. 

There was a linear relationship on a semi-log. plot between the 

angle of internal friction and the minor principal stress for the pressure 

range investigated.(Fig.7:3A). 
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For 12" diameter samples, with grading A (i.e. D = 4) compacted to 

a relative density of 90%, the angle of internal frigtion varied from about 
o 	o to 40 51 	

at minor principal stresses of 10 p.s.i. and 150 p.s.i. 

respectively. 

(7:3:2) 	Shear strength of 12" diameter samples with orientated particles  

(Fig.7:3:2) 

Five tests were carried out to determine the effect of particle 

orientation on the value of Of.  

Sample No.10M/12 was constructed with the flat faces of the particles 

inclined at 30°  to the horizontal. A rather peculiar grading resulted 

because of hand selection and placing and a very low density was obtained. 

The angle of internal friction was the same as the mean value for drained 

tests on samples with randomly orientated particles, though the axial 

strain required to reach peak strength was 22.5%. 

Sample No.19M/12 was tested at a lower pressure and with the particles 

orientated at 32°. An improved dry density (126.8 lbs/f-0 ) and grading 

(Fig. 5:6:1) were achieved. 	The angle of internal friction at this den-

sity was about 3°  below that for randomly orientated samples at a relative 

density of 90%. (Fig.7:3A) 

Sample No.22M/12 had particles orientated at 60°  to the horizontal, 

the initial density was 125.1 lbs/ft:3  and it was sheared at a confining 

pressure of 80 p.s.i. The angle of internal friction was about 3.6°  below 

the average for normal samples compacted to a relative density of 90%. 

Sample No.23N/12 had particles orientated at 64°  to the horizontal, 

the initial density was 125.8 lbs/ft 5 a.nd it was sheared at a confining 

pressure of 100 p.s.i. 	The angle of internal friction was about 4..0°  

below the average for normal samples. 

In these samples only material above P' was definitely orientated at 

the stated angles as one had little or no control over the finer material. 

Howevex;having all the larger material at the stated angle meant that the 

sample behaviour was predominantly governed by the orientation. 

At a major principal stress of just over 400 p.s.i. the angle of 

internal friction was37.6°  with a sample of medium density and with 

particles orientated at 64°. 	It appeared, therefore, that orientation 

would not pose a significant problem with this material. This was 

especially so as there was little evidence of general orientation during 

the construction of a field trial embankment. 

Dbservation of sample 2302, after shearing,showed that there had 

ieen a rotation of the plane of orientation from 64°  to about 50°  in the 

central section which was subject to the greatest amount of bulging. 
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(7:3:3) 
	

Shear strength of 12" diameter samples with special gradings. 

Sample No.11 12 was compacted to a density of 131.4 lbs/ft:3  and 

had a grading somprising material passing the 	B.S.sieve (Table 5:6:1). 

The angle of internal friction obtained was 39.4°  at a confining pressure 

of 100 p.s.i. This was about 2.9°  below the average for grading A at a 

relative density of 90% which corresponds to a density of about 137 lbs/ft'.3  

Samples 12M/12 and 13N/12 contained only material retained on the -a" 

B.S.sieve. Very low densities were achieved although the samples were 

subjected to the normal compaction. The ultimate shear strength was not 

reached by either sample due to membrane puncture. 

(7:3:4) Shear Strength of 12" diameter samples subjected to anisotropic  

consolidation  

(See Fig.7:3:4) 

Sample No.1/111/12 had a grading very similar to grading A and it was 

compacted to a density of 129.6 lbs/ft The angle of internal friction 

was 39.8
0 
 at a confining pressure of 135 p.s.i. Sample 7M/12 was 

subjected to siotropic consolidation and the angle of internal friction was 

39.9°. This sample though was somewhat denser than 1402 and the mean 
angle of internal friction for samples at 90% relative density was about 

1°  higher, 

The angles of internal friction shown by samples 20M/12 and 21M/12, 

which were sheared at confining pressures of 300 lbs/in.t  and 5001bs/ina  

respectively, were about 1o below an extrapolation of the curve for 

isotropically consolidated samples. The gradings of these two samples 

were made up to prevent membrane punctures and preserve sufficient 

permeability at the higher stresses. However, differences of 1°  in the 

Ø. value of 
Of are of little significance and are within the variations 

obtained with supposedly identical samples. 

Sample 26M/12 was failed by increasing the pore pressure and thus 

increasing the stress ratio. The angle of internal friction, at maximum 

stress ratio, was 48.30  which was about 2°  above the mean for samples 

consolidated isotropically and sheared at the equivalent minor principal 

stress. 

Sample 28M/12 was constructed with the particles orientated at 640. 

After anisotropic consolidation it was failed by reducing the minor 

principal stress. The angle of internal friction obtained was about 2.5
0 

 

below the mean for samples with random prticle orientation and subjected 

to a normal shear test at an equivalent pressure. Thus there did not 

appear to be any significant difference in shear strength under drained 

conditions, between samples consolidated isotropically or anisotropically. 
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(7:3:5) 	Shear strength of 4" diameter samples (drained shear tests)  

See Table 7B and Figs.7:3:5a, 7:3:5b, 7:3:5c and 7:3:5d. 

Samples 4" in diameter, with grading C also D/d  a  4, compacted to a 

relative density of 9 	showed lower angles of internal friction than 12" 

diameter samples of grading A. However 12" diameter samples, at the 

same relative density, showed higher angles of internal friction with 

IVd  = 4 grading E ( Fig.7:3A) 

It might have been expected that a greater shear strength would be 

shown by samples with larger particles. Alternatively, as the particle 

size is reduced so the unit shear strength increases because of the lower 

proportion of flaws.. The samples with smaller particles should, there-

fore exhibit greater dilatancy and, hence shear strength at any given 

minor principal effective stress. 

The interparticle contact forces are very much lower in the smaller 

samples if geometrically similar gradings are used. Any horizontal plane 

in the three sizes of sample contains the same number of particles but the 

force to be transmitted is proportional to the square of the sample diame-

tere If the resultant particle fracture was simply the breaking off of 

contacts one would expect a much lower dilatancy from the larger sample 

and, hence, a lower value of 01  f 
However, the plot of Ø.  against the rate of dilatancy at failure 

shows that, for any given ratio of sample diameter to nominal particle size 

there is a unique relationship for all sizes of sample. The shear 

strength of individual particles is proportional to their area of cross-

section, which, in turn, is very approximately proportional to the square 

of the nominal size. Hence, the particle shear strength is roughly pro-

portional to the forces to be transmitted in various sizes of sample when 

the gradings are scaled geometrically and all samples are subjected to the 

same principal effective stresses. 

Samples 4" and 1k" in diameter were also tested with the D ratio 
; equal to 8. Again, a unique relationship was found between d;(7,  and and the 

rate of dilatancy at failure (Fig.7:3B). The line lay below that for 

D/d 	4 and was rotated clockwise. The significance of the clockwise 

rotation is that a greater dilatancy is required for a given angle of 

internal friction. A maximum nominal particle size equal to 4  of the 

sample diameter may be too large. Further tests with D/c1 ;> 16 gave a 

unique line again rotated clockwise and below that for Dd  - C. It would 

suggest, therefore that the maximum particle size to be tested should be 

less than 1/16th of the sample diameter. The maximum particle size which 

may be used though is also dependant on the material grading and may also 

depend on the particular shape, surface texture and strength relative to 
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the applied stresses. 

The greater the clockwise rotation the stronger is the material. The 

line does not become horizontal because the plot also reflects the relative 

density of the grading. 

In general, very dense material which has high particle strength and 

or is subjected to low stresses plots in the upper right hand corner. 

Material which is weak and, or subjected to high stresses plots in the 

lower left hand corner. Dense and loose in this context refer to the 

relative densities and weak and strong to the relative strength of the 

particles compared with the forces applied to them. The material grading 

is important here because the loads will be transmitted more easily by a 

well graded than a uniform material. 

The vertical position of the right hand end of the line will depend 

on the applied stresses and the particle shape rounded material below. 

The silurian cleaved mudstone breaks down easily under stress and only 

a moderate dilatancy is achieved even at low stresses and in the dense state. 

If the shear strength is produced solely by the friction between the 

particle surface and dilatancy all materials with different 	values should 

give parallel lines. The alternative is an intersection of lines of two 

materials having different values of Oa. An intersection infers that 

the Auvalues are then equal. 

When breakdown occurs at particle contacts they are separated by fine 

particles, which may act in a similar manner to rollers. A cubical box 

will usually roll rather than slide when pushed at the top edge, even on 

a surface with a low coefficient of friction. Few soil particles are 

cubical and all other shapes will roll more easily in at least one direction. 

Samples of a given diameter, but with different maximum particle 

sizes, showed different strengths on a plot of the angle of internal 

friction against the minor principal stress (Fig.7:3A) The larger 

particles displayed the greater shear strength at low stresses. The rate 

of particle breakdown with increase in stress was also greater for the 

larger particles so that tie two shear strengths coincided at some greater 

pressure. 

(7:3:6) Shear strength of 1? diameter samples (drained shear tests)  

(See Table 7C and Figs.7:3:6a and 7:3:6b) 

The l" diameter samples showed a greater shear strength than the 

4" diameter samples having the same ratio of particle size to sample diam— 

eter. 

The shear strength of grading A in the 12" diameter samples lay 

mainly between that for the two gradings tested in 1-L--" diameter samples. 
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It has been estimated that the maximum ram friction in small scale 

apparatus amounts to about 5% of the deviator load which is equivalent to 

just under a 1°  error in ie. 	It is also only likely to take effect after 

the peak deviator stress has been passed as observation, of smaller 

samples showed that the deformation was predominantly by bulging until the 

peak deviator stress was reached. It is therefore unlikely that an error 

of more than 1° or 2
o 
exists in the values of 01  obtained in the large 

triaxial apparatus. 

One would expect that either progressively greater shear strengths 

would be shown by tests on lam, 4 and 12" diameter samples or else the 

reverse order. Similar angles of internal friction were obtained from 

tests on samples li" and 12" in diameter and lower values from 4" diameter 

samples. 

Grading F, when tested in 4" diameter samples, showed a lower shear 

strength than when tested in li" diameter samples. 

The Mar failure circles are plotted in Figs 7:3D, 7:3E and 7:3F. 

The mean failure envelope for the li" diameter samples is similar to that 

for the 12" diameter samples. The slope of the Mar failure envelope 

reduces from about 50°  at the low stresses to 30°  at a normal effective 

stress of 850 p.s.i. 

The average angles of internal friction for drained shear tests, on 

gradings E and F, tested in li" diameter samples, were within 1°  of the 

average values obtained with the various gradings tested in 12" diameter 

samples at confining pressures between 10 p.s.i. and 500 p.s.i. 

The gradings tested in 4" diameter samples ahowed angles of internal 
friction about 3°  below the 12" diameter samples, at confining pressures 

between 10 p.s.i. and 120 p.s.i, in drained shear tests. 

It may be concluded that the silurian cleaved mudstone shows a very 

modest dilatancy because of the large amount of particle breakdown. It 

therefore behaves very much like a loose sand. 

A greater dilatancy is shown with increasing maximum particle size 

but this would also be expected because of the change in the geometry of 

the gradings. 

(7:3:7) Shear strength of samples sheared under undrained conditions  

It has been shown that the stress paths to failure of some loose sands 

which are susceptible to flow slides, bear a close resemblance to those 

for sensitive clays (9). 

Several 12" and 4" diameter samples were consolidated isotropically 

and then sheared under undrained conditions. 

When testing a rockfill under undrained conditions a problem occurs 
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because of membrane penetration. During consolidation there is a certain 

amount of membrane penetration and as a pore pressure is built up during 

shear there is a change in the net stress across the membrane which subse-

tuently yields, giving a small volume change. The volume change will 

depend on the membrane thickness, the grading of the material and the pore 

water and confining pressures. Errors duo to membrane penetration would 

be a minimum with well graded material and a maximum with coarse, 

uniform gradings. 

Sample 30M/12 was compacted to a dense state and the maximum particle 

size was 3". At thee beginning of the shear stage the sample consolidated 

giving rise to an increase in pore pressure. The deviator stress rose 

sharply at first and then the curve flattened out.(Fig.7:3:7a). 	The 

stress path up to about 11% axial strain was very similar to that for a 

dense sand. At the peak deviator stress the angle of internal friction 

was about 5o above /)f corresponding to zero dilatancy obtained from drained 

shear tests. 

A puncture occurred in the membrane at about 11% axial strain and the 

pore pressure and confining pressure then equalised. The membrane was 

then responsible for applying the confining pressure. The value of 

66.7°  was obtained by assuming that the membrane was applying a confining 

stress of 1.2 p.s.i. Extrapolating the plot on Fig.7:3A it appears that 

the membrane effect may have been about 2.2 p.s.i. 

Sample 31E/12 had a similar grading to sample 3014/12 but it was 

compacted to a greater density. Again, the pore pressure built up rapidly 

with increasing deviator stress. 	The relationship between cat  and axial 

strain was very similar to that for a medium dense sand. The stress path 

to failure was also very similar to that for a medium dense sand. 

Sample 32E/12 (Fig.7:3:7b) had a similar grading to the two previous 

samples and it was loosely compacted. A very high pore pressure btilt 

up and the sample had a stress path to failure similar to a loose sand. 

Samples 31M/12 and 32-412 also showed a greater peak value of r 

(Fig.7:3:7b) than that corresponding to zero rate of dilatancy for drained 

samples. 

Two consolidated, undrained tests, on grading D in 4" di aeter samples 

were carried out by Dr.B.Bros whilst on sabbatical leave from Poland. 

ILth samples were compacted to medium relative density. 

The first sample was consolidated isotropically to 75 p.s.i. The 

pore pressure built up slowly and the stress path was similar to that for 

a dense sand. 

The second sample was consolidated isotropically to 25 p.s.i. The 

behaviour was somewhat similar to that in the first test (Fig.7:3:7c). 
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It showed a higher maximum stress ratio but this would be expected because 

of the lower effective stresses. 	The stress path showed that there was 

no tendancy to behave as a loose sand. 

The value of 0' was again somewhat above that at zero rate of 

dilatancy for corresponding drained shear tests (Fig.7:3:70) 

Do-aired water was passed through the large samples for 24 hours prior 

to testing, A back pressure was net used. 

The differences in the stress paths between the 12" and 4" diameter 

samples showed that the smaller material was more resistant if subjected 

to undrained loading. The stresses involved were lower but the major 

difference probably arose because of the finer grading (DA - 4 in 12" 
diameter samples and D/4  8 in 4" diameter samples) and, hence, much 

lower interparticle forces. Particle breakdown would be less and hence 

the build up of pore pressure would also be less with the smaller material. 

It would suggest that for maximum resistance to seismic shock under 

undrained loading the material should possess a wide grading and a small 

maximum particle size such that particle contact forces are a minimum. 

(7:4) Deformation  

Deformation occurs as a result of four major factors: 

a) The breaking of particle contacts. 

b) The destruction of particles by shearing or bending. 

c) The reorientation of particles 

d) The elastic deformation of particles 

e) The sliding of particles. 

The extEnt of the deformation depends on: 

a) The particle strength. 

b) The applied stress. 

c) The grading of the material. 

d) The initial state of packing 

(7:4:1) 	Deformation of 12" diameter samples (drained shear tests)  

The axial strain at failure 	12" diameter samples of grading A at 

similar densities tended to incretse with increasing stress. Those samples 

which were initially loose also had a much greater axial strain before 

failure. 

At low pressures the application of a deviator stress caused an 

initial consolidation, even with very dense samples, which was later 

followed by a small dilation (Fig.7:3:1) 	Sameles subjected to higher 

pressures tended to consolidate and shear at approximately constant volume. 

Samle No.1M/12,:iwhich was somewhat looser than the romainder,under- 
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went a large axial strain to failure and consolidated throughout most of 

the test. 

(7:4:2) 	Deformation of 12" diameter samples with orientated particles  

The samples which were built up with the particles specially orient-

ated had very large strains before the peak shear strength was reached 

and cLnsolidation took place thoughout the tests. 

The deviator stress built up particularly slowly in sample 1\TolOM/12. 

This was because the initial density was very low and also no material 

passing a No.7B.S.sieve was initially present. 	The total volume change 

for a deviator stress of 250 p.s.i. was more that' double that for 

sample No.22M/12, which had a higher density, much wider grading and was 

tested at the same minor principal effective stress (Fig.7:3:2) 

Failure strains for samples with randomly orientated particles were 

about half of those for samples with specially orientated particles. 

Failure was along a shear plane with a slight amount of sample bulging. 

(7:4:3) 	Deformation of 12" diameter samples with special gradings.  

Samples 12M/12 and 131.1/12 were compacted in the normal way but without 

any material passing the" B.S.sieve (Table 5:6:1 and Fig.7:3:3). The peat 

deviator stresses were not reached with either sample because of the memb-

rane difficulties when testing fairly uniform gradings of large particles 

even at low confining pressures. The axial and volume strains for a given 

deviator stress though are considerably greater than for a wide grading 

subjected to the same initial compactive effort as was sample 17M/12. 

The effects of overconsolidation are apparent with sample 25M/12. 

This sample was consolidated isotropically to 300 p.s.i. and then failure 

was effected by increasing the pore pressure. The sample behaved in a 

very brittle manner without further volume change. It was initially very 

dense. 

(7:4:4) 	Deformation of 12" diameter samples subjected to anisotropic  

consolidation. 

Sample 16M/12 was a little denser than 15M/12 and had a grading with 

a smaller maximum particle size. Both samples were subjected to similar 

compactly: efforts but the finer grading displayed much greater stiffness 

during anisotropic consolidation. Sample 14M/12 was slightly looser than 

15M/12 and its axial strain was greater for a given deviator stress. 

Samples 2617/12 and 28M/12 were consolidated anis tropically to a 

similar deviator stress. The latter sample had particles orientated at 

640  and was also looser and had a greater maximum particle size. Its 

axial strain during consolidation was twice that of the former sample. 
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The strain required to achieve failure after the completion of 

consolidation was about the same for samples 14N/12 and 7N/12 but the 

isotropically consolidated sample had a somewhat higher initial density 

and the grading was not terminated at the No.100 B.S.sieve. 

The volume strains to failure of samples 20M/12 and 21M/12 were very 

large but this is not surprising considering the very high stresses invol-

ved. Also the gradings of these two samples were without material passing 

the No.14 B.S.sieve and the maximum size of particle passed the k B.S. 

sieve. 

The axial strains to failure of these samples, after completion of 

anisotropic consolidation, were similar to those of samples tested at very 

much lower pressures. 

(7:4:5) 	Deformation of 4" diameter samples (Drained sheer tests)  

Three different gradings were used ih the shear tests on 4" diameter 

samples. 

Samples 3M/4 and 4M/4 were a ade up with grading F and had very 

similar initial densities. 	The rate of axial_ strain applied to sample 

4M/4 was 1/6th of that for sample 311/4. Both samples had identical 

stress - strain curves and almost identical volume change characteristics. 

The axial strains at failure were 10.5% compared with 12% for a 12" 

diameter sample of grading A compacted to the same density. 

In general the stress - strain curves for the drained shear tests 

were very similar for 12" and 4" diameter samples up to the peak deviator. 

Axial failure strains fur 4" diameter samples varied between about 100 and 

12.5% for minor principal effective stresses of 10 p.s.i. and 120 p.s.i. 

respectively. 

Volume changes of the 4" and 12" diameter samples are very similar 

at any given applied effective stress, irrespective of the grading used. 

At a confining pressurL. of 10 p.s.i. samples of each of the three 

gradings at similar initial densities had similar axial strains at failure. 

This is surprising because of the very much greater number of particle 

contacts and the reduced particle contact forces of the grading having the 

smallest maximum size. Presumably, the greater number of points deform-

ing account for the same volume change as occurs in the coarser grading 

due to particles snapping and point deformation. 

Again, at a cell pressure of 120 p.s.i. samples of gradings D and F 

with the same initial density, had similar axial strains to failure, 

With the 12" diameter samples the stress-strain curves tended to be 

flat topped after peak whereas the deviator stress reduced with the smaller 

samples, The sample top cap was allowed unlimited horizontal travel with 
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the smaller samples and rotating bushes were also used. It was after the 

peak that the samples started to shear along the plane. This sot up shear 

forces producing extra piston friction in the largest appratus, which was 

not fitted with a rotating bush and in which the top cap was only allowed 

a limited horizontal travel. 

(7:4:6) 	Deformation Jf 1*" diameter samples (drained shear tests)  

Drained shear tests were carried cut on gradings E and F using 1Pf 

diameter samples. 

The axial strains at failure were of the same order of magnitude as 

those in 4" and 12" diameter samples. 

In the tests on grading F th• re was a tendancy for the axial strain 

at failure to increase with stress but this trend was then (reversed with 

the tests performed at confining pressures above 150 p.s.i. (Fig.7:3:6a). 

The volume strains for a given deviator stress were very similar to 

those in 4" diameter samples in which similar gradings were tested at 

comparable densities. However, the volume strains of 12" diameter samples 

having gradings containing 3" particles were somewhat greater. 

The volume strain of sampl 11M/12 containing particles c,f 

maximum size was very compaayblo with the strains of the smaller samples. 

Samples tested at low pressures tended to have rather flat topped 

stress-strain curves after the peak whereas the deviator stress dropped 

off rapidly after the peak in tests performed at very high pressures. 

It appeared, in general, that the volume and axial strains for dense 

samples with geometrically similar gradings were very comparable at a 

particular effective stress, irrespective of the sample size. 

The failures of all the silurian cleaved mudstone samples were 

characterised by an initial bulging which was usually followed by shear-

ing along a plane. 

(7:4:7) Axial deformation of samples sheared under undrained conditions  

Several undrained shear tests were performed on samples 4" and 12" in 

diameter. 	The results :.:re plotted in Figs.7:3:7a, 7:3:7b, and 7:3:7c. 

Sample 30112 was compacted to a dense state and consolidated 

isotropically to 80 p.s.i. Failure in terms of maximum stress ratio, 

occurred at about 7.5% of axial strain. 

At 11% of axial strain a leak occurred and the -pore pressure and cell 

pressure were equalised at 14% of axial strain. 

3111/12 was compacted to a very dense state and consolidated 

isotropically to 120 	Failure, in terms of maximum stress ratio, 

occurred at about 5% axial strain. 
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Xample 32M/12 was placed loose and consolidated isotropically to 80 

p.s.i. Failure occurred at an axial strain of about 13% 
During consolidation all the samples would have suffered a certain 

amount of membrane penetration because,  the maximum grain size was 3". 

The grading however, possessed a good proportion of fines (Table 5:6:1). 

As the pore water pressure built u;) any initial penetration would be 

reduced and thus a truly undrained condition was probably not achieved. 

Two medium, dense, 4" diameter samples, of grading D were tested at 
consolidation pressures of 25 p.s.i. and 75 p.s.i. The maximum stress 

ratios were reached at about 10% axial strain. The failure strains of all 
samples were, therefore, proportional to the relative densities. 

(7:4:8) 	Volumetric strain and deviator stress  

The volumetric strain was plotted against the deviator stress and it 

was found, for most samples, than an approximately linear relation existed. 

The higher the initial isotropic consolidation stress the greater the 

subsequent deviator stress for a given volume strain. 

The effects of overconsolidation were apparent in sample 25M/12!  

This sample was consolidated isotropically to 300 p.s.i. and then failed 

by reduction of the minor principal stress. A deviator stress of about 

250 p.s.i. was built up without any volume strain. 

The volume strain-deviator stress curves  for the K tests during 

nnisctropic consolidation were not straight lines, After anisotropic 

consolidation there was an almost linear relationship between the deviator 

stress and the volume strain for the samples failed by increasing stresses. 

These lines were parallel for samples 20M/12 and 21M/12 and also for the 

latter parts of the anisetropic consolidation of samples 14M/12 and 161/121  

(Fig.7:3:4) 

(7:4:9) 	Creep  

Rockfill materials appear to creep at 

indefinitely. Kjaernsli in a paper on the 

settlement of various layers as determined 

a large time after the initial deformation 

an ever decreasing rate almost 

Venemo Darn in 1962 plotted the 

by cross arm measurements. At 

the rate of creep was very 

similar for all stress levels. This may suggest that contact stresses 
between grains of the same material are the same ,t any given time after 

loading and that creep is dependant on these stresses. 

A certain amount of creep was noticed with all the samples tested. 

During isotropic consolidation the major part of the volume change 

occurred almost instantaneously when a pressure increment was applied and 
it usually reached a steady value for practical purposes after about i an 

hour. 
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When the applied axial strain ceased at the end of a shear test the 

deviator load reduced very rapidly with the 12" diameter samples. This 

was, to a. certain extent, a function of the apparatus and the load measur-

ing element. Those being stiff, only a minute strain was required to 

record a great load reduction. In the small scale apparatus the deviator 

load was measured by a proving ring and, as a result, a small axial deformg 

ation of the sample made only a small reduction in the stresses applied to 

it. 

(7:4:10) 	One dimensional compressibility  

Several Ko tests wore carried out to determine the values of K
o (the 

coefficient of earth pressure at rest) and my  (the one dimensional 

compressibility). 

All the curves (with one exception) of axial strain against major 

principal effective stress show an initial effect (Figs.7:4:10 A - G) 

which has been attributed to compaction and isotropic consolidation to 

about 25 p.s.i. 

Samples 1402 and 15M/12 had a maximum particle size of 3" and they 

were compacted to a dense state. Sample 16 12had a maximum particle size 

of 1-le and was also compacted to a dense state. The finer grading shows 

no overconsolidation effects and also the plot of c% against 6,“ shows 

that K
o remains constant throughout the stress range applied. This would 

suggest that membrane penetration has a. large effect on Ko  at low stresses. 

Part of this effect though may be due to the initial isotropic consoli-

dation as extrapolations of the straight portions of the curves pass near 

to the origin. 

The axial deformation of the finer grading was considerably less than 

that of the coarser gradings for a given major principal effective stress. 

Samples 20M/12 and 21M/12 were subjected to the normal compaction 

but the density of the former sample was rather low. The initial stages 

of the consolidations were erratic. 	The looser sample showed a somewhat 

greater deformation for a given stress. Samples 21M/12 and 1402 had 

similar densities but the former, with a finer grading, had an axial strain 

about half that of the latter at a major principal effective stress of 

250 p.s.i. 

The large axial strains of samples 20M/12 and 21M/12 were to be 

expected because of the very high stresses. 

Sample 28M/12 had particles orientated at 64°  and this along with a 

larger maximum particle size and lower density accounted for the very much 

larger deformation than 26M/12 for similar stresses. 

The values (secant) of m
y for a given major principal effective stress 

are plotted in Fig.7:4:10h. 
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It will be seen that dense, well graded materials with small 

maximum particle size show the lowest compressibilities. 

after an initial effect which is presumed 	be due mainly to the 

sample compaction there is a reduction of compressibility with increase 

in stress for all gradings. 

Leese, uniform material shows the greatest compressibility. 

The values of Ko 
are tabulated below and it will be noticed that all 

the values are vary similar irrespective of the sample grading or its 

initial density. 

Test No. -6A lbs/ft. grading limits K0  

14 129.6 3" to + 100 0.45 	(1) 
15 132.4 3" to - 100 0.43 	(1) 
16 136.2 li” to - 100 •.51 

20 120.9 4" to + 	14 6.49 
21 130.6 ,7e to + 	14 0.44 
26 138.0 2" to + 	52 0.43 

28 	(2) 128.2 3" to + 	25 0.39 

(2) orientated particles 
	

(1) at higher stresses 

Table 7:4:10 	Average values of j< 

The lowest value of K was shown by sample No.28M/12 in which the 

particles were orientated. 

Very low values of K 	0.25) were recorded in the initial stages 

of samples 14M/12 and 15M/12. This was attributed to membrane penetra-

tion, the effects of compaction end the initial isotropic sonsolicaticn. 

Except for the two tests mentioned above, the values obtained for Ko  

remained sensibly constant over the applied stress range (i.e. to a minor 

principal effective stress of 500 p.s.i.) The value of 01  decreased with 

increasing stress and the simple relation Ko 	1 - sin 0' , did not 

thereforehold (except for Of 
 obtained when shearing a sample, at a minor 

principal effective stress of 500 p.s.i.) Further, the value obtained 

for Ko did not agree with that obtained by substituting 0' at constant 

volume (41°) in the above equation. 

The membrane penetration at low stresses causes a greatlDr initial 

compressibility 	the men area of cress-section of the sample increases. 

This lead,,  to an errur in calculating the deviator stress and subsequently 

to an underestimate of the value of Ko 
by 1 to 55, 

(7:4:11) 	Particle break wn 

The change in a grading due to particle breakdown under applied stress 
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depends on many factors. In the triaxial tests on silurian cleaved mud-

stone many gradings at various absolute and relative densities were tested. 

The stresses variod over a wide range and the stress ratios and resulting 

strains varied. 	The axial strain during a shear stage was often halted 

by membrane puncture. When all these factors arc considered the compari-

son of grad ngs before and after stress application is particularly comp-

lex and will only be dealt with sgummarily here. 

The change in grading also has an effect Aa permeability but again 
this ,aso depends on the mineral composition of the material and the way 

the fines behave when wetted. When the mudstono was wetted material below 

a No.25 B.S. sieve formed a paste which considerably reduced the permeabi-

lity to water. 

Further complications .rose during sieve analysis. 	The material 

would break downduring sieving and the longer it was sieved the more 

rounded and smooth it became. This, to a certain extent, may explain the 

lower angles of internal friction obtained with tests on 4" diameter 

samples. Most of the material was re-sieved after tests on 12" diameter 

samples and further sieved on 12" diameter sieves to remove adhering fine 

material before being used for 4" tests. 

Material below the No.25 B.S.sieve tended to ball when sieving no matter 

how long it hni  been dried. 	Fine material also adhered to larger 

particles and it was particularly difficult to achieve an accurate grading 

analysis after testing. The sieving process could not be relied upon to 

clean the material in the time normally allowed. Sieving for a longer time 

produced more breakdown and fines as did hand cleaning of material. 

Direct comparison of geometrically similar gradings in different 

sample sizes may be misleading. The breaking of particles point depends 

on the load being transmitted which is proportional to the square of the 

sample diameter. The strength of particles in shear is proportional to 

their cross-section, which is proportional to tie square of the sample 

diameter. The bending strength of particles is dependant on their shape 

and for circular or cubical shapes proportional to the fourth power of 

their diameter or side. 	It is, therefore, likely that most breakdown 

occurs through shearing and at particle contacts and a smaller amount of 

bending perhaps at rigid boundaries. 

When gradings were made up they probably contained a greater propor-

tion of fine material than intended. This was especially so with the large 

samples where fine material :adhered to larger particles and breakdown 

ccurred due to handling bags of material. The dust extractor used during 

sample compaction then removed some fine material. 

After test sieving recorded a greater proportion of fines than existed 
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immediately after the shear test because of breakdown during dismantling, 

drying and trqnsport prior to sieve analysis which produced further 

breakdown. 

When sieving out a bulk grading it is necessary to clean the sieves 

after each batch so that the correct proportion of various sizes of 

pnrticle are: maintained in any one sieve size interval. 

In general; large particles broke into smaller ones having the same 

proportions. 

Several methods have been used for iescribing breakdown determined by 

sieve analysis. 

Marsal (1965) used the ,,parameter J3 which he defined as the sum of the 

differences of a given sign between the percents retained in the original 

sample and in the specimen after testing. 

Lee (1967) used the ratio of the D
15 

sizes in the original sample and 

after testing. This has an advantage in that it is the size on which filter 

designs are based. 

Alternatively, the areas underthe original and final grading curves 

may be compared. 

A further alternative is to take the mean of the increases in the 

percent 	material retained on each sieve before and after testing'. 

If this last method is used to compare the breakdown of two 	diam-

eter samples with gee metrically similar gradings, such that the interparticle 

forces are 4 times as great in the sample with the larger maximum particle 
size, it is noticed that the breakdown is also about 4 times as great 
(Table 7:4:11a). 

Similar comparisons are made in Table 7:4:11b and c. In these cases 

balling of fine materi•2 was evident. 

For one grading tested at several pressures the breakdown increased 

with pressure but was not directly proportional. This though is not 

surprising because of the stress history. The maximum stress ratio, which 

is probably most responsible for breakdown, reduces with increase in stress. 

Also the breakdown is a result of isotropic consolidation and shear. 

reakdown en 	diameter  samples  of silurian clk,,aved mudstone. 

eY= 10 p.s.i. -.3 
Tests: 	2M/11 	and 7M/1 	each taken t 	- 	% o 	(:, 	20 

L  . .S.Sieve 
size 

%Passing 
before 	after 

diff.% %passing 	diff.0 
before 	after 

21! 	100 8 t 	100 v 	• 



each taken to 	= 20% 

= 10 p.s.i. 

Tests: 2N/li and 7M/li 

B.S.Sieve 	% passing 
size 	before 	after 

diff.% % passing 
before 	after 

diff.% 
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Table 7:4:11a.  

40 p.s.i. 

Tests: IWli and 41/1i 	each taken to 	E, =, 20% 

B.S.Sieve 	%passing 	diff.% % passing 	diff.% 
size 	before 	after before 	after 

3_,, e 100 100 0 

3/16,,  77 85.5 8.5 100 loo 0 

No.7 47.5 55.6 8.1 75 76.‘ 1.6 

N0.14 30.5 37.5 7.o 47.5 48.R 1.3 

N0.25 20.5 28.1 7.5 30.5 31.8 1.3 

N0.52 13.5 20.5 7.0 20.5 19.3 	. -1.2 

No.100 10.0 15.i 5.8 13.5 12.3 -1.2 

5" 	= 44.0 -z 	- 1.8 

mean 	= 6.29 mean = 0.3 

Table 7:4:11b  

8 

3/16" 
No. 7 

,N0.14 
1N0.25 

No.100 

100 

84°9  
52.3 

34.6 

25.4 
17.6 

15.2 

100 

77 

47.5 

30.5 
20.5 

13.5 

10.0 

= 29.0 

mean - 4.16 
= 5.7 

mean= 0.95 

0 
1.5 
0.8 

1.5 
1.1 

o.n 

100 

75.6 

48.3 
32.0 

21.6 

14.3 

0 

7.9 

4.8 
4.1 

4.9 
4.1 

3.2 

loo 

75 

47.5 
30.5 

20.5 

13.5 
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67,- 147 p.s.i. 
Tests: 31,1/12-:; and 5M/1 	 each taken to El  = 20% 

.  
B.S.Sieve % passing 	cliff% % passing 	cliff.% 
six • before 	after before 	after 

au 
8 	- 100 100 0 
,, 77 86.7 9,7 100 100 0 

No.7 47.5 59.9 12.4 75 78.5 3.5 
N:,.14 30.5 40.5 10.0 47.5 48.4 0.9 
No.25 20,5 28.1 7.6 30.5 27.6 -2.9 

No.52 13.5 18.7 5.2 20.5 15.4 -5.1 

N0.100 10.0 14.5 4.5 13.5 10.1 -3.4 

49.4 41- = 7.0 
mean 	. 	..", 	7,0ti moan 	' 	1.17 

noble 7:4:110. 

E=10 p.s.i. . 	3 

Grading 	C 
Sample 8M/4 

cl,.
1
= 71.7 p.s.i 

, 	Grading D 	I 
Sample 7M/4 

A' 	= 64.3 ,of  

Grading F 
Sample 8M/4 

e'.4i.F  = 	58.6 

t.S. 
Sieve 

Diff in%paz's- 
ing after rest. 

diff in % passing 
after test 

B.S. 
Sieve 

diff in % passing 
after test. 

1" 

211  

..1.ii 
4 

lm 

No.8 

No.18 

No.36 

No.72 

0 

1.5 

1.5 
1.5 

1.0 

- 

- 

- 

1 

O
H

H
H

o
H

o
  

•
 

o
  

• 	
OD

  
O

 
•  

_ n
O

 3/16" 

7 
14 

25 

52 

100 

0 

0.6 
0.8 

1.3 

1.9 

0 

	

..--:-: 	= 	5.5 -Z. 

	

mean 	= 	0.69 
= 5.6 

mean = 0.80 
= 4.6 

mean= 0.77 

Tablu 7:4:11d 
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Sample 4N/12 
Grading: A 

 10 p.s.i. 

Sample - 111,/12 
Grading: A 

 '1'3- 40 p.s.i 

Sample:a/12 
Grading:A 
4; - 80 p.s.i. 
'N,  

B.S. 
Sieve 

diff in % pass- 
in ,i f; after test 

diff.in % passing 
after test 

Jiff. in % passing 
after test 

3" 
1-? 
,..,, 

V 

3/16“ 
zi0.7 

p0.14 
o.25 
0.52 
0.100 

0 
6.0 
10.0 

3.5 
1.5 
3.o 
1.2 
1.^ 
1.0 
0.16 

0 
27.5 
26.4 
17.8 
15.1 

9.9 
6.0 
4.1 

0 
21.1 
26.7 
25.1 
20.0 
16.3 

14.4 
12.6 
11.2  
lo.i 

7,E 	= 	28.0 . ,L--1 

	

mean = 	2.8 
= 106.8 

mean 	r, 	13.35 
:;:-7- 	= 158.0 

mean - 	15.0 

Table 7:4:11e 

Three tests on 4" diameter samples with different gradings, at a 

confining pressure of 10 p.s.i. showed almost identical breakdown. 

(Table 7:4:11d). 

Three tests on 12" diameter samples at confining pressures of 10,40 

and 80 p.s.i. showed a fourfold increase in breakdown between 10 and 40 p.s.i 

end a five or sixfold increase between 10 and 	p.s.i.(T-ble 7:4:11e). 

The increase in breakdown with maximum; particle size for two 12" 

diameter samples sheared A a confining pressure of 100 p.s.i. is shown 

in Table 7:4:11f. 



I„4 

4= 100 p.s.i. 
Sample 5M/12 
C,-- 19.8% 

T 

J 

,41 = 100 p.s.i. 
Sample 11M/12 
E,- 12.5% 

B.S.Sieve /0 e passing 	diff.% 
before 	after 

% passing 
before 	after 

diff.% 

3" 

12" 
3 =I? 4 
11-_tv 2 

11 
a •  

3/16" 

No.7 

No.14 

No.25 

No.52 

No.100 

No.200 

100 

81 

51 

31 

19 

12 

8 
6 

5 

4 

3 

	

100 	0 

	

98 	17 

	

75 	24 

	

51 	20 

	

35 	16 

	

25 	11 

	

15 	7  

	

9 	3 

	

6 	1 

	

4 	0 

	

2 	-1 

100 

95 

77 

59 

45 

29 

18 

10 

4 

100 

96 

79 

63 

47 

29 

18 

10 

4 

0 

1 

2 

4 

2 

0 

0 

0 

g; 

	

_7 	- 	98.0 

	

moan 	- 	8.9 

, 	• 
- 	IE.  '-'. 	9.0  

ido-an 	- 	1.0 

Table 7:4:11f 

Samples 14M/12 and 15M/12 were subjected to anisotropic consolidation 

to a miner principal effective stress of 135 p.s.i. The former sample was 

sheared and the latter was net. The breakdown in the former sample was 

about 3 times that of the latter. 

Sample, 21M/12 was anisotropicall-r consolidated to a minor principal 

effective stress of 500 p.s.i. and then sheared. 	A very large amount of 

breakdown was therefore to be expected even though the maximum particle 

size was 41." f in and its extent is shown in Table 7:4:11g. 

Sample N.).21M/12 

B.S.Sieve 	% passing 
before 	after 

. 

diff„% 

4,... 	- 
,-Itt 100 100 0 

1.5_ti 
8 74 89 15 
7. ---- II ,e 49 68 19 

No.7 25 50 25 

No.14 1 31 31 

No.25 0 17.5 17.5 

No.52 0 10.0 10.0 

No.100 0 6.0 6.0 

;!E 

 

= 1253 
;roan ,.., 15.4 

Table 7:A:11 
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In general terms breakdown will increase with: 

1) increase in maximum particle size. 

2) increase in uniformity of grading. 

3) increase in mean stress or stress ratio. 

4) decrease in particle strength. 

5) increase in angularity of particles. 

6) increase in strain, 

7) increase in time. 

8) wetting. 

The permeabilities of some of the samples before and after shearing 

are recorded in Tables 7A, 7L and 7C. 
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Test No. (M112 2r9112 3mh2 1+.ml1a Sri )12 1?-11,2 
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3= 
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s= 
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2
i 
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j 
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Ted- No. /PA/Li- ZMiLt 10-1/4. sm h. 61914 .-irolLf 8M)4 9N14 13M14 14114 Ism Pt leM14- MO. 10MI4 19P.414 20M14 21mI 4' 
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T.5t No. imIlve  
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2►i11z 3M4 4M Ilia 5tv1(1 
- 

6mh.  •-/rilli Sis-i[1 9rii1z for-ilti timilla 12r1I1z13,-Iji 14-ril12 15P-11l2 

Tjfe of test OS DS DS DS OS DS 05 DS DS DS xDS DS DS OS DS 

Worn inal 	61; 	(P.5.1.`, 4.0 I 0 )14_7 40 14.v7 2 0 Lo Soo S o o 3 o o 10 10 14./ 1 1+7 t 0 

A-x-4d 	str-cttrt 	1Na-1-e 

	

0/, per 	1,‘„, 8•0 5).0 .9. 0  S' 0  V.0 Ii'• o Et- tp 5? . 0 2.5 C3 • 0 S. o v • 0 5 • 0 62 - c, 
2.0 it-..17::.z.  

0 ± 4 ki- .1 148-9 40•1 4-2.7 39.4. 45.-2 4'7.2 3 4.•6 34-7 36.7 47.1 46.0 35.7 38.6 11-5-5 

TOM 	0
I 
5 0.96q 1 . 146 0.84-2 0.q2.1 0.821 I. 007 1•0110 0.690 0.6412 0.74-5 1.076 1.036 0.801 0-7q% 1.018 

(6), 	3)-f 	(P'54 92.5 32.5 267-5 55.9 256 50.6 29.4- 656 661 *4-7 29.1 2'7-1 24-6 24-6 26.3 

> (d '+831 	(P. 	) E 	i 	 3 	S•l. 13 2 -5 1+2.5 1+14..5 125.9 1+03 704 39-4. 115 6 1161 747 39.2 3'7.I 393  3413  36'2  

6"), if 	LP. 5- 1) 225.0 14-.9 682 211.8 659 121.1 613.8 1812 1821 1194- 68.3 64-2 639 63cf 62.5 

1  -I 	( P's' 1) 1i-0.0 1 0.0 14.7 1+0 14-7 20 io 500 500 300 10 10 1 1*7 14-7 10 
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CHAPTER 8  

The Results of Tests on Granitic Gneiss  

(0:1) 	Compaction and Sample Density. 

The gradings which were tested are given in Fig.5:6:2. The shape 

of the grading curve below the 100 B.S.sieve was not measured. 

The 12" diameter samples of granitic gneiss were compacted in the 

same way as the large samples of silurian cleaved mudstone. 

The dry densities achieved with gradings H and J were similar and 

quite consistent. The values were lower than for the mudstone but this 

had particles of a higher specific gravity and different shape as well as 

a grading containing more fines. 

In was particularly difficult to produce . homogeneous sample with 

this material because of segregation. As with the mudstone the problem 

was overcome to a certain extent, by adding fine material after the coarse. 

The voids between coarse particles were so large that one could hear finer 

material working its way down the sample without compaction. As a result 

the lower portions of the samples always had lower porosities than the 

upper portions. This was sometimes evident from the failure deformations. 

The tops of the samples were always very short of fines and the 

junction between the top cap and the sample had to be made up with small 

uniform material at the circumference to prevent subsequent rupture of 

the membranes. 

During compaction a certain amount of particle breakdown took place. 

This was most noticeable in samples of grading H but, to a lesser extent, 

with grading J. It was expected that there would be little by comparison 

with the mudstone because the particles were stronger and the shapes more 

resistant to fracture. 	There was,. though, a similar amount of particle 

fracture and this was probably due to two causes. Firstly, the grading 

was deficient in fines so the particles probably did not bed so well. 

Secondly, the material was tunnel spoil and hence had been subjected to 

intense shock on excavation. 	The micro fissuring, due to blasting and 

stress release, was therefore, part of the cause. 	The mudstone was also 

excavated by blasting but this material was so weak on cleavage planes 

that most breakdown resulting frm micro fissuring during blasting probably 

occurred during mechanical handling. 

The granite had a gneissose structure and there were some weak planes 

caused by bands of mica. 

As discussed in Section 7:1 higher densities were produced in the 

triaxial apparatus than in the oedumeters. 

The sample densities after compaction arc given in Tables 8A, 813 and 

The densely compacted 4" and 12" diameter samples had approximately 
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equal densities which were about 10 lbs/ft. less than for 12" diameter 

samples. 

With the granitic gneiss the problem of particles orientating, in 

such a way as to present a plane of weakness, did not arise. 

(8:2) 	Isotropic Consolidation  

All the volume changes measured during isotropic consolidation had 

an inherent error duo to membrane penetration. The extent of this with 

the granitic gneiss was somewhat greater than with the silurian cleaved. 

mudstone (Section 7:2) because of the fewer fines in the grading. However 

the resulting errors will be in the order of 2%. 

The fines of the granitic gneiss did not form an adhesive paste as 

the silurian cleaved mudstone did. The samples could therefore be satura-

ted very conveniently prior to consolidation whilst supported by the 

sample compaction mould. 

Samples IIV/12 and 5V/12 show a greater apparent volume strain, for 

a given stress for the sample with the greater maximum particle size as 

also do samples 10V/4 	and 21V/4 (Fig.7:2:2) and 2V/li--;  and 4V/1i 

(Fig.8:2:2) 

This one would expect for two reasons. Firstly, the contact forces 

are 4 times as great when the maximum particle size is doubled. Secondly, 

the volume change duo to membrane penetration would be larger with the 

coarser grading.- 

During the consolidation of gradings containing 3" material there was 

considerable audible evidence of particle fracture. It may well be that 

the greater volume strain of the coarser material is due to reorientation 

of the packing because a greater proportion of inherently weaker particles 

shearing through rather than just yielding at contacts. 

Certainly after a shear test there was ample evidence of particles 

throughout the sample being sheared through. 

The volume strains in the smaller samples were greater than those in 

larger samples having the same ratio of maximum particle size to sample 

diameter and at a given stress. This may have been partly due to the 

differences in porosity and the differences in membrane penetration 

because softer membranes were used on the smaller samples. 

Loose material, of course showed in each sample size, a greater 

volume change than dense material for a given stress increment. 

In general there was a large initial volume strain per unit stress 

increase and the curve then flattened out with increase in stress. This 

increase in stiffness was to be exuected because of the increasing 

density of the packing and the lesser effects of membrane penetration. 
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Sample 5V/12 was initially consolidated in the dry state. During 

subsequent saturation at constant effective stress a further volume change 

of 12.5% occurred. 	This phenomena is discussed in Section 7:2 

Sample IV/12 was also consolidated initially in the dry state. On 

subsequent saturation a dilation of 80% of the previous volume change 

occurred. This is unexplained and is thought to be an apparatus error 

as no evidence of dilation was ever found in any other samples. 

(.0:5) 	Shear strength  

The relationship between the rate of dilatancy at failure and the 

angle of internal friction and the minor principal effective stress and ,are 

plotted in Figs.3:3B and 8 :3L respectively. 

(3:3:1) 	Shear strength of 12" diameter samples (drained shear tests).  

A series of shear tests was performed on gradings H and J. The 

maximum confining pressure for grading H was limited to 150 p.s.i. because 

of membrane failures. The capacity of the loadframe limited the maximum 

confining pressure to 450 p.s.i. with grading J. 

Dense samples of each grading had very high angles of internal friction 

those tested at low confining pressures showed a great tendancy to dilate 

(Figs.8:3:la and b). This is in direct contrast to the mudstone which 

showed little dilation even when dense and subjected to low stresses. 

The angles of internel friction for tests on grading H, at an assumed 

relative density of 90% varied from 56°  to 43°  at minor principal effect-

ive stresses of 10 p.s.i and 160 p.s.i respectively. 

Grading J showed a lower strength than grading H at low stresses but 

a higher strength at high stresses. The angle of internal friction varied 

from 56 to 40u  at minor principal effective stresses of 10 p.s.i and 

450 p.s.i. 

Over this range of stresses an almost linear relationship was obtained 

on a semi-leg plot (Fig.8:3A) 

Sample 12V/12 had a very low initial density, 107.8 lbs/ft. and it 

was sheared at a miner principal effective stress of 10 p.s.i. The stress 

strain curve is plotted in Fig.8:3:1c. The maxim m angle of internal 

friction was some 10°  above that suggested by the rate of dilatancy at 

failure. The sample deformation was so excessive that part of it was 

pressed a;ainst the inside of the cell, thus giving rise to peculiar 

volume change characteristics and an exieneous value ef f 	
If the peak 

strength occurred at about 10 ef axial strain the value of pf was 47.0
o 

which was 2.e above that suggested by the rate of dilatancy at failure. 
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(8:3:2) 	Shear strength of 12" diameter samples subjected to anisotropic  

consolidation  

Two shear tests were performed on samples of grading J after anise-

tropic consolidation. Failure was effected by increasing the stress ratio 

by raising the pore pressure. 

Sample 18V/12 was compacted to 84,5% relative density. Failure by 

reducing; the stresses gave an angle of internal friction of 54,9
0 

which 

was about the mean for samples of grading J at 90% relative density. 

Sample 19V/12 was compacted to 83.5% relative density. Failure by 

reducing the stresses gave an angle of internal friction of 48.5°  which 

was 2.2
o 

below the mean for drained shear tests on grading J. 

With the fomer sample the rate of dilatancy at failure was similar 

to that obtained by causing failure by increasing the stresses in a drain-

ed shear test with the same ratio of maximum particle size to sample 

diameter. With the latter sample the rate of dilatancy at failure coin-

cided more closely with that for normal samples with the ratio Dd 
 16, 

A slightly greater angle of internal friction would be expected from 

a sample failed by reducing stresses. The effect on the angle of internal 

friction of an anisotropic consolidation cannot be determined from these 

tests. 	Variations of up to 1° can be expected when testing essentially 

similar rockfill samples. Although sample 19W12 had an angle of inter-

nal friction somewhat lower than expected no definite conclusion can be 

reached about the shear strength from this test. 

(8:3:3) 	Shear strength of 4" diameter samples (drained shear tests)  

(See Table 8B and Figs: 8:3:3a and b) 

Samples 4" diameter with grading K, also Did  = 4, compacted to a 

relative density of 9:0 showed lower angles of internal friction than 12" 

diameter samples of grading H. 

At confining pressures of 10 p.s.i. and 80 p.s.i the angles of 

internal friction were 70 and 4.2o respectively below those for 12" 

diameter samples. 	This suggests that there is a particle size effect 

which is a maximum at low pressures and slowly reduces. It may be that 

the shear strength is mainly dependant on two characteristics of the 

particles, namely, their shape and ultimate strength in shear. Effects 

due to the former predominate at low pressures and the effects due to 

particle strength at the higher pressures. This is suggested because 

of the reduced dilatancy and the large breakdown of particles at high 

stresses. Smaller particles should possess a higher unit shear strength 

than large particles and hence give higher shear strengths at very high 

stresses. Smaller particles also tended to have more rounded edges and 
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this was especially noticeable during sieve analysis of some of the larger 

material used in 4" diameter samples. Sieving for a prolonged period 

rounded off the jagged edges of the material retained on the -h-" B.S. 

sieve. This "rounding off" must have occurred with all the materials 

as the finer material was processed se. many more times with initial 

bilk sieving. 

The major part of the material used in 4" diameter samples had been 

used before in tests on 12" diameter samples. 	It had, therefore, been 

subjected to a considerable degree of processing. 

In general all the rates of dilatancy at failure, for any given angle 

of internal friction, fell on one of three lines depending on the ratio of 

particle size tc sample diameter (Fig.8:3B). 	The 4" diameter samples 

of grading K which were tested at low pressures, tended to give rather 

high dilatancy rates for a given value of  O. This would suggest that the 

particles were semcwhyt mcr:3 rounded. 

The results of tests on grading.  L were contrary to those of all the 

other samples tested. The angles of internal friction obtained from tests 

on grading K were higher at high pressures than those on the finer grad-

ing L. At low stresses the angles of internal friction were similar and 

varied by about 10  at a minor principal effective stress of 100 p.s.i. 

The relationship between the rate of dilatancy at failure and the 

angle of internal friction was the same for 4" and 12" diameter samples 

with D/d C. 
1  

On a plot of 01.. against 4, at failure (Fig.8:3A), these tests gave 

parallel lines with the finer material in 4" diameter samples having a p 

value abJut 5.5 below the coarser material in the 12" diameter samples. 

(8:3:4) 	Shear strength of 1-0 diameter samples (drained shear tests)  

(See Table CO and Figs. 8:3:4a and b) 

The 11" diameter samples showed a greater shear strength than the AU 

diameter samples but a lower strength than the 12" diameter samples having 

the same ratio of particle size to sample diameter. 

The angles of internal friction, for samples of grading M, varied 

from 52.8°  to 44.60  at minor principal effective stresses of 10 p.s.i. and 

80 p.s.i. respectively. 	The finer grading)grading 0, showed higher 

stresses 	In this case the angle of internal friction varied from 53
0 

to 39.30  at miner principal effective stresses of 10 p.s.i. and 450 p.s.i. 

The angle of internal friction at the higher stress is only Y below that 

of grading J at similar relative density (Fig.8:311). 	At low stresses the 

difference is about 30  . If it is assumed that piston friction accounts 

for between zero and 3' of the peak value ef G there is little difference 
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between the results of the tests on li" diameter and 12" diameter samples, 

the greatest variation being about 2°  over the entire range of minor 

principal effective stresses from 10 p.s.i. to 450 p.s.i. 

Differences in the angles of internal friction obtained with various 

gradings of silurian cleaved mudstone are disa'issed in Section 7:3:6. 

It appears that a maximum particle size of 4  the sample diameter is 

too great for the gradings of granitic gneiss and silurian cleaved mudstone 

tested. For representative behaviour of the soil sample a ratio as low 

as 1/16 is required. Nearly all the tests were performed using a ratio of 

-1-4 or i. 

Gradings which had D/
d 

ratios of 16 in 1211  diameter samples and 16 

or greater in 4" diameter samples gave very similar angles of internal 

friction when allowance was made for the various relative densities, and 

there seemed to be a unique line on the plot of sof  against ( 4 E1/1/4JE,) for 

D/
d 
ratios above 16 (Fig.8:3P) 

It would appear that the plot of the angle of internal friction 

against the rate of volume change at failure describes the fundamental 

behaviour of various materials and different gradings of the same material. 

At a given density the dilatancy decreases with increase of pressure. At 

n, given pressure the dilatancy increases with increase in density. The two 

effects combine to give a unique plot for geometrically similar gradings 

with the same D/
d 
ratio in various sizes of sample. 

In Fig.7:3C the rate of dilatancy at failure is plotted against the 

minor principal effective stress. 	It will be seen that at low pressures 

dense sand demonstrates a high dilatancy until the behaviour approximates 

to that of loose sand at very high stresses. The W.Jhr envelope also tend 

to converge at high stresses, which suggests that the curvature for dense 

materials is due to the dilatancy. The dilatancy is governed by the 

particle strength in comparison with the applied stresses. At very high 

stresses particle breakdown occurs thus reducing dilatancy and giving 

initially dense material a behaviour similar to that of loose material. 

It will be seen that the silurian cleaved mudstone behaves very much 

as a loose sand in all sizes of samples and all gradings. This is not 

surprising considering the large breakdown of particles during shear. 

The samples of granitic gneiss with the greater Did ratio plot towards 

the dense sand limit. The lower Di
d 
ratios plot further towards the 

loose sand. 	This is consistant with the above because the contact forces 

are greater in the material with the greater maximum particle size and more 

breakdown occurs. 

The shear strength of the various sizes of samples is further 

discussed in Section 7:3:6 
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The angle of internal friction is less dependant on the initial 

sample density at high pressures than at low pressures. 

The Mohr failure circles for the gradings tested are given in 

Figs.8:3C, 8:3D and 8:3E. 

The slope of the 1Chr envelope for tests on grading of H and J in 

12" diameter samples varied from about 600, at low stresses, to 35
o at a 

normal effective stress of 850 p.s.i. 

The Mar failure envelope for the lk diameter samples was very 

similar at high stresses, to that for the 12" diameter samples. 

The VIC1hr failure envelope for the 4" diameter samples was, in general, 

the equivalent of 30  of 4°  below that for the 12" diameter samples. 

(8;3:5) shear strength of samples sheared under undrained condition  

Two 12" diameter samples of grading J were consolidated isotropically 

and then sheared rndor undrained conditions. 

Sample 16V/12 was compacted to a dense state, Rd  = 85.0%. There 

was only a very small build up of pore water pressure and a large deviator 

stress was quickly built up. The stress path showed no tendancy to turn 

back on itself (Fig.8:3:5a), and a high angle of internal friction was 

mobilised at high effective stresses, thus giving a considerable shear 

strength. The value of 6 obtained (46°) was somewhat higher than the 

Of  corresponding to zero rate of dilatancy
/ 

 for drained samples .1
o  ). In 

the undrained tests an average condition of no volume change was maintained. 

The end sections of the samples may have consolidated and the central 

portions dilated and thus a higher value of 	was mobilised. 

Sample 17V/12 was tested at the same minor principal total stress 

but at a relative density of only 30%. In this case a large pore pressure 

built up as the sample consolidated and although a high angle of internal 

friction was mobilised, the effective stresses and hence the shear strength 

were only about one quarter those of the dense sample. 

Two further tests, on 4" diameter samples and using gradings with the 

same D/d ratio, were carried out by Dr.B.Bros. Both samples were medium 

dense. 	The first sample was consolidated to 75 p.s.i. A small pore 

water pressure built up and the sample showed an angle of internal friction 

of 41.8°  which gave a high shear strength because of the high effective 

stresses. This value of 0f was about 5
o below that of the denser large 

sample and coincided with the value of pf rate of dilatancy for samples 

subjected to drained tests. 

The second sample was consolidated to 25 p.s.i. and again a high 

angle of internal friction was recorded, along with high effective 

stresses (Fig.8:3:5b). The angle of internal friction was somewhat higher 
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than that corresponding to zero rate of dilatancy for samples subjected 

to drained tests. 

It would appear, therefore, that saturated granular material, subjec- 

ted to seismic shock, should be well compacted and the specified relative 

density may be based on the undrained behaviour. 

(8:4) 	Deformation 

Some factors affecting deformation are set out in Section 7:4. 

(8:4:1) 	Deformation of 12" diameter samples (drained shear tests).  

The axial strain at failure of 12" diameter dense samples of grading 

H varied from about 3% to 13% with minor principal effective stresses of 

10 p.s.i and 150 p.s.i. respectively. (Fig.8:5:1a) Sample 12V/12, which 

was very loose, had a somewhat greater axial failure strain. 

At low confining pressures there was a great tendancy for dense 

samples tc) dilate almost immediately that a deviator stress was applied. 

Sample 1111/12 was shear©d at a confining pressure of 150 p.s.i. and showed 

little tendancy to dilate. 

The axial strains at failure of 12" diameter dense samples, of grad-

ing J, varied from 3% to 16% with minor principal effective stresses of 

10 p.s.i. and 450 p.s.i. respectively (Fig.8:3:1b). 

Samples subjected to low stresses dilated strongly whereas those 

which were sheared at confining stresses above 300 p.s.i. consolidated 

throughout test. 

The axial failure strains are very comparable with those of dense 

sand tested at similar confining pressures. The volume strains of the 

granitic gneiss however, are somewhat greater:. This is not surprising 

though because of the fewer interparticle contacts and the vastly greater 

interparticle forces in the r ckfill. It may be noted that the values 

of
f for the ruckfill are substantially higher too. 

For similar initial densities the axial and volumetric strains were 

slightly smaller with the finer grading. 

About half of the samples failed by bulging. 	In some cases bulging 

occurred in the top half or two thirds only and was a sign of a non 

homogeneous sample. 	Those simples tasted at high pressures subsequently 

failed along a shear plane. 	This may be the reason for the premature 

peaks recorded with samples 7V/12 and 9V/12. 

Sample 127/12, which was very loose, also failed by shearing along a 

plane. 
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(8:4:2) Deformation of 12" diameter samles subjected to anisotropic  

consolidation 

Sample 13V/12 was compacted to a dense state, using grading H, and 

then consolidated anisetropically. 	A linear relationship was obtained 

between axial strain and deviator stress. 	Samples 18V/12 and 19V/12, 

with the finer grading J, also showed a linear relationship between axial 

strain and deviator stress though the axial strain required fur a given 

deviator stress was somewhat less (Fig.8:3:2). 

At the end of the K stages in samples 18V/12 and 19V/12 failure was 

induced by increasing the pore water pressure. There was an immediate 

reduction in volume strain and a great dilation in each case. Eventually, 

the failure in each case was by very slight bulging. 

The linear relation between C and deviator stress may be compared 

with that for the silurian cleaved mudstone where a definite stiffening of 

the sample occurred with increase in stress. 

It may be that the fines in the granitic gneiss samples play little 

part in the strength or deformation at low strains because there are so few 

of them that they do not fill the voids. As a result there is only 

compression of the contacts between the large particles and the deforma-

tion of the particles themselves. 

(8:4:3) Deformation of 4" diameter samples (drained shear tests)  

All the gradings of granitic gneiss were so permeable that fully drained 

conditions existed at an axial strain rate of 8% per hour, even with 

grading Q. 	1111 the samples were therefore tested at this rate of strain. 

The axial strains at failure incresed with increase in minor princi- 

pal effective stress. 	At a confining pressure of 10 p.s.i. the axial 

failure strains 3f samples compacted to about 90/ relative density and 

and of gradings K,L,N and P varied between 4% and 5%. At a confining 

pressure of 80 p.s.i. the axial strains at failure increased and varied 

between 7% and 8%, 

Loose samples had considerably greater failure strains. Some dense 

samples, as IIV/4, also had large axial strains to failure. This was 

probably due to the sample construction. If the majority of fine material 

migrated to the base, failure oncurred almost wholly in the upper portion, 

which deformed considerably. 

This variation in. porosity thoughout samples probably amounts for 

lot of the scatter in the test results. 

With most i;rtidings which are. short of fines -them will be. different 

porosities operative at different stresses. 	Comparisons need to be made 

with the structural porosities rather than the actual porosities. 



Sample 8V/1i of - 

stress of 450 p.s.i. 

grading 0, was sheared at a minor principle. effective 

The stress-strain curve,like that of the 12"diameter 
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Initially, the fine material sits in the voids and. contributes nothing to 

the strength of the grading. 	Only after deformation and breakdown of 

the skeleton occur do the voids fill up allowing the finer material to 

play its part in resisting further deformation. At low stresses, 

therefore, the finer material may not contribute anything to the strength 

of the grading. 

In general the shape of the stress -strain curves was very similar 

for 4" and 12" diameter. samples. 	The stress-strain curves were not flat 

topped after the peak deviator stress had been attained and at low 

confining pressures the peak load dropped off quite rapidly. 

All of the 4" diameter samples failed initially by bulging followed 

by the formation of a sheer plane. 	In general, the shear plane was more 

of a shear zone about 3" thick inthe 12" diameter samples and proportion-

ally smaller in the smaller samples. 

(8;4:4) Deformation .of 1.;? di .:muter samples (drained shear tests).  

(Soo Figs.8:3:4a,b and 0). 

Drained shear tests were carried out on 11" diameter samples, using 

gradings M,O,P and Q (Fig.5:6:2). 

Again the axial strains at failure were of the same order of magnitude 

as those in 4" diameter and 12" diameter samples. 

Sample 7V/l-, of grading 0, was sheared at a minor principal effective 

stress of 300 p.s.i. 	The deviator stress fell off rapidly after peak and 

this was accompanied by a dilation. 

sample, which was sheared at the same stress, was flat topped after the 

peak. 	A very slight dilation  was shown by the small sample. 

The li" diameter samples, which were sheared at low pressures,failed 

by bulging and subsequently along a shear plane except for the two samples 

of grading Q, which failed by bulging (Fig.8:3:40). 

The tw-) samples, which were sheared at confining pressures above 

300 p.s.i. failed by bulging. 

(8:4:5) xial leformation of samples sheared under undrained conditi ns  

(See Figs.8:3:5a and b). 

Two undrained shear tests were performed on 12" diameter samples of 

grading J (Fig.8:3:5a). Grading J was used rather than grading H to 

minimise the affects of membrane penetration on achieving an undrained 

condition because of variations in the pore water pressure. 

Sample 1617/12 was compacted to a dense state and reached its peak 

stress ratio at a smaller axial strain than 17V/12, which was loosely 
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compacted. 

A further two tests were carried out n 4" diameter samples of grading 

4 L. 	The first test was consolidated to 75 p.s.i. and the second to 25 1. s i 

Both reached their peak stress sties at about the same axial strain 

though the effective stresses were twice as high in the first sample. 

(Fig.8:3:5b) 

The axial strain at failure of sample 16V/12 was slightly less than 

that of the 4" diameter sample at the equivaL.nt pressure. The larger 

sample though was at a slightly greater relative density. 

Considering the differences in the relative densities and consolida-

tion pressures of the 4" and 12" diameter samples the behaviours were very 

similar. 

The stress strain and volume strain curves were remarkably smooth 

considering the type of material being tested. 

This is discussed in Section 9:4:1. 

(8:4:6) 	Volumetric strain and deviator stress  

An appr)ximately linear relationship was found between volumetric 

strain and deviator stress, from the origin and almost to the peak deviator 

stress, for all the samples of granitic gneiss which were tested. 

12" diameter samples of grading Hann 4" diameter samples of grading 

K (D/, = 4 in each case) followed the same path, until peak deviator stress 

in each sample size between volumetric strain and deviator stress irrespec-

tive of the value of the minor principal effective stress (Fig.8: 3:la and 

Fig. 8:3:3a). 

The volume strin-devi tor stress curves for the Ko 
tests during 

anisotropic consolidation were also straight lines (Fig.8:3:2). This is in 

contrast , to the results obtained with
o 

tests on silurian cleaved mild-

stone (Fig.7:3:4). 

The sample membranes probably had a more adverse effect on the volume 

changes of the granitic gneiss simples because of the smaller proportion 

of fine material available to fill the voids. 

The effect of membrane penetration is to apply too great an axial 

strain and hsdace an excessively high major principal effective stress. 

Because of this toe small a value of K
o is recorded in the initial stages 

of tho K tests. 
O 

(8:.4:7) 	Cr0eio. 

A certain amount of creep was noticed with granitic gneiss samples 

during isetropic consolidation and after completion of the shear stage. 

In general, the same remarks apply for the granitic gneiss as for the 

silurian cleaved :oudstone (Section 7:4:9). 
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The initial consolidation was somewhat faster with the granite then 

with the silurian cleaved mudstene. 

(8:4:8) 	One dimensional compressibility 

Three Ko tests were carried cut to determine the value of Ko and m  

Sample 13V/12 was made up usinggcad.H, Aslight effect, due to over-

consolidation, was noticed during the initial stages of anisotropic s 

consolidation. 	This effect is partly due to the sample compaction and 

partly tJ excessive membrane penetration (Fig.8:4:8a). 

Samples 18V/12 end 19V/12 (Fig 8:4:8b and c) were made up, using 

grading J. A very nearly linear relation was found between the axial 

strain and the major principal effective stress for each sample. 	The 

axial strain for a given stress was approximately the same for both samp-

les, which had very similar densities, and was abut 60% that of sample 
13V/12 with the coarser grading and slightly lower density. 

The value of K
o varied from just under 0.2 at the beginning of loading 

to just over 0.3 at major principal effective stresses above about 200p.s.i. 

It was thought that this low initial value was due to errors in maintaining 

a condition of zero lateral yield because of the volume changes due to 

membrane penetration. As both the coarse and the fine gradings demons-

trate this property though at similar stresses there may well be another 

effect due to compaction. 

The secant values of m for samples 18V/12 and 19V/12, were similar 

and fairly constant over the limited range of stresses at which they were 

tested. 

Sample 13V/12, with a coarser grading, was somewhat more compressible 

and showed a pronounced effect due to overconsolidation in the initial 

stages (Fig.8:4:8d). 

The samples of granitic gneiss were less compressible than those of 

the silurian cleaved mudstcne with comparable particle sizes and relative 

densities (Fig.7:4:10h). 

The average value of K
o for the mudstone (0.45) was somewhat higher 

than that for the granite (0.33). The K
o remained sensibly constant at 

higher stresses and 	decreased with increasing stress. The simple 

relation K0  1 - sin 0 , did not therefore, hold at all stress levels. 
However, if the value of 	at constant volume (410) is substituted in the 

above equati,n there is a close agreement with the measured value of K 

(8:4:9) Particl breakdown 

The general comments on the particle breakdown Hof the silurian cleaved 

mudstone sot cut in Section 7:4:11 also apply t, the granitic gneiss. 
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The extent of the breakdown of the granitic gneiss particles during 

bulk sieve analysis was not as great as that for the mudstone. There 

was a noticeable rounding of the edges of granitic gneiss particles which 

were subjected to prolonged sieving on 12" diameter sieves.. 

The breakdown of particles under a particular stress system on first 

wetting and which was demonstrated by the volume change on saturation at 

constant stress was not as great with the granite as with the silurian 

cleaved mudstone. 

On wetting the surface of the material the strength is reduced. The 

contact points collapse so that a greater area, commensurate with the now 

strength, transmits the load. 	On subsequent drying there is a return to 

the original strength but no expansion at the contact because the collapse 

was due to fracture rather than elasticity. Therefore, as long as the 

packing and particle contacts remain unchanged there is no further deform-

ation on subsequent wetting.. However, if the material is dried and the 

packing of the particles reconstituted there will again be further deform-

ation on wetting. 

There was no tendancy for the fine material to adhere to larger 

particles or to ball when sieved in the dry state. 

AL lute comparison of particle breakdown in the various gradings and 

sample sizes and under various stress conditions were particularly diffic-

ult. In general, though, the breakdown increased according to the factors 

listed at the end of Section 7:4:11. 

The particle breakdown at high stresses was very considerable and can 

be judged from the photographs in Plate 6:1:1B. 

The increase in breakdown with stress for 12" diameter samples of 

grading H is shown in Table 8:4:9a. The increase in the percentage of 

material passing each sieve is given for samples 3V/12 and 11V/12. 



Initial grad-
ing % pass-
ing. 

Increase in weight of material passing each 
sieve 

Confining pressure 
10 p.s.i. 

Confining pressure 
150 p.s.i. 

3" 

l'Jz 
_. a 
a 

3/16" 
q0.7 
k:).14 
-o.25 
T3.52 

Jo.100 

ir10 

53.6 

27.1 

14.1 

8.4 

4.8 

3.4 

2.2 

1.4 

0 
9.6 
7.7 

5.2 

4.0 

2.8 

2.1 

1.7 

1.2 

0.8 

I 
17.6 

16.5 

13.2 

10.4 

7.5 

5.7 

4.1 

2.8 

1.5 

	

= 35.1 	79.3 

	

mean = 3.5 	7.9 
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Table 8:4:9a. 

The increase in breakdown with stress for the 12" diameter samples of 

grading J is shown in Table 8:4:9b. 

B.S.Sieve Initial grad- 
inc Y,% pass- 

Increase in weight of material passing each 
sieve (%) 

= 10 p.s.i. = 150 p.s.i. = 450 p.s.i 

li" 10C 4 0 0 
:5_ ,, 
4 53.6 5.8 13.8 21.0 
,,',1 a 27.1 5.1 14.7 23.2 

3/1‘,,  14.1 4.2 12.7 20.9 

No.7 8.4 3.2 10.3 18.7 

No.14 6.1 2.3 7.8  14.5 
N.,.25 4.8  1.5 5.4 10.5 
u3.52 3.4 1.1 3.7 7.2 

N:.100 2.2 0.7 2.4 4.9 

zg:_;_.. 23.9 70.8 120.9 
mean - 	2.7 7.9 13.4 

Table 8:4:9b.  

The sample permeabilities recorded in Tables 8A,8B and 8C serve only as a 

generfd guide and the higher values probbly reflect the permeability cf 

the armnr tus. 
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Test No. IVIIE avila 3V112 J-14/112 5VI12 6V112 1vi12 gybe 9vIi2 iovjie 11v112 1242 Igvhe 110/112 15v112 1642 17vi12 1802 19V112 

Tue. eS --test. PS DS DS OS OS OS 05 OS 175 OS 05 OS K a  OS - C U C U 
)140 

6',/g“,,c. 
,V-. 

t; ig;,., 

Yi".r1  a 1 	6131 	(P• 6•0 80 40 10 20 150 10 300 Soo 4-So 40 150 10 SO 45% 90 d3-=90 d3 -5a d3= /.5) 

A 	c.,0.1 	sird,„ 	reck-e. 
eyo 	per 1,-,tw-r. g•0 $.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 cs. o 53 .0 8.0 8.0 8.0 1.0 8.0 

01S- 
Ji-6-0°  49.6°  Go•o°  54.5 °  43.7°  56.0 42.5°  40.5°  49.4! 434.  51}•4a 11.5.8° 46.0°  44. o°  

a 
54- • 9 48.5°  

Tan O. 1.036 H75 1.732 1.4o2 0.4S6 1.483 0.885 0.834- 1.168 0.953 1.4.07 1.029 1.036 0.966 1•4-2 -3 1.130 

(61 -4)f (".1)  207.2 130.7 63.5 85.6 337.5 4.6-6 624-5 889 127.2 337-8 43.9 202.3 189.6 47-4- 58•6 96.9 

-a-  (6),  l+ 6)31 )s 	(P.s.1) 298.( 1r/1.7 73.4 105-2. 4874 5 6.2 C124-.5 I 2"19 168 489.5 53.9 282.3 263.5 62.2 71•8 129.3 

6-i i  c 	(P.S.1.) 1 205-2 302.4 136-9 190-9 825-0 102.8 15* 9 2108 aq5.3 g27-3 101-8 1•44,-.5 4-53.1 115".S 130.3 226.2 

6)31 4 	(P.s.i) go-9 4I.0 9-9 19 ,6 150.0 9.6 300 4.5t) 40•8 151.6 10.0 go.g 73.g 20.8 13.2 324 

(cl GAO e ) 1 	5 -alio -0.354- -0.780 -0.620 -0.0667 -HI -0.0113 O -0.4-0 -0.0116 -0.116 -0.116 

Yd 	(11,5 IS-t3) (29.8 129.1 137.1 130.5 131-I 130.8 13043 130.5 132.2 128.9 101.8 125.5 121•1 128.5 1 0 4.1 12so )a7.7 

RA 	% 89.0 8e.0 100.0 90.0 90.0 89 .0 89.0 89•0 92.0 $37-0 45.0 citit.6 es-0  30.0 S4-.5 83.s 

n. 	o/0 21.4 22.4- 16.9 21.0 20.5 20.8 20.8 21-0 19.8 92.0 34.8 23.0 22.2 36.9 2.2.4- 22.7 

Sce.ctive stisess, 
When 	rreeersur'engl  (P,S.1) 

01 	,-, 
'''''' 5.0  1.0  1-0  2'7  1'0  1'0 1.0 I.01.0 1.0 1-2 i • 0 1. 0  1.2 1.0 

E 	To 1 	s- 8.47 S-96 3•25 5.68 9.85 a.93 14.63 16.34- 5.37 13.17 29.18 8•05 5.72 9.00 5.61  1 1•97 

E, S. 	% -1.09 $ 0.48 4 1.36 41.6 7 -2.48 -I- 	1.12 -4.33 -443 +0.4.9 -3.09 -1.57 - / -39- +3.4-e +2-of 

Me.reetrearee5 34:1z.F. i'.'fi.F. fR .F. Irs  H as. k:R.F. V R.F. ..F. i.  "1Z I 
"It 

)7- 	• ( "RS. ii .1-"R.F A- 18-"R,F. VR.F. 31:R.F, k4t.F. R.F. 3/14"It.F. //6"R.F. 3//Z12.F. 

lz 	l,-e&ote -test 
cm. 	/sec. 

11.o 
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-3  
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44 
X10-3 2•9 

X to l  

,- 

rrkt4e...% 3-} rtS$ Sec ag4.606.e. 
YS (d,'+ 26'31) 	CPS .i.) 

ad 	,,,S-4,i'iut e (Iklf-t3) 133.1 (29.3 13g.4. 129.5 134.3 127,2 r 3 9 .8 139.8 129.3 135.8 111•6 132 .0 130.6 111•0 124.1 125-1 
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Test No. IV lie 2v14. 3V14- 444 504. 6V14. r71// 4- 9v/if. 1044- ill / I y• 12V14- Wilt- i4-V/4• 1544.. 111114 15v14 1944- 2o41- 21411- 22Vj4 2344. 2W/4 25V/4- 26v14- 

Tape ci htst. P•3 DS OS Os 0.s Os Ds OS DS OS OS DS DS DS DS OS DS DS DS DS DS 05 Ds C'S 

Nominal 	6'.(P.s.i) 10 40 120 100 10 10 100 loo 80 80 10 80 10 lo go 40 10 I-1- 0 80 10 i0 40 10 $O 
A.c ;at Sirlitr. rata 

c% per 	hr. S ii. s s 5 0 s 8 8 s s 8 s s s s s 5 5 s s 8 8 8 

11. 50.9 45• I °  41.S.  4.1.1 °  41 . ec'  4.7. 4°  39.4° 1i-1.9°  21-2•3°  44•5°  8041°  4-2.8°  51.8 52.0 4-1•4 41.6°  *3.09  41.2°  39.4°  48.2 °  445°  43.3°  50.06  40.2
0  
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Test No. 1V11%2  2V10-2 3Vil 44111'2 54%2  11.11,1•8  9V11- 9v11-'2 !twit iiv112 taviii 
. 

13v Ile-  iii-viii, isviiii 16vil2 riviile-  will- 

-ripe 	o5 test. DS DS DS DS DS IDS OS OS OS DS OS OS DS OS DS 1:)-S IDS 
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Aoclal 	stralen rate 
"Vo perl+okir. S 8 8 8 8 4- 2.5 9 S 9 $ 9 8 8 8 s e 
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C i-T: 	9  

The Results of the Tests on Chert  

The type of fracture which .)c;curred with the chert precluded the 

possibility of using the fine material to produce scaled gradings. 	As a 

result, only two uniform gradings wore tested, 	- 	and 	- au using 

12" diameter samples. 

(9:1) 	Compaction and Sample Density  

The usual method of compaction, using a Kango Hammer, was abandoned 

and a hand tamping tool was used to com,)act wetted material. 

Similar densities were achieVed with both sizes of chert. 	The 

densities were very low but this wes to be expected from a coarse material 

of single size particles. 	Insufficient material was avuiluble to determ- 

ine the density limits but the densities achieved were prob, bly towards 

the maximum (Table 911). 

No particle breakdown was apparent during compaction. 

(9:2) 	Isotropic Consolidation  

The volume changes during isotropic consolidation may have a large 

errsr due to membrane penetration because of the large single size material 

tested. Membranes 	thick were used to contain the samples of the finer 

grading and 3/16" thick to contain the coarser grading. 

The volume strains of the coarser material were twice those of the 

finer material for any given pressure. however, a volume strain of 4% 

is only equivalent to an average membrane displacement of 1/10". It is 

quite possible that the volume strain of 4 shown by sample 11C/12 

(Fig.9:2) was in fact largely attributable to the membrane penetration 

between the particles. 	It is felt, therefore, that the volume strains 

measured during isotropic consolidation were not representative of the 

behaviour of the material but rather a measure of membrane penetration. 

(9:3) 	Sher Strength 

The contact forces between the chart particles were probably much 

greater than those of the silurian cleaved mudstone or the granitic gneiss 

for a given maximum particle size and applied effective stress 4ec.-use of 

the uniformity of the material. 

There was a very largo increase in deviator stress for a very small 

axial strain and particle fracture was audible at all stress levels though 

more particularly as the peak stress was approached and passed, 
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The material showed a powerful tendency to dilate and the relation-

ship between the angle of internal friction and the rate of dilatancy at 

failure was almost identical to that of tho granitic gneiss (Fig.8:3B). 

It will be noticed that again this plot showed two separate behaviours 

for the two ratios of particle size to sample diameter. 	There did not, 

though, appear to be any difference in the angles of internal friction 

between the twogradings. Samples 40/12 gave a high angle of internal 

friction and had 	inconsistent rate of volume change.. 

The mean angles of internal friction for both gradings were identical, 

varying between 50.00 and 40.5
0 
 at minor principal effective stresses of 

10 p.s.i. and 80 p.s.i. 

lishop (1948) carried out a series of tests on Chesil Bank pebbles, 

having a grading between 1-&" and .4" in a 1 foot square shear box. 	In the 

dense state and at low stresses they showed an angle of internal friction 

of about 46°  (Section 3:5 and Fig. 3:5:1) 

The Chesil Bank pebbles had 't lower angle of internal friction than 

the chert and this was probably because they were rounded whereas the 

chart was rather tuberous and interlocked somewhat more. The pebbles 

were also tested in a shear box which might give slightly lower values 

than the triaxi.al because. of the boundary conditions. 

Thu well graded Heathrow, Thames Valley gravel demonstrated a similar 

angle of internal friction (500 at a porosity of 26% and a normal stress 

of 2 tons/ft.") to the chart at low stresses. 	This may well be because 

of the increased number of particle contacts and hence smaller inter-

particle forces and increased dilatancy. 

The stress-strain curves for the tests on chert are plotted in Figs. 

9:32, and 9:3B. 	The saw tooth nature of the deviator-stress axial strain 

curve is the result of particle fracture. 	It appeared, especially with 

the coarser grading, that, at times, the full deviator load was being 

transmitted in one particular plane by only a few particles (probably less 

than 45) some of which would suddenly break. The load cell measuring the 

deviator load was a very stiff element, and the resulting deformation of 

the sample was not taken up by a relaxation of the testing machine either, 

and so a largo reduction in deviator stress occurred for a few seconds. 

The reaction time of the electronic circuit was too low to be able to pick 

up the minimum value to which the deviator stress dropped. The resulting 

volume change did not appear to effect the constant cell pressure. 

The rate of dilatancy at failure for a given minor principal effective 

stress is plotted in Fig.9:3. 	Both the gradings of chert behave more as 

a loose sand at high stresses and a dense sand at low stresses :nd this is 

probably because of the uniform grading and the resultant particle breakdown. 
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(P:4) 	Deformation  

Some of the factors on which deformation depends are set out in 

Section 7:4. 
The axial strains at failure, for the finer grading, varied between 

about 5% and 12% at minor principal stresses of 10 p.s.i. and 80 p.s.i. 

respectively. 	Very similar results wore obtained for the cGfirser grading 

(Table 9A and Figs.9:3 and 9:3B) 

Except for sample 110/12 all the samples dilated during shear at 

minor principal effective stresses between 10 p.s.i. and 80 p.s.i. 

(9:4:1) 	Volumetric strain and deviator stress  

There was a fidrly linear relationship between the volumetric strain 

and the deviator stress up to about 75% of the peak deviator stress. As 

with the coarser gradings of granitic gneiss all the samples followed a 

similar path up to about 75% of their peak deviator stress irrespective of 

the minor principal effective stress (Figs.9:3A and 9:5D) 

The large dilation which occurs after the -weak deviator stress is 

most apparent on this plot. 

(9:4:2) Creep  

luring isotropic consolidation the volume change, on application of 

an increase in stress, was almost instantaneous and no creep was noticed. 

However, at the end of the shear stage the deviator load quickly 

reduced when the applied axial deformation was stepped. At this stage 

though thu material was no longer solely rounded, tuberous bodies because 

of the particle breakdown (Section 9:4:4). 

(9:4:3) 	One dimensiimal compressibility  

One K0  test was carried out to determine the values of K and m. 

The 4" - ay,  grading was used to minimise membrane penetration. 

An almost linear relationship was found between axial strain and the 

major principal effective stress. 

The secant value of m
y is plotted for various major principal affect- 

ive stresses in Fig.8:4:8d. There was an increase in compressibility up 

to a value of 	 400 p.s.i. 	This initial curvature was demonstrated • I  
by virtually all the samples subjocted to anisotorpic consolidation and 

it was thought to be due to the eff'-cts of compaction. 	This initial hump 

in the curves (Figs.7:4:loh and 8:4:8d) was especially evident on the 

samples of uniform gradings and those containing 3" particles. 
The secant value of m

y remained relatively constant from 	
4S4  

400 p.s.i. to e", = 900 p.s.i. 
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The value of K obtained increased with pressure but it is probable 

that the initial variations were due tc membrane penetration and the value 

was 0.53. This value is somewhat higher than the average for mudstone 

(0.45) and granite (0.33). The simple relation, K = 1 - sin 4K., does 
net hold as 01  decreases with increasing stress. If ¢ at constant 
v-)lume (410) is substituted in the above equatien a c nsiderably lower 
value of K_ is predicted (0.36). 

(9;4:4) 	Particle breakdown  

The silurian cleaved mudstone and granitic gneiss particles tended to 

break int: sha-ce$ dialler to the original body and further fines were 

produced by the crushing of contacts. 

The breakdown of the chert was of a different nature. 	The particles 

were smooth surfaced and tuberous and hence breakdown of the contacts did 

not occur. 	Instead, a large amount of strain energy was stored up in the 

particle until it burst into several conceidal bodies and numerous razor 

sharp splinters. 	As a result of this form of breakdown the material could 

not be scaled. 

The sudden bursting of the particles was 	)onsible fer the saw 

toothed character of the latter parts of the stress-strain curves. 

The breakdown of the 	- t' grading, with stress, is shown in 

Table 9:4:4a. 

J.S. Sieve Initial grading 	Increase in weight of material passing 
% passing 	each sieve % 

X =10',-. 	,. 1. 1..3 =2010. s • i• i.. ...., .- 7  4L40p.s.i.1,e5-80p.s.A.. 

1Z 100.0 0 0 Cl.: 0 
_,Iff 0 7.2 12.4 20.1 26.5 
.--Lu 1.1 1.7 3.9 7,5 

3/16,,  0.6 0.7 1.7 3.2 
NJ.7 0.4 0.9 1.7 
No.14 0.6 1.0 

— 	8.9 15.2. 27.2 39.9 
• 

mean - 	1.49 2.53 4.53 6.65 

Table 9:4:4a 

The breakdown of the t' - 21' grading with stress is shown in Table 9:4:41". 
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B.S.Sieve Initil brad- ,Increase in weight of material passing each sieve % 
ing TO yassfil_l . 	_ 

6
3
/=10p.s.i K=60p.s.i. K to c<=450p.s.i 

° de  -997P•s•i 

/I 100.0 0 0 0 
I, 15.0 1.7 9.5 1S.‘ 

3/16" 2.0 -1).8 2.G 6.3 

No.7 0.5 2.1 3.3 

No.14 0.3 1.0 1.7 

No.25 0.5 0.9 

No.52 0.3 ).5 

No.100 0.1 0.3 

= 	1.7 16.1 31.6 

moan = 	(.21 2.01 3.95 

Table 9:4:4b 

About three times the amount of breakdown occurred in the coarser 

grading at equivalent stresses. 

The general factors affecting particle breakdown are set Jut at the 

end of Section 7:4:11. 

The permeabilities of the samples were so high that they could not be 

measured with the apparatus available at that time. 
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,- 
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,/ 
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CHAPTEH 10 

CONCLUSIONS  

(10:1) 	Consolidation 

The primary object of the research programme was not to study conso-

lidation. Membrane penetration played a noticeable part in those stages 
, 	lf of the tests in which o was varying. • 

The apparent volume changes during isotropic consolidation of dense 

samples of silurian cleaved mudstone, granitic gneiss and chert were as 

large as or greater than those of loose sand (Figs.7:2:1, 7:2:3, 8:2:1 

and 8:2:2). 	Loose sand showed a greater volume change for n, given mean 

effective stress (i( Z): + 6' + 61, ) ) when subjected to shear stresses 

(from test data given by Skinner and Bishop 1966). The granitic gneiss 

also showed a greater volume change, for a given mean effective stress, 

under anisotropic stress conditions but this effect was net so apparent 

with the silurian cleaved mudstone. 	As expected, denser material under- 

went a smaller volume change for a given applied effective stress. 

If a rockfil2ine matter how dense, is compacted and consolidated in 

the dry state it will undergo, whilst subject to constant effective stress, 

further consolidation on first wetting. With the mudstone this was very 

substantial, varying between 49% and 211% of the previous apparent volume 

change in the dry state. (Fig.7:2:1). 	This phenomenon was less marked with 

the granitic gneiss, 30% being about the maximum and this figure was con-

firmed by tests in oedometers (Pigeon 1969). The minimum average moisture 

content required to prevent this sudden collapse on wetting was about 5% 

(this moisture content may well vary for other materials) for the mudstone 

(Howkins 1966). 	It is, therefore, necessary to keep a rockfill embank- 

ment wet during construction in order to minimise post construction 

settlement. 

(10:2) 	hoar Strength  

There is a very marked curvature of the MOhr failure envelope for 
,/ 

densely compacted rockfill. For the silurian cleaved mudstone pf reduced 
from about 50°  to 34°  for values 	2;3  from 10 p.s.i. to 500 p.s.i. 
respectively. 	For granitic gneiss 0' reduced from about 600 to 40o over 

a similar stress range (Figs.7:3A, 8:3d). This demonstrates the import-

ance of testing representative material at the relevant effective stresses. 

The angle of internal friction depends on the effective stresses and 

the particle shape and strength. Mat,:rials obtained by blasting are 

generally angular and irregular. At low stresses, therefore, many quarried 
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materials demonstrate hien angles of internal friction because of their 

irregular shpo. At high stresses the contacts fracture and there is a 

reduction in dilatancy, which is then mainly governed by the particle 

strength and overall shape. 	Densely compacted, uniform gradings of rock-

fill at high stresses, and / or weak material, have dilatancy character-

istics similar to those of loose sand (Fig.7:3C). 

For practical purposes there seems to be little significant varia-

tion of shear strength with sample size if geometrically similar gradings 

are used (Figs.10:2:1, 10:2:2). 

Horne (Skinner 1969)* derived a theoretical relationship between Q3clr  

and 	for triaxial conditions on the assumptions that the particles did 

not roll or crush. 	This relationship is plotted (Fig.10:2:3) with the 

results of the triaxial tests on rockfill and data obtained by Skinner 

from shear box tests on spherical materials. The theoretical relationship 

did not describe the behaviour of the spherical materials or the rockfillal-

i4ough *Lis inconsistent in the latter case because of the particle break- 

down. 	The difference in the value of 0clf  for the spherical material 

and the rockfill clearly demonstrates the effect of the particle shape 

on the angle of internal friction. 

The angle of friction between the particle surfaces does not seem to 

play a dominant part in determining the angle of internal friction. A 

very similar value of OcIr was obtained for each material (chert 40°,mud-

stone 41°  and granite 41°) although OA varied from 11.5°  to 36°. Basalt 
and metavolcanic rock also gave a value of 0:lrof 41°  (Fig.10:2:4). Other 

tests on rhyolite obtained by ripping and blasting again gave a value of 

0c1r of 41°  (private communication). 00,rfor Ham River sand is about 33' 

and for steel balls (in the shear box) 22°  (after Skinner 1969) 

The plot off '- a7ainst the rate of dilatancy at failure suggested that 

the ratio of sample diameter to particle size should be equal to, or 

greater than, 16 for samples tested under triaxial conditions for the 

same dilatancy although Oclf is relatively insensitive to the D/d ratio. 

On a nlot of Os  versus porosity for all the granitic gneiss samples 

the effect of the ratio of sample diameter to particle size was nut 
di evident. 	This plot also demonstrated that p
f 

was more sensitive to the 

initial porosity at low stossses (Fig.10:2:5). • A similar plot for 

samples of Silurian cleaved mudstone sheared at a minor principal effect-

ive stress of 10 p.s.i. is given in Fig.10:2:i., 

The angle of internal friction for a given material and effective 

stress is dependant on its initial relative density (Fig.10:2:5). 

Tests on small scale samples showed that the angle of internal 

friction was about 4° lower for saturated than for dry granitic gneiss. 

*To be published in Geotechnique March 1969. 
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The difference was only about 
10 

or 20  fur the mudstone (Pigeon 1969). 

The samples which were failed by increasing the stress ratio whilst 

reducing the mean effective stress had 	angle of internal friction 1 to 

2 higher than those 

similar effect when 

The stress path 

is very dependant on 

lity under undrained 

is t.) be preferred. 

strong particles and 

density. 

failed by increasing 6i. Fraser (1957) noticed a 

shearing sand; in this case the increase was 20 to 30 
to failure of a rockfill, under undrainod conditions 

the initial relative density. 	For greatest stabi-

transient loading a material which wishes to dilate 

This is best achieved by a well graded material with 

which is compacted initially to maximum relative 

• 

The silurian cleaved mudstone was friable compared with the granite 

and chert and yet it demonstrated an angle of internal friction only 30 
to 4°  below the high values for the granite and 10  or 20 above those of 

the chert within the stress range shown in Fig.10:2. 

The M, hr failure envelopes for various materials are compared in 

Fig.10:2:7. 

(10:3) Deformation  

As with sand loose material has an axial failure strain greater than 

dense material at a given effectivestress. 

The axial failure strain increases with increase in effective stress 

(Figs.10:3:1 and 10:3:2). 

Loose material tends to consolidate during shear, even at low stresses. 

3.t low stresses dense samples oaf chert and granitic gneiss showed a 

large dilatancy. The silurian cleaved madstone did not show a great 

dilatancy even at low stresses. 	At high stresses all the materials 

tendd to behave more as loose sand. 

The volume strain of the mudstone for a given stress increment was 

greater when it was saturated than when it was dry (Fig.7:2:1). 

The secant value of the coefficient of one dimensional compressibility 

decre:,ses with increase in stress after an initial hump which is due t, the 

effects of compaction (Figs.7:4:10h and 8:4:8d). 

Material which was failed by increasing the stress ratio whilst 

reducing the mean effective stress hod an axial strain to failure about * 

to 	of that failed by increasing stresses. 

After the peak deviator stress has been reached in drained tests on 

dense samples there is often a reduction in shear strength with increase 

in deformation. This should be borne in mind when determining the shear 

strength along a shear surface as highly stressed material reaches peak 

strength at greater strains and due allowance should be made to avoid the 

possibility of progressive 
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Geometrically similes gradings in various sizes of sample have 

comparable axial and volumetric strain characteristics. 

Within the working range of stress there is a linear relationship 

between volumetric strain and deviat(Jr stress (See stress-strain curves). 

Reckfill creeps wider load for an indeterminate period of time. 

Field evidence is given by the crest settlements 	dams, some of which 

are still deforming 50 years after construction (Kjaernsli 1962). 	t a 

given time, after the initial immediate settlement, the rate of creep 

seemed to be independent of effective stress at the Venomo Dam (Kjaernsli 

1962) although laboratory evidence by Lovenbury (1969) suggests that this 

may not be precisely true. 

(10:4) Particle Dreakdown  

Particle breakdown increases with increase in maximum particle size 

uniformity of grading, mean effective stres and stress ratio and the 

angularity of the particles (Lee and Farhoomand). 	It is inferred that 

an increase in breakdown also occurs with a decrease in particle strength 

and on wetting and with increase in strain. 

The mudstone had flat, platey, friable particles, the granite 

irregular, angular, hard particles and the chart smooth, tuberous, hard 

particles. 	For a given stress system the breakdown recorded was of the 

same :order of magnitude for each material. 	.A direct comparison though 

is misleading because the chart had a uniform grading and the mudstone 

contained a greater proportion of fines than the granite. 

ether materials, however, under the same stress system may break down 

by varying amounts. It is thus important to determine whether materials 

for filters, which are usually made up of uniform gralings, will satisfy 

the filter requirements and remain pervious when they and 'adjacent 

materials are subject to effective stress. 

The fine fractions of the silurien cleaved mudstone formed an 

impermeable paste. Some other materials may perform likewise and it is 

important to determine the permeability after breakdown under various 

stress ratios and effective stresses if the material is to be subjected 

to rapid draw down. A material which forms an impermeable paste is alsc 

unsuitable for filters. 

A saturated material with a grading and/or particle strength such 

that it is prone to considerable breakdown, will tend to produce high 

pore pressures and a low shear strength under undrained loading and may 

be expected to behave in a similar manner under seismic loading. 
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(10:5) 	Sample size  

There are distinct practical advantages to be gained by testing small 

size material becuse membrane failures are. less likely and errors due to 
( 

membrane penetration, when 
)

is varying, are reduced. The handling, 

processing and testing aro generally easier and cheaper although one 

instance was recorded whore the cost of hand picking fine particles to 

achieve similar particle shapes in the large and small fractions of a 

grading outweighed the cost of large scale testing. 

Three very different materials wore tested in this research programme, 

platey friable mudstone, angular, hard granite and smooth,tuberous chart. 

Fur practical purposes the shear strength of each material was independent 

of particle size for geometrically similar gradings. 

It appears that representative behaviour of a material is obtained, 

in a geometrically scaled model grading of the original, if it fractures 

during excavation in such a way that the particles of the resultant grad-

ing have similar shapes and unit strengths. 

(10:6) Recommendations for future research  

Future studies might profitably be undertaken to determine the effects 

of variations in grading in the shear strength and dilatancy of a material. 

Different materials should also be tested, using a common grading, to 

determine the variation of shear strength with particle shape and strength 

and the breakdown of the materials might then be compared. 

A programme should be initiated to correlate the results of the 

research which has been published to date and also an attempt should Ito 

made to extract the details of unpublished work for the benefit )f other 

engineers. 
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